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Copernicus iaponicus*
Suketoshi Yajima

Le premier Japonais qui connut le nom de Copernic parait etre Motoki
Ryoei (1735-1794), un des interpretes au port de Nagasaki. Depuis le XVIP
siecle, le Japon avail ferme les ports de commerce aux etrangers excepte les
Hollandais et les Chinois. Nagasaki etait la seule porte, par ou entrerent dans ce
pays des informations occidentales. 11 y eut a Nagasaki deux sortes d'interpretes
pour le commerce, Tune destinee au hollandais et I'autre au chinois. Motoki
Ryoei, dont le pere et le grand-pere avaient ete aussi interpretes du hollandais,
s'interessait a I'astronomie. Trouvant un livre hollandais de I'astronomie popu-

laire, il le lut, la plume a la main, et redigea vers 1774 un article intitulee Tentchi
ni-kyu ydhd (usage des deux globes, celeste et terrestre), dans lequel on trouve
le nom de Copernic et son systeme.

Apres une quinzaine d'annees, le gouvernement, alors sous le shogounat
de Tokougawa, demanda a Motoki de lui presenter la traduction de ce livre
hollandais. II revisa son ancien article, I'augmenta et acheva en 1791 le Seijoutsu
honguen taiyd kyuri: shinsei tentchi ni-kyu ydhdki (le fondement de I'astronomie,
le systeme solaire: nouvel usage des deux globes). Cette nouvelle traduction

consiste en 7 volumes comportant 325 chapitres, et I'appendice en un volume.
Sans etre imprimee a cette epoque-la elle circulait manuscrite dans le monde
savant. L'astronome Hazama Shiguetomi(1756-1816), par exemple, la critiqua,

disant que Motoki n'etait pas astronome, allusion sans doute a I'obscurite de la
traduction. Cependant Motoki a I'honneur d'avoir fait connaitre pour la premiere
fois le nom de Copernic aux Japonais.
Un autre interprete de Nagasaki, Shizouki Tadao(1760-1806)se passionnait
lui aussi de I'astronomie, si bien qu'assez riche, ill quitta son office pour se consacrer entierement a I'etude de cette science. Dirige d'abord par son collegue
aine Motoki, il rencontra dans la suite une traduction hollandaise des Introduc-

tiones ad veramphysicam et veram astronomiam de Jean Keill(1671-1721),physicien
ecossais newtonien. Shizouki traduisit la plupart de cet ouvrage de Keill, et
I'annota sous la forme du Rekisho shinsho (nouveau livre sur les phenomenes

astronomiques) en 3 volumes (1789-1802). On y trouve quelquefois le nom de
Copernic.
* Resume de la conference faite en japonais a I'occasion du 5®-centenaire de la naissance
de Nicolas Copernic, le 29 fevrier 1973, au Conseil Scientifique du Japon, Tokyo.
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Le systeme copernicien paraissait naturellement etrange aux Japonais de
meme qu'aux Europeens au temps de Copernic., Ils avaient ete accoutumes
depuis longtemps a la cosmologie orientale, exactement chinoise, et a la philoSophie dualiste, c'est-a-dire a la doctrine du positif et du negatif. D'apres cette
cosmologie, le ciel est rond et la terre carree. La philosophie dualiste enseigne
d'autre part que le ciel est positif et la terre negative, le mouvement positif et
le repos negatif. D'apres Copemic la terre se meut; c'est inconcevable pour le
positif-negativiste. Shizouki fut pris dans un dilemme: "en realite, dit-il, la
terre est ronde et se meut, mais en raison, elle doit etre carree et en repos."
ShibaKokan(1747-1816), peintred'Edo(actuellementTokyo), etait charme
par la gravure en taille-douce, importee a Nagasaki. Desireux d'apprendre la
technique de cette gravure, il consulta des savants de I'ecole hollandaise d'Edo.
II en aurait obtenu de precieuses instructions, parce qu'ils utilisaient les encyclopedies europeennes, par exemple de Chomel et de J. Buijs. De plus il se
rendit a Nagasaki, visita des interpretes. Quoi qu'il en soit, il etait le premier
a pratiquer la gravure en taille-douce au Japon. Premierement il produisit les
gravures de paysage, ensuite les cartes geographiques. II s'interessait aussi bien
a la science, cherchait et obtenait le livre de I'astronomie, que Motoki avait
autrefois traduit. II publia 1795 le Kopperu tenmon zoukai(illustration de I'astro
nomie copernicienne), Kopperu etant le diminutif de Copernic. C'est le premier
livre imprime au Japon, qui comportat le nom de Copernic et son systeme. Cet
ouvrage a contribue a propager le nouveau systeme du monde dans ce pays.

Mioura Baien (1723-1789), ne et'mort k Kyushii, est un des plus penetrants
philosophes du Japon. II laissa trois go (discours): Guen-go (^^w=profond),
Zei'go (zez=superflu), Kan-go (/:a/i=audacieux). Ce sont ses principaux ouvrages.
Le fondement de sa doctrine etait naturellement la philosophie dualiste, mais il
ne pouvait pas adherer a la tradition. II etablit son systeme de jdri (raison),
qu'il appelait le jori-gakou (science de la raison).
Aux prolegomenes du Guen-go, il ecrit: "on dit que le feu est positif, done
chaud;I'eau negative, done froide. Shin (son nom, Baien etant le nom de plume)
s'interroge: pourquoi le positif est chaud, et le negatif froid? On dit plus: le
positif est leger et ascend, le negatif est lourd et descend. Shin s'interroge plus
loin; plutot commence ici le probleme
"
II visita en 1778 Nagasaki, ou il eut des entretiens avec les interpretes,
Yoshio Kogytl, Matsumoura Suigai, etc. Ils lui parlerent des civilisations euro
peennes, y compris le systeme copernicien. II ecrit dans son journal de voyage:
"depuis une centaine d'annees les Europeens pensent que le soleil ne se meut
pas, et que la terre n'est pas en repos; que le soleil etant en repos, et les autres
astres tournent autour de lui." Cette nouvelle information perturbait sans doute
ses pensees.

Dans le Zei-go, acheve en 1789, il dit: "au dire des interpretes de Nagasaki,
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les Europeens pensent, depuis une centaine d'annees, que le soleil est en repos
au centre d'univers, et que les autres astres tournent autour du soleil. J'ai
mille fois reflechi 1^-dessus, mais je ne peut pas mettre cette conception dans
un systeme coherant."
Yoshio Nanko (1787-1843), petit-fils de Yoshio Kogyd, susdit interprete de
Nagasaki, publia en 1823 VEnsei kansho zousetsu(astronomie occidentelle illustree)
imprime par la gravure sur bois. II y decrit d'abord le monde de Ptolemee,
ensuite celui de Tycho Brahe, et enfin celui de Copernic. L'auteur y ajouta
encore un article sur le mouvement de la terre, mais la plupart de ses theses de
pendent de celles de Shizouki.
Hoashi Banri (1778-1852) etudiait sous la direction de Waki Ranshitsu, un
des disciples de Mioura Baien. Hoashi s'interessait non seulementa la philosophie
mais aussi aux sciences physiques. II etudiait par lui-meme le hollandais, et
lisait par exemple le Natuurkunde de P. van Muschenbroek(1692-1761), la traduction hollandaise de I'astronomie de J. J. de Lalande (1732-1807), etc. II laissa
le KyUri-tsU (apergu des sciences physiques), imprime en 1865 par ses disciples,
et dans lequel nous trouvons les noms de Copernic, Tycho Brahe, Kepler, New
ton, etc. II decrivit le systeme de Copernic plus minutieusement que touts ses
devanciers.

En Occident, la theorie de Copernic rencontrait I'opposition des religieux,
non seulement catholiques mais aussi protestants. En Orient, plus exactement
au Japon, les bouddhistes n'etaient pas contents du systeme de Copernic, parce
que le monde bouddhique est geocentrique. Bonze Entsu publia en 1810 le
Boukkoku rekishd'hen (les astronomiques bouddhistes). Cependant I'opposition
des bouddhistes en general n'etait que faible.
II n'y avait pas au Japon un Montaigne qui disait concernant les deux systemes astronomiques ptolemeen et copernicien: "Que prendrons nous de la,
sinon qu'il ne nous doit chaloir le quel ce soit des deux? Et qui S9ait qu'une
tierce opinion, d'icy a mille ans, ne renverse les deux precedentes?" (Essais,
II, 12.)

Recent Studies in Japan on the History of Chemistry
Masanori Onuma* and Tatsumasa Doke**

1

Since 1965, the Kagakushi KenkyU {Journal of History of Science Japan) has
been publishing in serial form an annual bibliography of the history, of sciences
and techniques in Japan. Mainly based on that bibliography, the present paper
gives a general review of studies in Japan on the history of chemistry and also
of the views of scholars of the history of chemistry in this country during the
period 1965 to 1972.^
Japan's economic growth has been rapid since 1955 and has brought on
various social problems in contrast to the scientific and technological progress.
One such problem is Japan's increased military capability and another is en
vironmental pollution so serious as to be unequalled in any other part of the
world. In the face of Japan's rapid economic growth, the problem remains
of what position should be allocated to sciences and techniques in the Japanese
people's life. This has turned the attention of many Japanese historians of
sciences and techniques to the question of how Japan, since the Meiji restora
tion, has imported and built up modern civilization from Europe.
The publication of "Nippon Kagaku Gijutsushi Taikei"(History of Science
and Technology in Japan) in 26 volumes compiled by the Japanese Society of
the History of Sciences ("Nippon Kagakushi Gakkai") was started in 1964 in
commemoration of the centenary of the Meiji restoration (1868) and completed
in 1972. The importation into and fostering in Japan of modern chemistry are
analyzed in Volume 13.^ One of the editors, Minoru Tanaka, in the introduc
tion to the above publication divides the history of chemistry in Japan into the
following five stages: I, the sprouting stage (Tenpo 8 to Keio 3 or 1837-1867);
II, the transitional stage (Meiji 1 to 9 or 1868-1876); III, the build-up stage
(Meiji 10 to 33 or 1877-1900); IV, the independent development stage (Meiji
34 to Showa 5 or 1901-1930); and V, the current stage (from Showa 6 onward
* Tokyo College of Economics.
** Tokyo Institute of Technology.

1 Annual Bibliography 1965-1972 (J): Kagakushi KenkyU {Journal of History of Science,
Japan), No. 78 (1966); No. 82 (1967); No. 86 (1968); No. 90 (1969); No. 94 (1970); No. 98 (1971);
No. 103 (1972). (in Japanese=J).

2 *Butsuri Kagaku'(Physical Science): Nippon Kagaku-gizyutusi Taikei (History of Sci
ence and Technology in Japan), No. 13, Daiichi Hoki (Tokyo, 1970)(J).
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or from 1931 onward.)
The speed of build-up of modern chemistry in stage III was conditioned
by Japan's own capability brought over from stages I and II and, on the other

hand, was influenced by Japan's social problems of her capitalist economic
structure, which was behind the Western capitalist countries in development.
The independent development of Japan's chemistry in stage IV was reviewed
not only in terms of Japanese chemists' own efforts and theoretical achieve
ments, but also in terms of the system of study and education in relation to
Japan's social background. Stages III to Y were further divided into the follow
ing periods:
1. Development of a basis for chemical studies (Meiji 11-33 or 18781900).

2. Tradition formation in chemistry (Meiji 34 to Taisho 5 or 1901-1916.
3. Chemistry after World War I (Taisho 6 to Showa 5 or 1917-1930).
4. Chemistry during the Sino-Japanese war and World War II (Showa 6
to 20 or 1931-1945).

5. Chemistry after World War II (Showa 21 to 44 or 1946-1969).
Each of the above periods was described by the joint efforts of Tanaka,

Masanori 6numa (physical chemistry), Tokumichi Tsukahara (inorganic chem
istry), Aiko Yamashita(organic chemistry),and Tatsumasa Doke(biochemistry).
About the time Volume 13 was published 1969, these writers published
their own papers on the history of chemistry in Japan, as follows:
M. Tanaka: Hundert der Chemie in Japan—1 {Japanese Studies in the His
tory of Science, No. 3, 1964), Hundert der Chemie in Japan—2(ibid. No. 4,
1965), Problems der Vorgeschichte der Chemie in Japan {ibid. No. 6, 1968), A
note on the development of chemistry in Japan {ibid. No. 7, 1967).
M. Onuma:' History of physical chemistry in Japan (in the bulletin of
his college), which compared the scientific achievements of Joji Sakurai(1858-

1939), Kikunae Ikeda (1864-1936), and Yfikichi 6saka (1867-1950) with those
of their European teachers A. W. Williamson (1824-1904) and W.F. Ostwald
(1853-1932), stating that the too hasty importation of physical chemistry into
this country made it difficult to build up the tradition of this science in this
country.
Aiko Yamashita:^

Recollections of the lives and scientific achievements

of J. Sakurai; Y. 6saka; Masao Katayama (1877-1961) who contributed to the
independent growth of physical chemistry in Japan; Tokuhei Kametaka (18721935), one of the pioneers of organic chemistry in Japan; and Yoshizumi
3 M. Onuma: The History of Physical Chemistry in Japan. (1), (2). (J). Memorirs of
Tokyo College of Economics, No. 18 (1968. 2), No. 19(1968. 5).
< A. Yamashita: Mol,4(4) 83-86 (1966); 4(6) 82-86; 4(9) 84-87; 4(10) 83-87; 5 (1) 108-112
(1967):6(1)91-96 (1968); 6(2) 92-96; 6(3) 88-92.
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Tawara (1885-1935) who first extracted tetrodotoxin, the poisonous compound
from Japanese fugu fish. Those recollections were published in serial form in
various journals. Yamashita wrote in the Kagakushi Kenkyu {Journal of History
of Science, Japan) about Tawara and Kametaka.® Yamashita was further trying
to contribute to improving the position of women scientists in Japan. She was
conducting studies,® with the cooperation of Shoko Yoshimura and other women
scholars of science history, on the scientific achievements of Chika Kuroda
(1884-1968), a woman scientists well-known for her studies on Japanese vege
table pigments, and Michiyo Tsujimura who extracted the ingredients of the
green tea and others. Yoshimura^ wrote in the bulletin of her university about
the activities and backgrounds of Japanese female scientists.
Various branches of chemistry in Japan reached an independent status after
the years of World War I. Posthumous manuscripts and autobiographies of
Japanese chemists who contributed to Japanese chemistry during the above
stage, have recently been published. These publications include, in the realm
of organic chemistry, the posthumous papers of Riko Majima (1894-1962) who
investigated urushiol (1970)® and the autobiography (1970) of Munio Kotake®
(1894-) who investigated the toxic substances of the toad; in physical chemistry,
the autobiography (1972)^® of Juro Horiuchi (1901-), ex-president of Hokkaido
University, who was a student of Katayama and contributed to the theory of
chemical reaction; and the autobiography"(1973) of Isamu Nitta (1899-) who
applied x-ray analysis to the elucidation of the structure of organic compounds.
An enlightening pocket book^^ was published by Sanichiro Mizushima (1899-)
who modernized the study in Japan of the molecular structural theory. In the
realm of inorganic chemistry, Tanaka is shortly going to publish a biography^®
of Yfiji Shibata (1882-) who was a student of Alfred Werner (1866-1919) and
Georges Urbin (1872-1938) and who pioneered spectrochemistry, complex-salt
5 A. Yamashita: Yoshisumi Tahara and his Study of the Globefish Gift; Tetrodotoxin.
(J). Kagakushi KenkyU, No. 87, pp. 150-158 (1968).
Tokuhei Kametaka (J). ihid.^ No. 84, pp. 188-191 (1968).
® A. Yamashita (ed): AHistory of Modern Japanese Women,No.4. Science. (J). 252 p.,
Kashima Kenkyujo Shuppankai (1970).
7 S. Yosimura: A History and the Background of Women Scientists in Japan. (J). Memoirs
of Tsudajuku University, 2, pp. 113-126 (1970. 3).

® The Posthumous Papaers and Memoirs of Prof. Riko Majima. (J). Prof. Majima Riko
Iko-shO Kanko-kai, 567 p.(1970. 8).
9 Munio Kotake: Episodes in Kotake's Life. (J). Kagaku, 25(11) 1066-1070 (1970. 11).
10 Juro Horiuchi: Thirty years of My Studies of Chemical Reaction. (J). Shokubai,7,2628 (1965. 12).

Autobiography of Juro Horiuchi. (J). Hokudai Tosho Kankokai (1972).
11 Isamu Nitta: Memoirs of a Scientist. (J). Tokyo Kagaku Dozin (1973. 4).
12 Sanichiro Mizushima: A Story of Matters. (J). Kodansha (1965).
13 Minoru Tanaka: YOji Shibata. (J). Dainihon Tosho. (In prep.).
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chemistry, and geochemistry in this country.
These publications will strengthen the study of the independent growth of
modern chemistry in this country.
In order to look into the question of what forms of European modern
science were imported into Japan around the time of the Meiji restoration, M.
Tanaka in 1964 carried out studies" on the scientific achievements of Yoan

Udagawa (1798-1846), Saburo Utsunomiya (1834-1902), and Komin Kawa
moto (1810-1871), and in 1966 M. Tanaka in cooperation with T. Doke paid a
visit to the native land of Saburo Utsunomiya, Japan's first chemical technologist
from the last days of the Tokugawa Government to the early Meiji years, and
conducted on-the-spot studies of Utsunomiya's brewing, ceramics, etc., which
resulted in a reassessment of his achievements." Toshikane Okubo, a historian

of Dutch studies in this country, also considered Utsumomiya as a pioneer in
applied chemistry in this country." After Yoan Udagawa, Komin Kawamoto
(1809-1871) was a chemist towards the last days of the Tokugawa Government,
and, according to Tanaka, Kawamoto was a pioneer of Japanese modern chem
istry on the basis of the theories developed in the "Atomism" of J. Dalton (17661844). A new biography of Kawamoto was published in 1971
In a centenary
meeting in honor of Kawamoto held by the Japanese Society of Medical History
on July 17, 1971, reports on his scientific activities were read by Teiyu Inoue,
Tomio Ogata, Kazuo Katagiri, and Hajime Soda."
Yoan Udagawa, a chemist in the last days of the Tokugawa Government,
wrote Japan's first fully fledged book on chemistry, entitled "Seimi Kaiso" (In
troduction to Chemistry)based on the system of chemistry developed by Lavoisier
(1743-1794). Studies on Udagawa have become active in recent years. Masao
Sakaguchi, a chemist at the Kyfishu University, has published numerous papers
on Udagawa since 1963. Contributions to the studies on Udagawa have also
been made by. M. Tanaka" (1967), T. Doke" (1971, 1972), and Nagayasu
Shimao.^^

Minoru Tanaka: A History of Physics and Chemistry Prior to the Meiji Era in Japan,
pp. 281-416. Nihon Gakushi-in (ed). 1964. (J).

"

and Tatsumasa Doke: Early 19th Centurys Chemist, Saburo Utsunomiya. (J).

Reports of Tokyo Inst, of Tech., 31 77-90 (1966. 3).
1® Toshikane Okubo: Pioneer in Applied Chemistry in Japan, Saburo Utsunomiya. (J).
Nippon oyobi Nipponjin, No. 1481, 170-176 (1970. 1).
1'' Yuji Kawamoto and Kazumasa Nakatani: Komin Kawamoto. (J). Kyoritsu Shuppan
(1971).

1® Commemoration of the Century of Komin Kawamoto's Death. (J), Nihon Ishigaku Zassi,
17(3) 251-263 (1971. 9).

1® Masao Sakaguchi: On the Concept of Chemical Affinity in Seimi Kaiso (J), Kagakushi
Kenkyu, No. 67, pp. 113-120 (1963).
: Studies on Seimi Kaiso II—the Original of Translation—(J),ibid.. No.72, pp. 145151 (1964).
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These studies have shown up some problems on the route of Yoan's import
ation of Western modern chemistry into Japan. One of them is, what was
the original of the "Seimi Kaiso". That is believed by some to be probably
W. Henry's "Elements of Chemistry"(1799) rendered into the German version
which Ypey later rendered into the Dutch version. This Dutch version by Ypey
is believed by Tanaka to have been the "Systematisch Handboek der Scheikunde
(SHB)", but believed by Sakaguchi to have been "Chemie voor Beginnende
Liefhebbers." Another question is how Dalton's "Atomism" was imported into
Japan. Yoan used the term "Aryo", which according to Sakaguchi seems to
correspond to the term "atomic weight". Therefore, Yoan was believed to be
the first importer of Dalton's "Atomism" into Japan. However, Tanaka be
lieves that the term "Aryo" seems to have been a quantitative expression of
chemical composition. Tanaka, therefore, asserts that the true importer of
Dalton's "Atomism" into Japan was not Yoan but Komin Kawamoto.
T. Doke has been carrying on studies on Yoan's life and several dozen
unpublished manuscripts including those of"Seimi Kaiso. A modern Japanese
language edition of"Seimi Kaiso" is shortly going to be published by M. Tanaka
and others. A young reseacher, Kunika Sugawara^^ (Tokyo University), is en
gaged in studies on Japanese chemists in the early years of the Meiji era.
Masao Sakaguchi: Studies on Seimi Kaiso III—Yoan Udagawa and European Chemical
Atomism—(J), ibid,. No. 78, pp. 49-53 (1966).
: On the European Translations of Henry's Epitome of Chemistry and Seimi Kaiso
(J), ibid.. No. 80, pp. 171-178 (1966).
: On the Concept of Chemical Affinity in Seimi Kaiso (II) (J), ibid.. No. 83, pp.
124-131 (1967).
: On the Chemical Nomenclature in the Seimi Kaiso (J), ibid.. No.85,10-21 (1968).

: On the Pharmaceutical Reference Books used by the Author of the Seimi Kaiso
(J), ibid.. No. 86, pp. 49-56 (1968).
: Notes on the French Translation of W. Henry's Epitome of Chemistry (J), ibid..
No. 95, pp. 139-150 (1970).
: On the Mountain Measuring Cited by Udagawa Yoan (J), ibid.. No.96, pp. 185190 (1970).

Minoru Tanaka: Einige Probleme der Vorgeschrechte der Chemie in Japan. Einfuhrung
und Aufnahme der modernen Materienbegriflfe, Japanese Studies in the History of Science, No.
6, pp. 96-114(1967).
20 T. Doke: A Study of Yoan Udagawa (1), (J), Tokyo Kd-Dai Kagakushi Shukan, No. 6,
pp. 95-109 (1971); Yoan Udagawa in the History of Western learning in Japan, (J), Kikan Geijutsu. No. 23, pp. 88-106 (1972).
21 Eiko Shimao: The Reception of Lavoisier's Chemistry in Japan (J), Kagakushi Kenkyu,
No. 99, pp. 174-178 (1971); The Establishment of Lavoisier's Chemical Nomenclature in Japan
(J), ibid.. No. 100, pp. 213-214 (1971. 12); The Reception of Lavoisier's Chemistry in Japan,
Vol. 63, No. 218, pp. 309-320(1972); Yoan Udagawa and Lavoisier's Traite de Chimie(J), Edited

by Takamichi Arisaka; Nihon Yogaku-shi no Kenkyu II, pp. 245-279.
22 Kunika Sugawara: The Chemists in Early Meiji Era Japan (1850's-1880's), (J), Studies
in the History of Physics, 6(1) 1-25 (1970. 3); 6(2) 33-57 (1970. 6).
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On the basis of studies by all these workers on the independence and growth
of modern chemistry in Japan, T. Doke conducted studies on the historical
significance of Japanese chemists as regards their concepts and achievements in
the light of the social background that permitted their scientific activities.^®
2

Japan's journals seems to prefer the introduction of the achievements of
earlier Western Chemists on the occasion of their memorial celebrations, etc,

on the history of chemistry. Some papers were carried in scientific journals in
1965 in commemoration of the centenary of the description of the benzene
structure by A. Kekule (1829-1896).®^ Among those papers was short article
by Nozomu Yamaoka, who had been conducting studies for many years not
only on J. Liebig (1803-1873) but also on Kekule, and was a pioneer in the
study of the history of chemistry in Japan. In 1967, some papers in celebra
tion of the centenary of the birth of Alfred Werner(1866-1919) were published
in the journal Kagaku to Kdgyd {Chemistry and Chemical Industry) was edited by
the Chemical Soc. of Japan, and other journals,®® including a paper written by
Yfiji Shibata, who was a student of Werner's. In 1968, a paper was published
by Hisateru Okuno®® in celebration of the centenary of the birth of Mrs. Curie
(Marie Curie, 1867-1934). A biography of M. Curie by Eve Curie, widely
read in Japan for several dozen years, was published again as a new edition.®^
Okuno and a well-known Japanese analytical chemist Kenjiro Kimura®® wrote
in Kagaku to Kdgyd {Chemistry and Chemical Industry) in condolence of Otto
Hahn's death. This journal and some other journals in 1969 carried papers®®
in memory of the centenary of the public announcement of the periodic law by
D.I. Mendeleef(1834-1907).
23 T. Doke: A History of the Japanese Chemists, (edited by Minoru Imoto, Masanori

Onuma, Tatsumasa Doke, Naoya Nakagawa), Chikuma Shobo (1971. 11).
24 Nozomu Yamaoka: Commemoration of the Century of the Theory of Benzen's Structure,
(J), Chemical Education, 13(3), 319-324(1965. 9).

25 Yuji Shibata: Alfred Werner and Complex Chemistry, (J), Chemistry, 22 (7) 632-636
(1967. 7); Some Personal Recollections of Alfred Werner, Werner Centinal (ed. by G.B.

Kauffman), pp. 1-2, (American Chemical Society 1867); A Short Autobiography of Alfred
Werner and Coordination theory (J), Chemistry and Chemical Industry, 19 (12) 1422-1427 (1966).
Taku Uemura: Alfred Werner (1866-1919), ibid., 20(11) 1244-1247; 20(12) 1400-1405 (1967).

26 Hisateru Okuno: Centenary of Mme Curie's Birth (J), Shizen, 23(4) 11-13 (1968).
27 Eve Curie: Madame Curie (translated by Atsushi Kawaguchi, etc.) 333 p. Hakusuisha
(1968. 2).
28 H. Okuno: The Late Dr. Otto Hahn (J), Chemistry and Chemical Industry, 21(10) 13251329 (1968. 10).

Kenjiro Kimura: The Late Dr. Otto Hahn (J), ibid., 21 (10) 1329-1330 (1968. 10).
28 Masanobu Sakagami: Centenary of Periodic Law and Mendeleef Musium (J), ibid., 21
(10) 1317-1324(1968. 10). Saburo Otake: Periodic Law and its Evolution (J), Science through
Experiments, 20(5) 478-487 (1969. 5).
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Nozomu Yamaoka and Taku Uemura published in the same journal in
serial form their biographies of Western chemists (1966-1970). Yamaoka^®
wrote about A. W. Hofmann (1818-1892), Liebig and English chemists in the
middle of the 19th century, taking up the achievements of R. W.Bunsen(18111899) and W. Ostwald (1853-1943). In 1971, Yamaoka published a book con
taining an account of his visits to the historical places of chemical interest in
Europe.®^ Taku Uemura, one of the Japanese pioneers in the study of rare
earth elements, has since 1965 been writing a series of biographies of Western
chemists®^ in the journal Kagaku to Kdgyd {Chemistry and Chemical Industry),
comprising already a total of some 25 chemists extending from Robert Boyle
(1627-1691) to Irving Langmuir (1881-1957).
Translations®® of several foreign books on the history of chemistry have
been published. In 1967, Bunichi Tamamushi and Keijin Takeuchi published
their translation of"A Short History of Chemistry" written by Isaac Asimov. In
1971, Yojiro Tsuzuki translated "A Hundred Years of Chemistry" by Alexander
Findlay. Since 1972, a translation of"The Development of Modern Chemistry"
by Aaron J. Ihde has been being published by Chikayoshi Kamatani, Kiyohisa
Fujii, and Chie Fujita. Other translations worthy of attention are Yamaoka's
translation®^ (1966) of the famous correspondence between Liebig and Wohler
and Yoshiro Kobayashi's translation and publication®® of "Arbeitserinnerungen"
by Hermann Staudinger who laid the foundation for high-polymer chemistry.
In Japanese chemical historical circles, translations of Western classic books
well-known in the history of chemistry have constantly been in demand by
readers in this country. Japanese journals are not always in favor of taking
up such translations, however.
In recent times there seems to be some possibility of such translations being
taken up by Japanese journals. For example, a publisher here has a project
30 Nozomu Yamaoka: Coal tar (J), ibid., 18 (6) 335 (1966)—18 (12) 189 (1966); Aromatics
(J), ibid., 19(1)(1967. 1)—19(12)(1967. 12); 21 (6)(1969. 6)—22(11)(1970. 11).

31

: Looks of the History of Chemistry in Europe (J). 342 p. Uchida-Rokakuho

Shin-sha (1971. 3).
32 Taku Uemura: Chemistry and Chemical Industry, 19 (2) 218-220 (1966), (3) 301-303,(5)
559-561, (6) 768-770, (8) 988-990; 21 (2) 233-235 (1968), (3) 363-316, (5) 642-646, (6) 801-804, (9)
1161-1164,(11) 1427-1430; 22(2) 163-165 (1969),(4) 388-392, (9) 1047-1050, (12) 1456-1460; 23 (6)
728-732 (1970),(11) 1471-1474; 24(10) 959-961 (1971),(11) 1054-1057.

33 Isacc Asimov: A short history of chemistry(trans, by Bunichi Tamamushi,Keijin Take
uchi) 286 p. Kawade Shobo (1967. 7). Alexander Findlay: A Hundred Years of Chemistry
(1937), trans, by Yojiro Tsuzuki, Kodansha (1971).

Aaron Ihde: The Development of Modern Chemistry (1964) trans, by Chikayoshi Kama
tani, Kiyohisa Fujii, Chie Fujita Misuzushobo (1972).
34 Aus Justus Liebig's und Friedrich Wohler's Briefwechsel in den Jahren 1829-1873 (1888),
trans, by Nozomu Yamaoka, Uchida Rokakuho Shinsha (1966).
33 Herman Staudinger: Arbeitserinnerungen (1961) trans, by Yoshiro Kobayashi,Iwanami
Shoten (1966).
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to offer translations of classic literature including Lavoisier's "Traite elementaire
de Chemie."

"Kagakushi Den"(Chemical Biographies),a book on the history of chemistry
published in 1922 by Yamaoka has been influencing many of those interested
in the study of Japan's history of chemistry in recent years. A new edition of
that book was published in 1968.^® In 1965-1972, there were only a few books
published by Japanese workers on the history of chemistry here. One of them,
Yojiro Tsuzuki, published "The History of chemistry" (in Japanese) (1966),®''
which contained, as stated in its preface, his studies of not only the history of
western chemistry here but also the chemical industrial technical progress here.
His most energetic studies mentioned in that book are on the history ofchemistry

in Japan. T. Doke and M.6numa in cooperation with Jun Fujimura (physics)
and Toshiyoshi Kikuchi (history of sciences in Japan) described, in the form of
a pocket book, science in the 19th century in connection with its ideological,
historical and social background. In that book, Doke's description centered
around the Liebig-Pasteur controversy while M. Onuma gave a biographical
account of W. Ostwald's relation to Atomism.®®

In understanding the history of chemistry, it is essential to look system
atically into various scholars' interpretations of the components of substances,
elements, atoms, molecules, etc. M. Tanaka has since 1965, been engaged in a
study of the relationship between the history of chemistry and modern atomism,
and part of his work was published in Japanese Studies in the History of Science,^^
One of the endeavors at present required in writing the history of chem
istry consists in the historical characterization of chemistry, the nature of chem
istry and differences and interrelationships between chemistry and physics. Many
things remain to be done for laying down the methodology for such a history of
chemistry. Hazime Kashiwagi(Nagoya University) has recently published some
papers^® on the methodology of history of chemistry. Philosopher Chikatsugu
Iwasaki (Hitotsubashi University) in collaboration with Shohei Miyahara, a
well-known researcher on the quantum-statistical theory of matter in this coun
ts Nozomu Yamaoka: AHlstoryofChemistry(KagakushiDen(J),485p. Uchida Rokakuho
Shinsha (1968. 3).

37 Yojiro Tsuzuki: A History of Chemistry,(J), Asakura Shoten (1966).

33 T. Doke, M. Onuma, Jun Fujimura, Toshiyoshi Kikuchi: The Origin of 20th Century
Science, Nippon Hoso Kyokai (1969).
39 Minoru Tanaka: Role of Chemistry in the Establishument of Modem Chemistry (J),

Reports of Tokyo Institute of Tech., No. 29, p. 61-76 (1965); Ober Ursprunge skeptisher Auffassungen gegen Atomhypothese der Chemie neuenzehnten Jahrhumderts (Bin Beitrages zur
Geschichte der Atomistik—3—), Japanese Studies in the History of Science, 5, 87-89 (1967. 7);
Origin and Character of Wilhelm Ostwald's Anti-Atomistic Conception—A problem in the His
tory of Atomism (J). Kagakushi Kenkyu, No.82, pp.49-56(1967); Chemical and Physical Models
for Atomic Motion, Japanese Studies in the History of Science, 8, 125-143 (1970. 3).
^0 Hazime Kashiwagi: History of Chemistry, Kagakusi Kenkyd, No. 106, 49-65 (1973).
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try, took up the classification and definition of modern sciences, and has also
been studying the interrelationship between modern chemistry and physics again
in the light of dialectical materialism.^^ Analysis of various problems of modern
chemistry and reviewing the history of chemistry from today's viewpoint are
necessary to establish a methodology for the history of chemistry.

The scholars of the history of chemistry have been voicing their various
suggestions about chemical education, (for example, Bunichi Tamamushi and
M. Tanaka).^^ Besides, teachers of chemical education have been referring to
the great utility of the history of chemistry. They have organized "Kagaku
Kyoiku Kenkyu Kyogikai"(Council for Science Education) with its journal Rika
Kydshitsu {The Journal of Science Education) containing biographies of chemists
and many papers on the history ofchemistry. Yoshishige Hayashi,^® a chemistry
teacher, who has been discussing in other journals the nature of Japan's chemical
education, centering around experimental tools is on the council. Sumio Mitsui^^
has been writing about the studies conducted by chemists Saichiro Nagami
(1891-) and Tokuhei Kametaka (1872-1935) who contributed to the advance of
Japanese scientific education. Sadaaki Shido^® wrote a book on the history of
chemistry for teachers' information, and also published a paper on the role of
the history of chemistry in chemical education.
Since Japan's postwar politics, economy, and technology have been de
pendent on the United States, Japanese government policies on scientific educa
tion have undergone changes. Especially, the Sputnik shock encouraged the
direct importation into Japan of American science textbooks which again turned
out to be a controversial subject. Detailed critical review of the American
chemistry textbook "Chemistry: An Experimental Science" (CHEMS) was
published by Tokumichi Tsukahara, editor of Rika Kydshitsu {The Journal of
Science Education) and a high-school teacher of chemistry in his journal in 1967
and 1968.^® Tsukahara ended his review with criticism of CHEMS, including
Chikatsugu Iwasaki: Problems on Chemical Reaction and the Structure of Matter,
Memoirs of the Faculty of Literature Hokkaido University, 19 (1), 73-93 (1971-3).
42 Bunichi Tamamushi: Science-Education-Thought (J) 371 p. Iwanami Shoten (1970. 6).
Teaching of History of Chemistry in Japan, Japanese Studies in the History of Science, No. 8
(1970. 3). Minoru Tanaka: Science-Human-History (J), Kokudosha (1971).
43 Yoshishige Hayashi: History of Chemical Education in Chemical Instruments in Japan.
(J). Science Through Experiments, 21 (3) 11-19,(5) 105-112,(7) 81-88 (1970).

44 Minoru Tanaka and Sumio Mitsui: Notes on Saichiro Nagami(J), Studies in the History
of Science and Technology, No. 4, 65-70 (1966. 7).
Sumio Mitsui: Saichiro Nagami and his text book of Chemistry, ibid.. No. 5, 29-30(1967.

12). Tokuhei Kametaka and his Studies on Organic Chemistry (J), Memoirs of Urawa Technical
High School, No. 1, 1-10 (1970. 1).

45 Sadaaki Shido: The development of Chemistry (J), Daiichihoki (1970. 5).
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the remark that the dominant interpretation of science in CHEMS is too biased
towards the inductive method, tending thereby to make light of the entire previ
ous achievements of man in natural sciences. As a matter of fact, as stated by
Tsukahara, it is not right to blindly admire scientific education in the United
States or to borrow only a part of those American achievements for scientific
education in this country. Tsukahara's idea is that the methods of modern
science and its high level of achievements all have to be taught to the Japanese
people without discrimination.
In Japan, which was virtually an advance bridgehead of the United States
in its war in Vietnam, military dangers have constantly been a source of concern
to the Japanese people since 1965 with the growing intensity of the war. Es
pecially, many scientists and historians of science in this country have been
voicing their concern lest science should be made use of for military purposes.
Numerous papers have been written and published about biological and chemical
weapons^^ by pathologist Akira Wake. S. Rose's "CBW"(1968) was translated
by journalists T. Sunobe and A. Akagi. Numerous papers^® have been written
by chemist Yasuo Miyake on the risk of radioactive pollution of Japanese har
bors by American unclear submarines and on the risk of sea water pollution by
nuclear arms.

In Japan, with more environmental pollution than in any other part of the
world, many platitudes have been uttered in that connection by Japanese scien
tists and historians of sciences. In the papers written by Takahisa Hanya^® a
new field of scientific studies termed "Sociogeochemistry" has been created deal
ing with environmental pollution is connection with geochemistry. Kunioki
Kato,®® an historian of chemical technology, also have written sincerely many
papers about environmental chemical pollution or public nuisance.
Military uses of chemistry and environmental chemical pollution are the
problems that face Japanese scholars of the history of chemistry, who must
weigh the position of chemistry in the social life and historical position of this
nation.

Tokumichi Tsukahara: Polemic on CHEMS (J), The Journal ofScience Education,9,10,
11, 12 (1967); ibid,, 1, 3, 4, 5 (1968).

Akira Wake: Science to Death—B.C.W.(J), 202 p. Shinnihon Shuppansha(1969.10). S.
Rose: C.B.W.(trans, by Toshio Sunobe, Akio Akagi), 272 p. Misuzushobo (1970. 9).
48 Yasuo Miyake: Nuclear weapon and Radio activity (J), 228 p. Shinnihon Shuppansha
(1969. 4).

49 Takahisa Hanya: Sociogeochemistry (J), 202 p. Kinokuniya (1966).
80 Kunioki Kato: The Chemical Industry in Japan and Minamata Disease (J), Horitsu Jiho
No. 5, Vol. 44 (1972. 4); On Public Nuisance Problem in Pre-war days. Journal of Japanese
Scientists, No. 6, Vol. 4(1969. 12).

Outline of a Thesaurus of Nihon Kagaku-Gijutsu-Shi Taikei
with Heading List of Classified Key-words
Tetsuo Tomita* and Kazutoshi Hattori**

Here, we present a sketch of a thesaurus for the total index of Nihon KagakuGiJutsU'Shi Taikei (History of Science and Technology in Japan) (25 volumes)
1964-1970 edited by the History of Science Society of Japan.
The thesaurus consists of an auxilliary classified key word list and a key
word list in the order of the Japanese syllabary which is, at the same time, used
as head words of main index. The thesaurus also has lists of ages and names of
persons.

The numbers of the key words of the thesaurus are 2,519; names of Japanese
persons are 897, names of Foreigners are 146, and every year and five-year
intervals since 1801 to 1970 are prepared as key-works.
Having presented the process of serveying the thesaurus and the total index
in detail,^ we explain the structure of the thesaurus in short.
Each key-word in this thesaurus consists of a single word or a compound
word, then there are no key-words consisting of plural words or sentences. For
instance, a key-word "Learning European Sciences through Dutch language"
appeared in 101 is a two-letter word "rangaku" in Japanese. In translation, we

have taken some plural words or explanations to express nuances of such key
words.

Key-words are divided in classified key-word list as follows;
Main Divisions

(1) Science, Research (>■ medical sciences)
( 2) Engineering, Industry
( 3 ) Policies, Economy
(4) Social Problems, Labour Problems
( 5 ) Lives, Medical Treatments, Education

( 6) Thought, Philosophy, Religions, Fine Arts
( 7 ) Unusual Events, Catastrophe or Phenomenon
Auxilliary Divisions
* The Patent Office under the Ministry of International Trade and Industry.
** The National Diet Library.
1 T. Tomita and K. Hattori: Compilation of thesaurus and total index for Nihon Kagaku-

Gijutsu-Shi Taikei hy means of a computer, Japanese Studies in the History of Science, No. 11,
p. 41-65 (1972).
JAPANESE STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE No. 12 (1973)
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(8) Names of Places
(9) Styles, Forms of Documents
(10) Ages

(11) Names of Persons (Japanese, Foreigners)
"Classification" of key words means package of key words which have
similar concepts each other. Therefore, hierarchial relations between key-words
are not the relations between broader and narrower terms, so much as relations

between representative (or conspicuous) word. A certain words, because each
key word has a concept of complicated nuance, is hardly a direct narrower or
broader concept to another word of a certain concept, therefore we can hardly
make a classification only of single or compound words in a strict meaning.
Regional numbers are put on important heading words. These numbers
are independent upon the structure of the classification but they are only con
venient to indicate the places in the classification.
Each part of classified key-word list is designed such as a component cor
responding to other parts of the list as a facet.
Some key-words appear several times in several parts.
In this report, we translate two groups of key-words. The first is a set of
heading key-words from all over the classified key-words list. Those key-words
are not only important but also indicate the boughs of classification trees. The
second is a complete translation of partial classified key-word lists to introduce
the skelton of our thesaurus. We select such partial classifications from general
terms and geological terms of "Science, Research" (100-191), general terms of
"Engineering, Industry"(200-263)and all terms of"Unsual Events, Catastrophe
or Phenomenon"(700-713). Some parts of the list, we think, reflect Japanese
features of science or industry or the charactors of our thesaurus well.
Figures in blacket after key-words are shown a total numbers of narrower
key-words under these scope, which are omitted from this translation.
We use some symbols as follows:
See

«=>

See also

4^

Used for (including)
Multiple both key words
(For instance "(Wind Calamity

Weather calamity ® Wind)"

means the matched numbers of documents between "Weather

calamity" and "Wind" are the documents concerning "Wind
calamities".)
( ) Not listed as key-word
(Used as headings in the classified list)

We are expecting to make a study report of filed documents with this the
saurus by means of computer in the next issue of this publication.
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We thank Mr. Kenzo Sakamoto for the advice and instruction he has given us as to the
present paper and particularly to the key-word list.

SCIENCE, RESEARCH
100

MEDICAL SCIENCES)

Sciences

Researches

Researcher (4- Scientist)
Professor (>■ Assistant professor)
Lecturer
Assistant

Doctorate

101 Foreigner
Visiting Japan
Foreigner employed by Japanese Government in the early Meiji era
(>■ Foreign teachers)
102 Schools (4- Academic clique)
Learned world

Theory
Dispute
103

Term

Technical term Term used in a translation -► Translation

Romanized Japanese (Kana character -► Term)
Dictionary
Translation
Term used in a translation)
Organ of translation
Bansho-Shirabesho (4- Y5sho Shirabesho)
104 Learning through Dutch language
Learning through European language
Traditional learning (Chinese and Japanese)
Traditional medicine
105

Method of research
Plan of research

Statistical method of research

(Group research -4 Cooperated research)
Investigation of natural state
Research association

Research partnership
106

Observation
View

Experiment
Inquiry
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Experimental equipment
Sampling
Inspection
Measurement

(Automatic instrument -► Measurement igi Automation)
Analysis
Numerical analysis
Invention

Descovering
Collection

Exploration
Climbing
Excavation

107 System of researches
Research partnership
Research association

Restriction of researches

Mobilization of research (4- Mobilization of sciences)
International interchange
Cooperation of researches
Network of observations

108 Undertaking of researches
Research association

Consigned research
109 (Universities, research institutes)
University (Colledges)

121)

Chair

Faculty
Department
Graduate course

Research institute in university
Autonomy of university
Faculty meeting
110 Research organization
(National or prefectural organ of research and inspection -► re
search institute «=> 124)
Research institute in enterprise
111 Expense for research
Bounty (for research)
Organization of aid
Foundation

Outline of a Thesaurus of Nihon Kagaku-GijutsuShi Taikei
Rockfellor Foundation

NSF (National Science Foundation)
Saisei-kai Foundation

112 Facility (Institution) for research
Meeting of researchers
Organization of researches
Japan Imperial Academy (4- Japan Science Academy)
Science Council of Japan
Academy (4- Foriegn academies)
Association of Democratic Scientific Workers

113

Publication of researches

Symposium
Biography
Geography
Travel

Plan (^ Blue print)
(Figure -► Plan)
Map
Chart

Table (^ Graph, catalogue)
Directory
Letter

114 Learned society (>=>122)
Journal of learned society («=> 414)
Information (4- Information systems)
Abstract

Japan Information Centre of Science and Technology
115 Propagation (of science)
(Popular science -4 Propagation)
Dictionary
(Planetarium -4 Propagation)
116

Publication

Lateral writing
Text book

117 Foreknowledge
Foreknowledge of earthquake
Forecast

Warning
Weather forecast
Precaution

118 International organization (6)
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119

International conference

120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127

Foreign association (2)
{University, Learned society. Research institution) (49)
Learned society (38)
Research institution (20)
National and local governmental institution, laboratory (22)
Conference (12)
Society (14)
{Fields of studies) (3)
History of sciences
Mathematics (16)
Physics (15)
Chemistry (14)
Astronomy

128
129
130
131

Celestial mechanics

(Space science

Astronomy)

Earth Sciences

Geophysics
(Seismology ^ Earthquake)
Geochemistry
(Oceanography Ocean)
(Meteorology -► Weather)
(Glaciology -► Weather)
(Climatology -► Climate)
(Petrology -► Rock)
(Mineralogy Mineral)
(Volcanology -► Volcano)
(Geomorphology -► Topography)
(Limnology Lake)
(Human geography ^ Geography)
(Physiography -► Earth sciences)
Paleonthology
Biology (16)
Engineering (12)
Agriculture (10)

132
133
134
135
Medical sciences (18)
136 {Objects of study) (19)
Mathematics (16)
Number

Equation
Set
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Algebra (5)
Matrix

138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162

Group
(Ideal -► Algebra)
Geometry (10)
Analysis (12)
Statistics (6)
Calculation (6)
Mathematical philosophy (9)
Puzzle (1)
Physics (13)
Particles (6)
Atomic nucleus (4)
Radioactivity (4)
Atom (7)
Element (49)
Molecule (5)
State physics (Solid state) (19)
Magnetism (7)
Light (15)
Heat (11)
Oscillation (Vibration) (5)
Chemistry (23)
Mineral (5)
Rock (4)
Inorganic substance (16)
Organic substance (45)
Biochemical substance (17)
Astronomy
Universe

Cosmology
Galaxy
Fixed star

Solar system
Sun

Corona (4- Solar radio noise)
Planet

Comet, cosmic dust
Moon

Satellite

Solar eclipse

(<=> Meteor)
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Lunar eclipse
(Occultation -► Fixed star, Planet)
163

Earth

Heliocentric theory
Latitude

Longitude
Z-term
Mantle

Earth crust

Magma
Gravity
Terrestrial magnetism
164
Earthquake (=> 703)
165 (Atmosphere) (5)
166 Meteorology
Weather chart

Atmospheric phenomena (<=t> 700)
Atmosphere
Air)
Air mass (Air block)
Atmospheric pressure
Low pressure (Cyclone)
Line of discontinuity
Temperature
Humidity
Wind

Rain (4- Artificial rainfall)
Snow
Frost

Rainbow

Thunder

Typhoon (•=> 701)
Storm

Anomalous weather (>=> 700)
Oceanic meteorology
Aerology
Industrial meteorology
Agricultural meteorology
Climate
Season

Rainy season
Monsoon
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(Singularity day climate)
167 (Hydrosphere -► Ocean)
Ocean
Sea bottom
Trench
Sea water

Current (^ Tidal current, Water mass)
Warm current (4- Kuro shio)
Cold current (^ Oya shio)
Tides

High water
Wave

Seismic sea wave

Channel

168 (Terrestial -4 Topography)
Topography
Mountains (4" Mountain range)
Glacier

(Coast -► Topography)
(Desert -4 Topography)
Sanddune

169 Geology
Geological structure
Stratum (^ Foundation)
Loam

Fault (4- Block)
Diastrophism
Subsidence of foundation
Soil

170 Volcano (=t> ^ 800'-^)
Eruption
Hot-spring (4- Mineral spring)
Lake (>=> cgi 800/^)
River (•=> ig] 800/^)
Bank

171 Nature (=> 417, 513, 707)
Natural features

Landscape
National park
Creature (life)
Remains (4" Tomb-mound)
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Shell-heap
Fossil

172 Living things, life (5)
173 Heredity (10)
Evolution

174
175
176
177
178
179
180

Development (4)
Biological organs (11)
Digestive organ (16)
Biological structure (5)
Animal (28)
Plant (22)
Microbes (7)

181 Experimental technology

Experimental equipment and tool (4- Measuring equipment)
Unit

Shakkan system [Japanese units for weights and measures]
Metric system
Prototype metre
Base-line measurement

Time, Time instant (Chronometry)
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)
Clock
Atomic clock

Time-signal
Standard frequency
Temperature
Absolute temperature
Physical constant
Standard sample (4- of Radium)
Accuracy
182

Calendar
Calendar

Solar calendar
Lunar calendar

Switching lunar calendar to solar in 1872
(Leap month. Leap year «► Lunar calendar)
Season

183 Physics
Experimental physics
Cyclotron
Geiger-Miiller tube
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Spectroscope
Mirror

Lens

184

Photography
Camera)
Dry plate
Light source
Thermometer (<- Thermometer)
Manometer
Barometer)
Magnet
Balance
Music instruments

185 Chemistry
Reagent
Method of analysis
Quantitative analysis
Electrolysis
Crucible

Separation (<» Extraction of components)
Roasting test
186 Biology
Microscope
Electron microscope
Breeding (Cultivation)
(Tracer Isotope)
187

Astronomical observations

Observatory
(Planetarium

Propagation)

Meridian
Z-term

International Geophysical Year (IGY)
Equatorial telescope
Telescope
Zenith telescope
Astrolabe)
188 Geodesy
Measurement of location

Levelling
Trigonometrical point
Lighthouse
Air-survey
Latitude-longitude measurement
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Landmeasurement

189 Meteorological Observation
Meteorological observatory (4- Meteorological station)
Balloon observation
Radio sonde)
Anemometer (-► Anemoscope)
Thermometer
Pendulum

Seismograph
Magnetometer
(Meteorological satellite -4 Satellite)
(Survey rocket -► Rocket)

190 Oceanological observation
(Standard sea water Standard sample)
Volcano observation

Geological survey
191 (Miscellaneous)
Wind tunnel (>■ Wind tunnel experiment)
Tank experiment
ENGINEERING, INDUSTRY

200 Engineering
Technics

Industry
Engineering
Quality
Industrial standard
Standard

201

202

Standard of constructing eg. firms, atomic plant
(Legal norms)
Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS)
Measure, weight and volume
Pharmacopoeia
Standardization
Standard
Metric standard
Rationalization

Efficiency
Productivity
Electrification

Conveyor system
Rationalization of management
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Simplification
Mechanization
Automation

203

Data processing
Information retrieval)
Project
Multiple usage (4- Multi purpose usages)
Invention

Discovery
Design
Survey
Operations research
204

Schedule

Management
Specification
Statistical table
Process control

205

Quality control
Project of technical development
Level of technics

Investment to research

206

Space development
Switching to produce domestically
(4" Encouragement of home production)
Home products
Substitute

Change of quality
207 Mining (5)
208 Metallurgy (10)
209

Metal

Iron and steel (Iron i=> 149) (8)
Alloy (1)
210

211

Machine

Machine tool (10)
Tool (1)
Industrial machine

Material testing machine
212

Machine element

213 Transportation
Line

214

Railroad (17)
Automobile (6)
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Bicycle
215

216
217

Vessel

Shipbuilding (11)
Aircraft (7)
Water transport
Maritime transport
Navigation (1)
Warehouse

Conveying machinery
Transport facilities

218 Architecture

Essays on architecture, i=i> 504, 610)

Execution

219
220

Architectural style (8)
Building construction (4)
(Details in building construction) (8)
Flood control

Civil engineering
River improvement (2)
Bank (1)
Canal (1)
Incline)
Irrigation
Dam (1)
Sand arresation

Subsidence of foundation

Drainage

221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236

Civil engineering work (10)
Road (10)
Material of construction (10)
Constructing machine (5)
Energy (15)
Fuel (13)
(Electricity, Electric power -f Electro-magnetism) (16)
Development of power resources (7)
Drying, Heating, Illumination etc. (4)
Atomic energy (5)
Electric communication (8)
(Transmission system) (2)
Communication-network (6)
(Parts of electronics) (6)
Detection (2)
Calculating machine (7)
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237 Information system (3)
238 Ordnance
Weapon) (21)
239
Bomb (7)
240
Policy of armament (6)
241

242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263

Agriculture (20)

Cultivation (4)
Prevent from blight (9)
Breeding (12)
Fertilizer (14)
Irrigation (7)
Land (12)
Soil (3)
Forestry (12)
Sericulture (4)
Animal husbandry (3)
Horticulture (5)
Fishery (10)
Fishing-ground (1)
Aquiculture (^ Culture of pearl) (3)
Implements (14)
Forestry implements (7)
Irrigation implements (7)
Agricultural technology (3)
{Agricultural-, Forestry-, Aquatic-Products) (13)
Proceeded products of agriculture (4)
Forestry product (13)
{Names of companies and enterprises)
[173 companies arranged according to a classification]

POLITICS ECONOMY
300

301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310

Government

(Codes) [51 acts, laws and rules]
State (3)
Separation of the three powers (15)
Political party (5)
Officials (4- public servant) (6)
(Administrative district) (4)
(Court rank and honor) (2)
Total war organization (3)
Organization of occupation (5)
Policy (11)
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311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327

Investigation (9)
(Public peace) (2)
Class (Status or rank) (4)
Military affairs (9)
Troops (♦■ Self Defense Force) (5)
Diplomacy (8)
Declaration (1)
Treaty (2)
(Alliance) (10)
Frontier (1)
Colony (2)
Administrative organization (90)
Deliberative council (32)
{Objects of policy) (53)
Rights (Privilege) (7)
Landownership (5)
Qualification (6)

328 Economy (4)
Public Finance

329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344

345
346
347
348
349

Taxation (3)
Gross national product (2)
Enterprise (6)
Management
Economic Association (2)
Capital (3)
Forms of business (including monopoly) (7)
Industry (Enterprise)
Price (2)
Market (2)
Controlled economy (6)
Raw material (10)
Trade (5)
Commerce (<=> 263.33.) (5)
Private finance (9)
Fund (1)
Foundation (3)
Scholarship (1)
Foreign trade (4)
Reparation (1)
Insurance (^ Fire-insurance) (2)
Conditions of industrial location (3)
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350
351
352
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Agriculture
134, 241, 419) (5)
Land owner (8)
Association of enterprises [25 Associations in 5 branches]

SOCIAL PROBLEMS, LABOR PROBLEMS

400 Society (2)
401
Social movement (18)
402
Labor movement (2)
403
Movement of democratization (2)
404
Liberation movement of discriminated community.
405
Peace Movement (3)
406
Anti-(present) order movement (2)
407
Anti-movement (2)
408

Reaction

409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418

(Relief) (5)
(Enlightenment and popularization movement i=> 415) (2)
Movement organization (4)
Human race (3)
Journalism (13)
Periodicals (24)
Popularization (11)
Prize (4)
Cultural property (4)
Social trend (9)
Civilization and enlightenment
Reverence for the Emperor and exclusion of foreigners
Promotion of national industries
Wealth and armament

Fashion of learning European popular science in Meiji Era
Movement for democratic rights
Self-supporting and self-suflBcient policy (Autarchy)
Buy "Japanese Goods" movement
Construction boom

419 Labor (10)
420
Industry (Laborers) (10)
421
(Medical treatment) (6)
422 Laborer (5)
423
Working condition (3)
424
(Labor market) (6)

425
426

Education of technics («=> 535) (9)
Labor association (>=> 352) (13)
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427

Guild (3)

LIVES, MEDICAL TREATMENTS, EDUCATION

Living (3)
501
Living expense consumption (3)
502
(Clothes) (2)
503
(Foods) (10)
504
(Housing) (9)
505
House keeping (1)
Occupation (7)
506
Hobby (4)
Learning (lesson) (2)
507
508
Life environment (6)
509
Fire (^ 703, 705) (6)
510 Town (4)
511
City (8)
512
Region (6)
Park (-> 171) (9)
513
514 Manners and fashon (8.)
515. Citizenship (6)

500

516
517
518

519
520

521
522

523
524

525
526
527

528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536

Occupation (i=> 419, 505) (4)
Physical strength (10)
Disease (33)
Medical treatment (8)
Doctor (5)
Remedy (7)
Medicine (6)
Hospital (5)
Education (4)

Primary education (24)
System of school education (5)
Course of studies (6)
Examination (2)
Teachers and learners (5)

School-subject (9)
Each subjects (19)
Curriculum (5)
Text-book (4)
Teaching materials (7)
Social education (15)
Educationalfacilities (23)
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537
538

Training school (6)
Library (1)
Museum (7)

THOUGHT, PHILOSOPHY, RELIGIONS, FINE ARTS

600 Superstition (10)
601 Philosophy (6)
602 Thought (7)

603
(Natural thought) (9)
604
Social thought (9)
605
Thoughts of nationalism (7)
606 Enlightenment (3)
607 Fine arts (4)
608
Literary thought (7)
609
Craft (9)
610
Fine building (40)
611
Fine landscape (3)
UNUSUAL EVENTS, CATASTROPHE OR PHENOMENON
700

Disaster

Natural calamity

(^ Extraordinary appearences of the heaven and earth)
Weather calamity (■=> 166)
(Wind calamity Weather calamity i§ Wind)
Flood

Tidal wave (Tsunami)
Flood tide
Landslide
Subsidence of foundation

Local downpour
Heavy snow
701 Typhoon
Typhoon Muroto (1934)
Typhoon Makurazaki (1945)
Typhoon Catheline (1947)
Typhoon Isewan (1959)
702

Accident

Wreckage
Eruption
703 Earthquake disaster
Earthquake
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Ansei great earthquake (1855)
(Yokohama great earthquake(1880) Earthquake igi Yokohama)
N5bi great earthquake (1891)
Kantd great earthquake (1923)
(Niigata great earthquake(1964) -► Earthquake tgi Niigata Pref.)
Matsushiro earthquakes (1965)
704

Poor harvest

Cold-weather damage
Drought (♦- Shortage of water)
Blight (.=i> 178, 243)
(Famine Poor harvest)
705

Man-made disaster
Fire

Accident
Accident in mine

(Pit explosion -► Accident in mine)
Coal-dust

Mineral poisoning
(Firm Accident =4 Accident in work)
Accident in work

Railway accident
706

Public nuisance

Air pollution
Water pollution
Mineral poisoning
Subsidences of foundation

707 Destruction of nature (natural circumstance)
Indiscriminate deforestation

Disease

(ci> 518)

Radioactive pollution
Lethal ashes [radioactive fallout after A- or H-Bomb test]
Fukuryu-maru No. 5 [fishing-boat fatally suffered from US. HBomb test in March 1954]
708 War (4" Disturbance, Incident, Warfare)
SeinanWar

(1877)

Sino-Japanese War (1894-5)

Russo-Japanese War (1904-5)
World WarI
Advance in Siberia

Sino-Japanese War (1930-45)
Nomonhan Incident
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The Pacific War (1941-5) (4- "The Greater East Asia War")
World War II
Korean War

709

Attack

Corp of special-attack [so called "Kamikaze"]
Sea fight
Battle of Nihon Sea
Evacuation

War damage (4- Air raid)
Defeat

War responsibility (4- War criminals)
710

Event

(Political event)
Revolution

Meiji Restoration
Coup d'etat
Incident of 26th Feb. 1936 (2.26)
Rebellion

711 (Economic event)
Special procurement
Korean War
Panic

(Reduction of operation ^ Panic)
712

Social event

(Riot, confusion -► Social event)
"Rice-confusion" [Nation-wide riot in 1918]
(Labor dispute (4- strike))
Tenant farmers' dispute
(farmers') riot
713 (Abnormal psychology)
Genocide

Living body test
Would-be science

clairvoyance
Rumor (-► Demagogy)
War responsibility (4- War criminal)
NAMES OF PLACES (as of 1940)

800 Japan
Sakhalin

Hokkaido
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Sapporo city
Hakodate city
Ishikari River

Kurile Islands

801

Tohoku District
Aomori Prefecture
Iwate Pref.

Mizusawa city
Kamaishi city
Miyagi Pref.
Sendai city
Akita Pref.

Yamagata Pref.
Fukushima Pref.
Kitakami River
Lake Inawashiro
Mt. Bandai
Mt. Azuma

(etc.)
STYLES, FORMS OF DOCUMENTS

900 Argument of research
Dispute
901

Information

Diagram

Chart, Blue print)

Table

Diagram
902

Plan

Schedule
Draft

(Blue-print -► Drawing)
Specification
903

Statistical data

Survey
Natural survey
Agricultural survey
Fishery survey
Survey of public opinion
Census
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Educational survey
904 Newspaper
Article of newspaper
905

Publication

Biography
Dictionary
Geographycal description
Map
Chart

906

Periodical

Magazine
Bulletin

Abstract of literature

First number (of journal)
Bibliography
(Contents Bibliography)
Advertising
907 Imperial edict
Law or ordinance

Law under Shogunete
Cabinet edict

Law (4- Imperial edict, Regulation before 1890)
Government ordinance

(4- Ministry ordinance, Cabinet ordinance)
Order (4- Instruction, Notification, Circular Notice)
Rule

Agreement
Treaty
Credential (4- Dutch King's letter to shogun)
Judicial decree (4- Written judgment)
White paper
908

Recommendation

Proposal (4= Representation)
Petition

Report
Declaration
Proclamation
Assertion

909 Directory
Correspondence
(Personal history ^ Career)
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Census register
Register of cultivated land

Pharmacopoeia
910 (School) Textbook
Translated textbook
National textbook

Textbook approved by the Ministry of Education
911 Material for teaching
Wall-map
Model
912

Literature

Poetry
Science fiction

Essay
(Traveler's journal -¥ Travel)
913 Motion picture
Broadcast
Music

Painting
914

Industrial art

Building (structure)

The Formation of the Sommerfeld Quantum Theory of 1916
Sigeko Nisio*
I.

Introduction

In 1916 Arnold Sommerfeld published a series of papers dealing with the
quantum theory of spectra in Annalen der Physik,^ in which the 1913 Bohr theory
of the structure of the atom was greatly generalized and a general theory of
relativistic Keplerian motion was developed. As I pointed out in my earlier
paper,^ the Bohr theory of 1913 was unable to determine the arrangement of
electrons in the atom. At the earlier stage of development of the theory of
atomic constitution in the 1910's, consideration of the chemical properties of
elements played the cardinal part in unravelling the configuration of electrons
in the atom. It was Sommerfeld's theory that first provided an actual startingpoint for discussion of the structure of the atom on the basis of spectra. Som
merfeld thus brought about an important extension and refinement ofthe quantum
theory of the atomic structure. On the basis of the Sommerfeld theory, the old
quantum theory of spectra was developed, and this development led Bohr to
formulate the correspondence principle, which in its turn opened the way to
matrix mechanics. The aim of the present paper is to enquire into factors which
contributed towards the formation of the Sommerfeld theory.
It was in 1911 that Sommerfeld first took up quantum theory. His first
paper dealing with quantum theory was presented on January 7, 1911 to the
Munich Academy of Science.^ Its subject was the theory of y- and X-bremsstrahlung. In the same year he published two further papers, one of which was
read at the 83rd meeting of German Scientists and Physicians on September 23,^
and the other at the first Solvay Congress held from October 30 to November 3.®
* College of Science and Engineering, Nihon University.
^ A. Sommerfeld, "Zur Quantentheorie der Spektrallinien, I. Theorie der Balmerschen
Serie", Ann. d. Fhys.,51 (1916), 1-44; "II. Die Feinstruktur der WasserstofF- und der wasserstof-

fahnlichen Linien", Ibid. (1916), 44-94; "III. Theorie der Rontgenspektren", Ibid. (1916), 125167.

2 S. Nisio, "The Role of the Chemical Considerations in the Development of Bohr Atom
Model", Jap. Stud. Hist. ScL, No.6(1967), 26-40.

3 A. Sommerfeld,"Ober die Struktur der r-Strahlen", Sitzb. Bayer. Akad. Wiss.(1911), 1-60.
4 A. Sommerfeld,"Das Plancksche Wirkungsquantum und seine allgemeine Bedeutung fiir
die Molekularphysik", Phys. ZS., 12(1911), 1057-1069.
3 A. Sommerfeld, "Application de la theorie de 1'element d'action aux ph6nomenes moleculaires non periodiques", in P. Langevin et M. de Broglie (eds.). La theorie du rayonnement etles
quanta (Paris, 1912), 313-392.
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Both papers dealt with theory of bremsstrahlung, photo-electric effect, and ionization potential. The most remarkable thing in these 1911 papers is the quantum
conditions employed in them. He assumed as the fundamental hypothesis rela
tions of the forms,

time X energy = h
and

\\t- V)dt=-^,
Jo

ZTT

where T and V are the kinetic and potential energies of the electron and r is the
duration of the process considered. These conditions, especially the latter one,
seem to suggest a close connection with the general quantum condition.

^pdq = nh ,
which was to be postulated by Sommerfeld in 1916. The conditions of 1911
appear as a first step towards the general quantum condition of 1916. It is

therefore not surprising that historians of physics have regarded the 1911 papers
as the first groping towards "a new method"® or "a new mechanics".^ If we
consider the fact that Planck, in his paper presented to the first Solvay Congress,®
proposed a quantum condition of the form

^ dq dp - h,
our impression is further strengthened. Was it not but a single step for Som
merfeld, by adapting Planck's idea to his theory, to reach the generalized quantum
theory that he actually presented in 1916.
But, in fact, the difference between Sommerfeld's theories of 1911 and 1916

was not small. The nature of the problems dealt with by him in 1911 and 1916
was not the same. Whereas the theories in 1911 concerned an aperiodic system,

the 1916 theory dealt with a periodic system. This alteration of the subject was
brought about by the impact on Sommerfeld of Bohr's theory of 1913. His
1916 theory, however, was not merely a mathematical extension or refinement
of the Bohr theory. Before he reached it, many new physical ideas had to be
introduced, which also contributed to the development of Sommerfeld's interest
and thought concerning quantum theory between the years 1911 and 1916.
From where were those ideas supplied?' To answer this question, it is necessary
to examine to what extent and in what way the work of other people, especially
® E.T. Whittaker, A History ofthe Theories ofAether and Electricity,II, the Modern Theories
(London, 1953), 104-105.

M. Jammer, The Conceptual Development of Quantum Mechanics(New York, 1966), 54-55.
8 M. Planck, "La loi du rayonnement noir et Phypothdse des quantites elementaires
d'action". La theorie du rayonnement et les quanta, 93-132, esp. 99.
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of Bohr and Planck, influenced the development of Sommerfeld's idea during
the period 1911 to 1916.®
In the following, I shall first survey, in section II, the general situation of
the theory of quanta around the year 1911. Sommerfeld's concern with quanta
before 1911, too, will be examined. Then in section III, I shall describe the

main features of Sommerfeld's theoretical pursuits in 1911, paying attention to
the supposed influence of Planck on him. In the period 1911 to 1915 he was
far less productive in quantum theory, publishing only three papers, which, as
will be seen in section IV, essentially presented little progress from the work in
1911. But in this very period Sommerfeld was following up Bohr's effort in
developing his 1913 theory, and seems to have gained therefrom many physical
ideas which were to be worked out mathematically in the 1916 papers. Section
V is devoted to his debt to Bohr. Next, in section VI, Sommerfeld's 1916 theory
is summarized in some detail as a preparation for the discussion in section VII
of the nature of the quantum conditions employed by him in 1911 and 1916.
This discussion will suggest the conclusion theit Sommerfeld's 1916 theory may
not be seen as the result of natural development of his 1911 theory. Intervention
ofthe Bohr theory was indispensable for his accomplishments of 1916. In section
VIII it is shown that part of the novel results in the 1916 paper stem from his
exchange of opinions with Planck. In section IX, after looking briefly at the
contemporary reactions of physicists to the Sommerfeld theory, I shall conclude
the present paper with a consideration of the characteristic features of Som
merfeld's achievement in theoretical physics as developed from the following
historical study of his quantum theory.
XL

General Background Around 1911^®

When in 1900 Planck derived his radiation formula," he seems not to have

attached cardinal significance to his assumption that the energy of an oscillator
was an integral multiple of a unit e = hv. For him it was rather a purely mathe9 Neither Whittaker nor Jammer are concerned with this question in their rather detailed
descriptions of the development of the quantum theory. In his recent book, Armin Hermann

points out the probable influence of Planck on Sommerfeld's theory of 1911. However, he re
stricts his consideration to the period 1910-1912, and the development of Sommerfeld's theory
after 1911 is left untouched. A. Hermann,Fruhgeschichte der Quantentheorie(1899-1913)(Baden,
1969), esp. 118-139.

10 K. Amano,"Theory of Heat Radiation and the Origin of Quantum Theory"(in Japanese)
Selected papers(Kyoto, 1948), 2, 1-63. O. A. CTapoce;ibCKaH-HHKHTHHa h JI. C. HojiaK,"Maxc
njiHHK H riepBbifl CojibBeeBCKHfi KoHrpecc", in A. 4>. Ho4)4>e h A. T. TpHropbHH (peA-)» Mukc
riAam(MocKBa,1958),221-243. R. McCormmach,"Henri Poincare and the Quantum Theory",

ISIS, 58 (1967), 37-55. M. J. Klein, Paul Ehrenfest I(Amsterdam-London-New York, 1970),

esp. 217-292. H. Kangro, Vorgeschichte des Planckschen Strahlungsgesetzes(Wiesbaden, 1970).
11 M.Planck,"Zur Theorie des Gesetzes der Energieverteilung im Normalspektrum", Verh.
d, Deutsch. Phys, Ges., 2(1900), 237-245.
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^

matical and formal assumption which was necessary in order to calculate the
number of ways of dividing up total energy among oscillators. As Martin J.
Klein and Hans Kangro have pointed out,^^ Planck, in fact, emphasized the
existence of the universal constant h which his radiation formula had revealed

rather than the idea of a discrete energy unit. We may add that Planck applied
the idea of a discrete energy unit only to the oscillator, not to free radiation.
The first to recognize the far-reaching implications of the Planck formula
was A. Einstein. In 1905, he reached the conclusion that the energy quanta
played a part not only in the interaction between radiation and matter, but also
in the propagation of radiation through space. He indeed asserted that free
radiation itself consisted of discrete light quanta. A year later Einstein extended
the quantum structure of the oscillations of electromagnetic fields to the thermal
oscillations of material molecules and thus developed a quantum theory of the
specific heat of solid matter. Another proponent of the light quantum hy
pothesis was J. Stark. In 1907, he suggested the existence of an elementary
quantum of energy and pointed out phenomena which in his opinion supported
the quantum hypothesis; such as the photoelectric effect, the short wavelength
limit of X-rays which depended on the kinetic energy of electrons, and others.^®
Furthermore in 1909 he made an accurate observation of X-ray production by
cathode rays, which appeared to him to confirm the light quantum hypothesis.^®
Majority opinion in those days, however, was that the light quantum hy
pothesis was in absolute contradiction to the well-established electromagnetic
theory of light. Many physicists adopted, instead of this radical view, the more
conservative standpoint that the quantum discontinuities were rooted not in the

radiation itself, but rather in some peculiar structure of the atom which emitted
or absorbed the radiation. Among those who held such a view were A. Haas
and J. J. Thomson. The latter, though he had once proposed the idea of a light
particle,^^ in a paper of 1910 dealt with the theory of radiation on the basis of
the atomic model consisting of the electric doublet.^® There he asserts that "this
12 M. Klein, op, cit.(note 10), 228-230. H. Kangro, op. cit. (note 10), 225-226.

13 A. Einstein, "Ober einen die Erzeugung und Verwandlung des Lichtes betreffenden
heuristischen Gesichtspunkt", Ann. d. Phys., 17(1905), 132-148.
1^ A. Einstein, "Die Plancksche Theorie der Strahlung und die Theorie der Spezifischen
Warme", Ann. d. Phys., 22(1907), 180-190, 800.

1® J. Stark, "Elementarquantum der Energie, Modell der negativen und der positiven
Elektrizitat'% Phys. ZS.,8(1907), 881-884.

13 J. Stark "Ober Rontgenstrahlen und die atomistische Konstitution der Strahlung'*,Phys.
ZS., 10 (1909), 579-586. J. Stark, "Zur experimentellen Entscheidung zwischen Atherwellen-

und Lichtquanten-hypothese. I", ibid., 10 ^909), 902-913.
1"^ J. J. Thomson, Electricity and Matter(New Haven, 1904), p. 62. J. J. Thomson,"On the
lonization of Gases by Ultra-Violet Light and on the Evidence as to the Structure of Light
Afforded by its Electrical Effects", Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 14 (1907), 417-424.
18 J. J. Thomson,"On the Theory of Radiation", Phil. Mag., 20(1910), 238-247.
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theory enables us to explain the electrical effects produced by light, without
assuming that light is made up of unalterable units, each containing a definite

and, on Planck's hypothesis, a comparatively large amount of energy, a view
which is exceedingly difficult to reconcile with well-known optical phenomena".^®
Thomson intensified his attack on the light quantum hypothesis in his paper of
1912saying that it was the mechanism of exchange of thermal and radiant energy
and not the radiant energy itself which involved the element of discontinuity.^®
A. Haas, who was the first to attempt a quantum-theoretical treatment of the
Thomson atom in 1910, considered the discreteness of energy to be derived from
the structure of the atom.^^

Planck, too, rejected such a radical view as the light quantum, but he did
not attempt to explain h on the basis of the atomic structure. He rather wanted
to regard h as connected with a fundamental principle of physics, the principle
of least action. This view appeared for the first time in his widely read textbook
Vorlesungen iiber die Theorie der Wdrmestrahlung,^^ The relevant part of the book
is section 149, which follows the section where the formula for the entropy of
radiation is derived. Emphasizing the universal importance of the principle of
least action, he called his universal constant h "the elementary quantum of
action" or"the element ofaction" because ofits having the dimension ofenergy x
time = action. Planck here also proposes the idea of quantizing the phase plane.
He shows that in the phase plane the representative point of an oscillator of
frequency v with a given energy U describes an elliptical orbit, the area enclosed
by this ellipse being just (7/v. Then he points out that the elementary cells or
the elementary regions of equal probability corresponding to the energy interval
AU are elliptical rings of area (AUjv), and that his 1900 relation e = hv can be
obtained by putting the energy element AU equal to e and the area {AUjv)equal
to the constant h, without the help of Wien's displacement law. Thus he asserts
that the constant h has the meaning of the magnitude of an elementary region
in the phase plane. His confidence in this view must have been strengthened
by his study of the theory of relativity. In 1907 Planck developed the relativistic
19 J. J. Thomson, Ibid., p. 246.
20 J. J. Thomson,"The Unit Theory of Light", Proc. Cam. Phil. Soc., 16 (1912), 643-652.
21 A.E. Haas,"Der Zusammenhang des Planckschen elementaren Wirkungsquantums mit
den Grundgrossen der Elektronentheorie", Jahrbuch d. Rad. u. EL,1(1910), 261-268.

22 In the lectures delivered at Columbia University in April-May, 1909, Planck stated "J. J.
Thomson inclines to the most radical view, as do J. Larmor, A. Einstein, and with him I. Stark,

who even believes that the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a pure vacuum does not
occur precisely in accordance with the Maxwellian field equations, but in definite energy quanta
hv. I am of the opinion, on the other hand, that at present it is not necessary to proceed in so
revolutionary a manner,and that one may come successfully through by seeking the significance
of the energy quantum hv solely in the mutual actions with which the resonators influence one
another." M. Planck, Acht Vorlesungen uber Theoretische Physik (Leipzig, 1910), 87-95, p. 95.
23 M. Planck, Vorlesungen uber die Theorie der Wdrmestrahlung (Leipzig, 1906), 153-156.
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dynamics of a moving system, and remarked that, since H|^/c^ —

where H

was the kinetic potential of the system concerned, was a relativistically invariant

quantity, the action ^ j ^ would have the same value in any inertial co
ordinate system. Combining this fact with his view that the action had a definite
elementary quantum h, he suggested that "every change in nature corresponds
to a definite number of elements of action which is independent of the choice
of the coordinate system.
Thus, from a quite early time Planck was inclined to consider A as a mani
festation of a physical law connected with action. His view in this regard was
probably rooted in his ideal of the pursuit of physics.^® In his scientific autobio
graphy, emphasizing that he has always looked upon the search for the absolute
as the noblest and most worthwhile task of science, he writes: "The velocity
of light is to the Theory of Relativity as the elementary quantum of action is to
the Quantum Theory: it is its absolute core. In this connection, it turns out
that a general principle of classical theory, the least-action principle, is also in
variant with respect to the Theory of Relativity; accordingly, the quantum of
action retains its significance in the Theory of Relativity as well".^® The inter
pretation of h as the elementary quantum of action was repeatedly emphasized
by Planck. In the paper presented to the first Solvay Congress in 1911, he
pointed out that the hypothesis ofa quantum ofaction would permit us to consider

the elementary region of equal probability to be of finite magnitude ^dpdq = h,
emphasizing that in this sense the hypothesis of quantum of action was more
fundamental than that of energy quanta.
To sum up, until the year 1911 there had been proposed three different views
as regards the physical meaning of the Planck constant h. The most radical one,
which was held by Einstein, Stark, and a few others, was the view that the elec
tromagnetic radiation had a particulate structure consisting of light quanta hv.
The majority of physicists rejected this view. One of the remaining two views
was to consider the energy quantum to be derived from a particular structure
of the atom. The last was Planck's idea of interpreting h as the quantum of
action representing the elementary region of equal probability in the phase space.
Sommerfeld, who had been a full professor of theoretical physics at Munich
University since 1906, had not dealt with quantum theory until 1911. In the
24 M. Planck, "Zur Dynamik bewegter Systeme", Sitzb, Preuss. Akad, Wiss. (1907), 542570; Ann. d. Phys.^ 26(1908), 1-34; Physikalische Abhandlungen md Vortrdge(Braunschweig, 1958),
2, 176-209. For information on this work of Planck's,see T. Hirosige,"Relativistic Mechanics
in Its Early Days-3"(in Japanese), Buturigakusi Kenkyu 6, No. 1 (1970), 27-61.
25 M.Planck, Ibid., Phys. Abh., 2, 198. See H. Kangro, op. cit. (note 10), esp. 132.
26 M.Planck, Scientific Autobiography and Other Papers(New York, 1968), 47-48.
27 M. Planck, op. cit. (note 8), 113.
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light of this fact Armin Hermann suggests that Sommerfeld had been sceptical
over the quantum theory but in 1911 four factors induced him to draw his at
tention to the quantum theory.^® But there seems to be no positive evidence that
Sommerfeld had actually been sceptical over the quantum theory before 1911.
In fact he had at times referred positively to the quantum theory. In a paper
published in 1909 dealing with the theory of X-rays he writes that it is very
probable that Planck's quantum of action plays a role in the case of emission
and absorption of the fluorescent part of X-rays, i.e. the characteristic X-rays,
by the atom.^® In the same year, 1909, but prior to Sommerfeld, J. Stark pub
lished two papers dealing with the angular distribution of the intensity of X-ray
bremsstrahlung.^® He assumed that the bremsstrahlung, according to the classical
electromagnetic theory, had equal intensity in all directions, and concluded that
the experimental results could not be explained by the classical electromagnetic
theory. He thus reaffirmed his previous view that electromagnetic radiation
was of a particulate nature. Sommerfeld, in a letter to Stark dated December
4, 1909, criticized the latter's papers harshly because of an erroneous assump
tion of the angular distribution of the intensity of X-rays. He was so deeply
convinced of his ability as a mathematical physicist that he was scornful of
Stark's erroneous argument. He, however, says that he is by no means opposed
to the quantum theory in general. In the same letter to Stark, he writes that
he does not doubt the significance of the quantum of action. Sommerfeld, for
his part, discussed in the 1909 paper cited above, the same problems as Stark
on the basis of Maxwellian electromagnetic theory and confirmed that the general
features of the experimental results could be deduced theoretically. Thus he
concluded: "[by] the discussion above, our confidence in the validity of the elec
tromagnetic theory for elementary processes in the electric field, which seems
to have been undermined by the new speculation of a light quantum, is strength
ened."^® Thus Sommerfeld, though admitting the general importance of the
quantum theory, rejected the concept of the light quantum. In this respect, he
was following the majority view of the day. To compare numerically the results
of his calculations with the experimental results, however, it was necessary to
know a parameter which was related to the atomic constant, such as the dura28 The four factors pointed out by Hermann are: 1) The derivation of the Planck radiation
formula by P. Debye, the then assistant of Sommerfeld, 2) W. Nernst's effort to organize the
1911 Solvay Congress, 3) H. A. Lorentz' lecture on the quantum theory in 1910 at Gottingen,
4) Sommerfeld's meeting with Einstein, supposedly in middle of 1910. A. Hermann, op, cit.
(note 9), 122-125.

29 A Sommerfeld, "Ober die Verteilung der Intensitat bei der Emission von Rontgenstrahlen", Phys. ZS., 10 (1909), 969-976, esp. 970.
80 J. Stark, op. cit. (note 16).
31 A. Hermann,"Die friihe Diskussion zwischen Stark und Sommerfeld iiber die Quanten-

hypothese (1)", Centaums, 12(1967), 38-59, 45.
32 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 29), 976.
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tion of bremsung of an electron or the distance through which acceleration of
the electron occurred. But the electromagnetic theory alone could not suggest
such a constant. For that purpose he had to introduce the Planck constant into
his considerations.

But this was not done until 1911.

111. Sommerfeld's Quantum Theory, 1911

Sommerfeld's approach in 1911 was novel in two respects. First he at
tempted to apply the quantum hypothesis, which had so far been applied ex
clusively to periodic elementary systems, to an aperiodic elementary process.
Second, he proposed an expression of the quantum hypothesis diflFerent from
those of Planck and Einstein. In doing so he reached a view opposite to the
current one with regard to the relation of h and the atom. Contrary to the view
held by many physicists that h might be derived from a particular structure of
the atom, he supposed that the existence of the atom was a consequence of the
existence of h. Sommerfeld's theory of 1911 was also novel in its approach,
being different from all the methods so far proposed, which had been used ex
clusively for statistical mechanical problems. It must be borne in mind, how
ever, that the basic idea of his theory might not have been entirely original.
He, as we shall see, seems to have been profoundly influenced by Planck.
The theory of T'-rays which he presented at the Munich Academy of Science
in January, 1911, as was the case in his earlier theory of X-rays, was based on
the assumption that the ^'-rays were emitted by bremsung of j8-particles.^^ He
considers ^--rays to be emitted when electrons are accelerated from rest to the
speed with which they are ejected as ^-rays from an atom. The electromagnetic
theory of bremsstrahlung shows that the ratio of the energy of ^S-rays to that of
T'-rays is

^^ bTTcVl where I is the length of acceleration, that is, the range of the force, ttIq the rest
mass of an electron, ^ the ratio vjc, v the velocity of a jS-particle, and c the light
velocity. To compare this expression with experimental data, it was necessary
to determine the quantity /, the unknown parameter in the equation above. For
this purpose he adopted "the fundamental hypothesis ofPlanck's radiation theory"
and assumed "that one quantum of action h corresponds to each emission"
Taking, as the quantity of action, the product of the duration of acceleration t
and the total energy of the ^S-particle, he put
33 A. Sommerfeld, op, cit, (note 3). It had generally been supposed that X-rays and r-rays
were analogous types of radiation. As to the nature of the r-rays, as in the case of X-rays, there
existed two theories, the corpuscular and pulse (bremsstrahlung) theories. See, for example,
E. Rutherford, Radioactive Substances and Their Radiations(Cambridge, 1913), chap. VI,286-292.
34 A. Sommerfeld, op, cit,(note 3), 24-25.
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r.-^£^ = h,
VI

from which / was obtained, the acceleration being assumed uniform. The energy
ratio thus obtained turned out to agree, in order of magnitude, with that obtained
from radioactivity studies. The value of / was shown to be 10-^/^10"^ times
smaller than the linear dimension of an atom, 10"® cm.

In the same paper Sommerfeld also applied the same quantum condition to
the discussion of continuous X-rays. Between the time interval r, during which
the cathode ray particle is decelerated to rest by the intra-atomic force, and the
kinetic energy
of the cathode ray particle, he postulated the relation,

r.

=r•

(1 - VT^)= h .

The reason for taking
instead of the total energy was that he supposed the
atom to be capable of receiving only kinetic energy from the cathode ray particle.
The result, in this case too, agreed with experimental results in order of magni
tude. Sommerfeld then proceeded to show that, between the kinetic energy
Ej^^^ of the cathode ray particle and the frequency v of X-rays produced by it,
the same relation Ej^^^ = hv as that assumed by W. Wien and Stark in 1907 in
their light quantum hypothesis,®® could be derived from his hypothesis. He
supposed that the hardness of X-rays or T'-rays was expressed in terms of the
width X of the pulse bremsstrahlung, X being given by X = ct — I cos where
^ is the angle measured from the direction of the incident electron. Since X is
equal to ct when ^ = itjl, or, what amounts to the same thing, the average of
X is CT, if the width of pulse is assumed to correspond to the wavelength, Sommerfeld's fundamental relation t-Ej^^^ = h corresponds to Wien and Stark's
formula Ej^^^ = hv. Thus he concluded that it was not necessary to discard the
classical electromagnetic theory.®®
Thus Sommerfeld introduced the elementary quantum of action h in order
to determine the linear dimension of the accelerating region or the duration of
bremsung. However, no reference is made by Sommerfeld to Planck through
out this paper. This is probably because, by that time, Planck's hypothesis of
quantum of action had become widely accepted by physicists, who had been
acquainted with it through Planck's widely read textbook Vorlesungen. Som
merfeld,in his 1911 paper considered above, called h "quantum of action", which
was a term used probably for the first time in Planck's Vorlesungen,^'^
The next opportunities for Sommerfeld to mention the quantum of action
35 J. Stark, op, cit, (note 15). W. Wien,"Ober eine Berechung der Wellenlange der Rontgenstrahlen ausdem Planckschen Energieelement", Gmtinger Nachrich.(1907), 598-601.
36 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit,(note 3), 39-41. See also note 46, 710-711.
37 M. Planck, op, cit, (note 23), 153-154.
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were the annual meeting of German Scientists and Physicians in September, 1911
and the first Solvay Congress held about a month later. In the papers presented
to these congresses,^® he modified his former quantum condition so as to give it
a more plausible appearance, and proposed the fundamental hypothesis that in
every atomic process, namely in every elementary interaction between an atom
and an electron, the atom emitted or absorbed a definite amount of action, the

amount being determined by the condition,

\\t- V)dt = -^,
Jo

2tz

where t is the duration of the interaction, and T and V are the kinetic and

potential energies of the system considered.

Using this hypothesis he tried to explain the production of and X-rays,
the photoelectric effect, and the ionization potential. Applying this hypothesis
to the theory of y- and X-rays, he obtained results which, as in the previous
paper, agreed with experimental results in order of magnitude. As for the pho
toelectric effect, Sommerfeld supposed that an electron quasi-elastically bound
to the atom was liberated when, under the action of external radiation, the energy
of the electron reached a certain value. The time interval z which was required
for the energy to reach this value was assumed to be determined by the funda
mental quantum condition.

He then showed that, in the case of resonance,

when the frequency v of incident radiation was equal to the eigenfrequency
of the bound electron, the relation T = hvQ = hv, the Einstein photoelectric equa
tion, could be derived. In the case without resonance, if v > Vq, the photoelectron is ejected, whereas if v < Vq, it cannot be ejected. To evaluate the
ionization potential the fundamental condition was applied to an incident electron
assuming that an atom was ionized by collision with an electron. The lowest
velocity of the incident electron required for ionizing the atom, or the ionization
potential, was obtained for a rare gas atom, for which V could be assumed ap
proximately equal to zero. The value obtained agreed with the experimental
results in order of magnitude.
The form of the quantum condition used in the September and November
papers is different from the one used in the January paper. From the physical
point of view, the former is more important than the latter. It seems likely
that the influence of Planck lead Sommerfeld to modify his quantum condition.
A. Hermann has pointed out the correspondence in 1911 between Sommerfeld
and Planck which strongly suggests that Sommerfeld owed the modification to
Planck.®® Moreover, we can add other internal evidence which suggests Planck's
influence upon Sommerfeld.
38 A. Sommerfeld, op, cit, (notes 4 and 5).
38 A. Hermann, op. cit. (note 9), 132-133.
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In the papers of September and November, Sommerfeld gives following
argument in order to justify his quantum condition. Since h has the dimension
of action, he argues, it is natural to associate it with Hamilton's action principle.
Now,the time integral of the relativistic Lagrangean H, the action, is invariant
with respect to the Lorentz transformation. The absolute quantity in physics,
therefore must be neither energy nor the time integral of energy, but action.
It will then be reasonable, in the non-relativistic case too, to associate the uni

versal constant h with the action. This reasoning based on a relativistic con
sideration resembles Planck's argument in his paper of 1907 on relativistic
dynamics, which Sommerfeld cited in the places where he made the above argument.'^° As noted in the preceding section, Planck remarked that the action

IF = ^ Hdt, being an invariant, would be associated with the quantum ofaction.
The resemblance of their arguments clearly indicates that Sommerfeld was con
siderably influenced by Planck's 1907 paper.
I will now turn to the physical meaning which Sommerfeld then attached
to the quantum hypothesis. As was noted at the beginning of this section, he
considered the quantum of action h as the basis of the existence of the atom.
Both at the meeting of German Scientists and the Solvay Congress, rejecting
various attempts to explain h on the basis of atomic structure, he expressly
declared: "From the opposite point of view I would like to consider the existence
of molecules as a consequence of the existence of the elementary quantum of
action, but not to attempt to deduce h from the molecular dimension".^^ This
view of h was really an innovation. But in other respects Sommerfeld remained
rather conservative. He did not think that the quantum hypothesis would violate
the Maxwellian electromagnetic theory. He considered his fundamental quantum
condition to be compatible with the Maxwellian theory. In the paper presented
to the Solvay Congress, he says that the electromagnetic theory of X-rays should
be completed by the inclusion of the theory of radiation, that is, by introducing
the element of action, and that both theories are complementary.^^ Being con
vinced of the general validity of the classical electromagnetic theory, he could
regard the quantum hypothesis merely as a determining condition of the pa
rameter concerning the nature of the atom, which could not be determined
^0 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 4), 1063;(note 5), 318-319.

Since the year 1907, when Sommerfeld was converted to a "relativist", he himself had
pursued the relativity theory:see A.Hermann{Gd.)AlbertEinsteinIArnold Sommerfeld Briefwechsel
(Basel, 1968), 20-21. Sommerfeld always paid due attention to all that was going on in various
branches of physics: see H. Hermann, op. cit. (note 9), 123. Being so diligent a physicist, he
would never have overlooked such a remarkable paper as Planck's, which played an important
role in the development of relativistic dynamics.
^2 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 4), 1066;(note 5), 363.
-*3 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 5), 333.
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solely by the electromagnetic theory. Thus the innovation brought about by
him in the interpretation of h, that is, the view that the very existence of h was
to determine the dimensions of the atom, was a result of his rather conservative

view that the quantum of action did not destroy the electromagnetic theory but
rather supplemented it.
If, as Sommerfeld believed, the acceptance of the quantum hypothesis does
not imply the destruction of the classical electromagnetic theory, it would be
natural to be sceptical as he was about the concept of the light quantum. In
his conservative view of the quantum hypothesis as a whole, and his sceptical
attitude to the light quantum in particular, Sommerfeld was apparently in line
with Planck. In 1910, Planck manifestly rejected the theory of the light quan
tum by Einstein and Stark saying that such a theory would imply a retrogression
over centuries in the theory of light.^ He declared that in introducing the
quantum of action one should be as conservative as possible. In the following
two years, 1911 and 1912, he developed a modified theory of radiation assuming
that the oscillator continuously absorbed electromagnetic energy whereas it
discontinuously emitted the radiation.'^®
Adherence to classical notions was common between Sommerfeld and

Planck. In this connection, it is also worth noting that Sommerfeld's theory of
photoelectric effect, in one respect, resembles Planck's modified radiation theory
of 1911-12. In Sommerfeld's theory, an electron bound to an atom is assumed
to absorb radiation energy continuously until its energy reaches a definite value
which is determined by a quantum condition. The electron then is ejected
abruptly. In Planck's theory, a resonator continuously absorbs radiation energy
until its energy reaches the value nhv, when this energy is instantaneously emitted
as radiation. The behaviour of the atom in the former theory and that of the
resonator in the latter are similar to each other. Planck's theory was first
presented to the German Physical Society in February, 1911. It is quite possible
that Planck's theory furnished a hint to Sommerfeld. In fact in his paper dealing
with the photoelectric effect in detail,^® published in Annalen der Physik in 1913,
Sommerfeld himself admits the similarity of his theory to Planck's, though, at
the same time, he enumerates differences between their theories.

I said at the beginning of this section that one of the novelties in SomM. Planck, *'Zur Theorie der Warmestrahlung", Ann. d. Phys., 31 (1910), 758-768; Phys.
Abh., 2, 237-247.

45 M.Planck,*'Eine neue Strahlungshypothese", Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Ges.,13(1911), 138148; Phys. Abh., 2, 249-259. M. Planck,"Zur Hypothese der Quantenemission", Sitzb. Preuss.

Akad. Wiss. (1911), 723-731; Phys. Abh., 2, 260-268. M. Planck, "tJber die Begrundung des
Gesetzes der Schwarzen Strahlung", Arm. d. Phys., yj(1912), 642-656; Phys. Abh., 2, 287-301.
For Planck's 1910-^1911 work, see T. Hirosige and S. Nisio, *The Genesis of the Bohr Atom
and Planck's Theory of Radiation", Jap. Stud. Hist. Set., No.9(1970), 35-47, esp. 42-44.
46 A. Sommerfeld u. P. Debye, "Theorie des lichtelektrischen Effektes vom Standpunkt des
Wirkungsquantums", Ann. d. Phys., 41 (1913), 873-930, esp. 923.
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merfeld's theory was that he applied the notion of the quantum of action to
aperiodic processes. Strictly speaking, however, this too was not entirely origi
nal with Sommerfeld, because it may be said that Planck had already suggested
in his paper of 1907 the possibility of applying the quantum of action to aperiodic
processes. In that paper Planck clearly states that "every change in nature
corresponds to a definite number of elements of action.
From this statement
one may easily draw the implication that an aperiodic process too would be
governed, in one way or another, by the quantum of action.
It may therefore be said that Sommerfeld's contribution to the development

of quantum theory in the year 1911 consists in his embodying Planck's recent
ideas by performing detailed calculations on individual processes.
Before closing this section, we will glance at the reaction of contemporary
physicists to Sommerfeld's theory. In the discussion following Sommerfeld's
report at the Solvay Congress, Einstein characteristically remarked, referring to
the calculation of the energy of X-rays, that a satisfactory agreement with ex
periment might not always be viewed as direct confirmation of the hypothesis
on which the theory was based. But other participants, especially Planck and
Lorentz, were apparently in favour of Sommerfeld's theory of photoelectric
effect.^^

Sommerfeld's theory in fact attracted the attention of several physicists for
the reasons that it was an extension of the quantum theory to an aperiodic process,
that it formulated a dynamical expression of the hypothesis of the quantum of
action, and that it seemed compatible with the Maxwellian electromagnetic
theory. In a survey article on the quantum theory, which was written in 1913
reviewing the proceedings of the first Solvay Congress, F. Reiche noted the
novelty of Sommerfeld's theory, and posed the question of what relation existed
between Sommerfeld's theory, which he said could be called the theory of the
"elementary quantum ofaction", and Planck's and Einstein's theories.®® Without
giving answer of his own, Reiche remarked that the existence of alternative

forms of the theory meant that the idea had not gelled and that it might take
much time to reach a full understanding of the theory, but in view of the results
derived from the quantum theory, he felt that the theory had achieved remark
able success in a short time. J. Franck and G. Hertz in their paper of 1913
dealing with the ionization potential of several gases, referred to Sommerfeld's
theory, though they did not conclude that it was the best theory as regards agree
ment with their measurements.®^ R.Seeliger in 1913 gave a survey of theoretical
M. Planck, op. cit. (note 24), Phys. Abh., 2, 198.
^8 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 5), 381.
^8 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 5), 391-392.
50 F. Reiche, "Die Quantentheorie", Naturwiss., 1 (1913), 549-553, 568-572.

51 J. Franck u. G. Hertz, "Messung der lonisierungsspannung in verschiedener Gasen",
Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Ges., 15 (1913), 34-44.
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and experimental research on the ionization of gases and praised the generality
of Sommerfeld's theory.®^ He remarked that Sommerfeld's theory considered
the ionization process to be an energy transfer to an atom as a whole, whereas
in other current theories the ionization potential was calculated on the basis of
a particular atom model. Two years later in 1915, M. Wolfke in his paper

"Ober eine Verknupfung des Sommerfeldschen Wirkungsprinzips mit der Planckschen Quantentheorie"®^ dealt with cavity radiation on the basis of Planck's gen
eral principle of 1907 that every change in nature corresponds to a definite
number of elements of action. Assuming that this element of action was equal
to Sommerfeld's, hjln, he deduced that the energy of radiation with frequency
V was equal to an integral multiple of the energy quantum hv.
IV. Interlude, 1912-15

After the year 1911, and before 1915, Sommerfeld made no substantial
progress in his pursuit of quantum theory, though during this period he published
several papers on the quantum theory. I shall now look into the problems which
were dealt with in these papers.
In 1913 Sommerfeld published two papers worth mentioning, one of which
bore the title "Unsere gegenwartigen Anschauungen fiber Rontgenstrahlung",®^
and the other, written with Debye, was entitled "Theorie des phptoelektrischen
Effekts vom Standpunkt des Wirkungsquantums".®® In the former paper Som
merfeld reviewed the experimental and theoretical work published so far, and
gave an account of his own theory of X-rays originally published in 1911. In
the previous year, 1912, he made an important contribution to establishing the
electromagnetic wave theory of X-rays by estimating the wavelength of X-rays
at ^ 4 X 10"^ cm from an analysis of the X-ray diffraction which H. Haga and
C.H. Wind in 1903, and B. Walter and R.Pohl in 1908 obtained by using slits.®®
In the 1913 paper Sommerfeld's emphasis was on the equivalence of his electro
magnetic pulse theory and the wave theory. In the second paper of 1913, which
dealt with the photoelectric effect, Sommerfeld discussed in detail, on the basis
of his quantum hypothesis, the motion of an electron in an atom when the latter
was exposed to light of various wavelengths. The results of this detailed calculaR. Seeliger, "Einige allgemeine Bemerkungenzur Theorieder Stossionisation", Jahrb. d.
Rad. u. Elektron., 10(1913), 431-445.

M. Wolfke, "Ober eine Verknupfung des Sommerfeldschen Wirkungsprinzips mit der
Planckschen Quantentheorie", Rhys, ZS., 16 (1915), 207-209.
A. Sommerfeld, "Unsere gegenwartigen Anschauungen iiber Rontgenstrahlung", Naturwiss., 1 (1913), 705-713.

A. Sommerfeld u. P. Debye, op, cit. (note 46).

5® A. Sommerfeld, "Ober die Beugung der Rontgenstrahlen", Ann. d. Phys.^ 38 (1912),
473-506. Sommerfeld had long studied problems concerning diffraction. For example,"Mathematische Theorie der Diffraction" (Habilitationsschrift), Math. Ann., 47 (1896), 317-374;

"Theoretisches iiber die Beugung der Rontgenstrahlen", ZS. Math. u. Phys., 46(1901), 11-97.
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tion had already been presented at the two meetings of 1911, the meeting of the
German Scientists and the Solvay Congress. The second 1913 paper, therefore,
represents no essential progress in his theory.
For our account of Sommerfeld's work on the quantum theory in 1913 to
be complete, the Wolfskehl lectures should also be mentioned.®'' This is a course
of lectures on the kinetic theory of matter which were given by several authors
at Gottingen University during the last week of April, 1913. Sommerfeld was
among the lecturers. The others were Planck, Debye, Nernst, M.V. Smoluchowski, and Lorentz. Sommerfeld lectured on the kinetic theory of monoatomic gases based on the quantum theory. He attempted to explain the thermal
properties of gases by supposing that, quite analogously to Debye's theory of
solid matter, a number of Planck energy quanta were distributed over individual
eigenfrequencies of"sound waves" in a cubical vessel with very hard walls con
taining a given number of monoatomic gas molecules. The contents of this
lecture, however, as Sommerfeld himself remarked, were largely based on an
investigation by his student W. Lenz.
In 1915 Sommerfeld published a theory of dispersion.®® He derived the
dispersion formula using Bohr's model of the molecule, which consisted of elec
trons rotating in rings around several nuclei distributed on the axis of symmetry.
As the simplest examples he dealt with hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, and oxygen.
In the first two cases the frequency of rotation of an electron determined by
comparing his formula with experimental results agreed with that obtained by
Bohr's angular momentum condition /? = hjln. In the latter cases, however, a
considerable discrepancy was found. He was inclined to ascribe this discrepancy
to the over-simplified model of the molecule used in his calculation. This theory
of dispersion, however, was not entirely original to Sommerfeld, because, as he
himself remarked, Debye had already obtained a quantitatively exact dispersion
formula for hydrogen on the basis of Bohr's model of the hydrogen molecule.®®
His paper therefore was an extension of Debye's work, and may be characterized
as a mathematical elaboration of it.

Having examined Sommerfeld's work concerning the quantum theory during
the years 1912-1915, we may conclude that, judged from the published work,
he made little essential progress in his investigations of quantum theory during
this period. His papers published in this period were directed to refining the
mathematical treatment of individual problems. The quantum hypothesis ap57 A. Sommerfeld, "Probleme der freien Weglange", in M.Planck, etc., Vortrdge Vber Die
Kinetische Theorie Der Materie Und Der Elektrizitdt (Leipzig u. Berlin, 1914), 123-166.
5® A.Sommerfeld,"Die allgemeine Dispersionsformel nach dem Bohrschen Modell",ElsterGeitel-Festschrift (fixdiumchyffQig, 1915), 549-584; Gesammelte Schriften (fitdiUnscYmQig, 1968), 3,
136-171.

5® P. Debye,"Die Konstitutiondes Wasserstoff-Molekiils", Sitzb. Bayer. Akad. Wiss.(1915),
1-26.
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plied to them remained the same as that proposed in 1911. The last subject,
the theory ofdispersion, however,is remarkable in showing Sommerfeld's interest
in the Bohr atom. In fact his interest in the Bohr theory had been evoked even
before 1915 when, enlarging the Bohr theory, he first launched the generalized
quantum theory of spectra. He had paid attention, since as early as 1913, to
the development of Bohr's quantum theory. This is revealed by investigating
his correspondence and the records of colloquia at his institute.
V.

Debt to Bohr's Theoretical Pursuits

Sommerfeld was one of those who first reacted favorably to Bohr's theory.
He alluded to Bohr's paper as early as July 1913 in a note appended to his Solvay
Congress paper in the German version of the proceedings of the Congress.®®
There, in connection with the ionization potential of hydrogen, he refers to the
relation between the binding energy and the radius of the hydrogen atom which
Bohr gave in his first paper. But it was in his postcard to Bohr dated September
4, 1913, which L. Rosenfeld has published in his introduction to the reprint
edition of Bohr's papers, that he praised the Bohr theory.®^ There he writes
that, having been pondering over the problem of expressing the Rydberg constant
in terms of the Planck constant, he is extremely pleased with Bohr's success in
solving this problem. At the same time, however, he says that he is, for the
moment, sceptical about the atom model in general. Also he asks whether Bohr
is going to look at the Zeeman effect on the basis of his model and adds that
he himself wishes to attack this problem.
This postcard suggests that Sommerfeld paid attention to Bohr's work not
because he was interested in the structure or the model of the atom, but rather

because of his deep interest in spectra. He welcomed Bohr's theory primarily
as a successful theory of the hydrogen spectrum. At the beginning of his 1915
paper on dispersion, which was discussed in the previous section, he writes
"Die bedeutsamen Erfolge, welche das Bohrsche Atommodell fiir die Theorie
der Spektrallinien gebracht hat".®^
Sommerfeld had been greatly interested in spectroscopy, especially in the
A. Sommerfeld, "Die Bedeutung des Wirkungsquantums fiir unperiodische Molekularprozesse in der Physik", Abh, d. deutsch, Bunsenges,/. angewandte phys. Chemie (Halle, 1914),
7, 252-317, 299; Gesammelte Schriften, 3, 70-135, 117.
L. Rosenfeld, "Introduction" to N. Bohr, On the Constitution of Atoms and Molecules
(Copenhagen, 1963), Lll.
®2 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 58), Gesammelte Schriften, 3, 136. In a memoir written in
1942 Sommerfeld says that he had been interested in the problem of whether there was a relation
between Rydberg's constant and Planck's constant and that Bohr's 1913 paper made deep im
pression on him. He also writes that he had been interested in the anomalous Zeeman effect,
about which he had been told by his friend, mathematician C.Runge who,with H.Kayser, had
been measuring it. A. Sommerfeld,"Zwanzig Jahre Spektroskopischer Theorie in Miinchen",
Scientia, 1942, 123-130; Gesammelte Schriften, 4, 632-639, esp. 633-634.
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Zeeman effect for some time. For example, in 1913 he published a paper dealing
with the Zeeman effect ofan anisotropically bound electron and the Paschen-Back

effect.®® Then, in 1914, he published a paper dealing with Voigt's theory of
Zeeman effect.®^ His deep interest in spectroscopy is reflected also in the topics
discussed at his weekly colloquium, known as the Munich Wednesday colloqui
um.®® There from December 1912 to January 1913, N. Weber reported on
Stark's discussion of the regularity of spectra in his Atomdynamik, Vol. 2, and
Sommerfeld talked about his own theoretical consideration of the Paschen-Back

effect. The discovery of the Stark effect, which was first reported by Stark on
November 20, 1913 at the meeting of the Berlin Academy of Science, aroused
Sommerfeld's keen interest. As early as December 10, 1913, at the Munich
colloquium, E. Wagner commented on Stark's paper and demonstrated a Stark
effect experiment. From January of 1914 on, Bohr's work was constantly taken
up at the Munich colloquium.
The sequence of these dates seems to suggest that in fact Sommerfeld's chief
reason for considering the Bohr atom was the discovery of the Stark effect.
And at the same time, interest in the structure of the atom also seems to have

been evoked in Sommerfeld. Before the Bohr theory of 1913 was published,
no problem concerning atomic structure had been taken up as a topic at the
Munich colloquium. As his postcard to Bohr clearly shows, in those days Som
merfeld was not interested in the real structure of the individual atom.

The

fact that, though in January 1911, when discussing the theory of T'-rays, he ob
tained for the order of magnitude of the length of bremsung the value I ^ 10"^
cm,®® he did not pay even the slightest attention to Rutherford's nucleus, whose
dimensions had been shown to be of the same order as Sommerfeld's /, seems to

show his indifference to the structure of the atom. In his theory of the photo
electric effect of 1913 Sommerfeld postulated an atom in which an electron was
quasi-elastically bound. However, regarding it "as a substitute for the atom
model, or so to speak an analytical model of the main character of the atom,
which, because of its generality and modesty, was probably more trustworthy
than any special constitution of the atom by mass, charge, and motion",®^ he
abandoned the attempt to deduce the eigenfrequencies of electron vibration in
the atom.

A. Sommerfeld, "Der Zeemaneffekt eines anisotrop gebundenen Elektrons und die
Beobachtungen von Paschen-Back", Ann. d. Phys., 40(1913), 748-774.

A. Sommerfeld, "Zur Voigtschen Theorie des Zeeman-Effektes", Gdttinger Nachrich.
(1914), 207-229; Gesammelte Schriften, 3, 47-69.
Register volume for Munchener physikalisches Mittwochs-Colloquim, Dec., 1908 to May,

1939, in the Archivefor the History of Quantum Physics deposited at the Library of the American
Philosophical Society in Philadelphia, and other places.
A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 3), 29.

®'' A. Sommerfeld u. P. Debye, op. cit. (note 46), 923.
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Generally speaking, it seems that in Germany problems concerning the real
structure of the atom received little interest at that time. For instance, Planck's

resonator was considered by himself as merely a mathematical model from which

the radiation formula could be derived. In his letter to W.H. Bragg dated
December 20, 1911, Rutherford described his impression of the first Solvay
Congress saying: "I was rather struck in Brussels by the fact that continental
people do not seem to be in the least interested to form a physical idea of the
basis of Planck's theory. They are quite content to explain everything on a
certain assumption, and do not worry their heads about the real cause of the

thing. I must, I think, say that the English point of view is much more physical
and much to be preferred".®® Bohr's theory of atomic constitution was, as I,
with T. Hirosige, have emphasized in an earlier paper, initiated by his deep
concern for an explanation of the chemical properties of atoms in terms of their
structure.®® Bohr may possibly have acquired the English taste for the structure
of the atom through his contact with J. J. Thomson and Rutherford. By in
heriting through Bohr the English concern over the structure of the atom, which
was alien to the German tradition, Sommerfeld now was able to develop a theory
of spectra, and to use it as an important clue to atomic structure.^® From the
above considerations it may be concluded that an important aspect of the impact
of Bohr's theory on Sommerfeld was that it aroused in him interest in problems
concerning the structure of the atom, and thus initiated his theoretical inquiry
into the structure of the atom.

His efforts in this direction culminate in his generalized quantum theory of
1916. Among the achievements of this theory are the relativistic explanation
of the fine structure of spectral lines and the general treatment of Keplerian
motion.

The initial drive for these achievement too, however, as 1 will show

below was owed by Sommerfeld to Bohr. Early in 1914 Bohr, while he was
involved in a dispute concerning the assignment of spectral lines of hydrogen
and helium, attempted to explain the Zeeman and Stark effects on the basis of
his theory. Bohr supposed that each series of the spectrum of an element cor
responded to a series of stationary states of the atom in which one of the electrons
moved outside the rest. The configuration of the inner electrons was assumed
to be nearly the same in each series, while that of the outer electron changed
from one state to another roughly in the same way as the electron in the stationary
68 A. S. Eve, Rutherford (Cambridge, 1939), 208.
69 T. Hirosige and S. Nisio, "Formation of Bohr's Theory of Atomic Constitution", Jap.
Stud. Hist. Set., No. 3(1964), 6-28.

^0 The role of the English tradition was suggested to the author by Prof. Tetu Hirosige.
N.Bohr,"The Spectra of Helium and Hydrogen", Nature,92(1913),231-233;"The Spectra
of Hydrogen and Helium", Nature, 95 (1915), 6-7.
72 N. Bohr,"On the Effect of Electric and Magnetic Fields on Spectral Lines",Phil. Mag.,
27(1914), 506-524.
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states of the hydrogen atom. Bohr further assumed that the doublets in the
spectra of many elements were due to small perturbing forces originating in the
configuration of the inner electrons, which exerted different effects on the motion
of the outer electron according to the location of the latter's orbit. In the case
of the hydrogen spectrum, however, Bohr was forced to devise a different mech
anism because the lines observed were diffuse and the separation of the com
ponents varied widely according to the observers. He supposed that the effect
was due to the electric field causing the gaseous discharge.
Meanwhile, W.E. Curtis, performing very accurate measurements of the
wavelength of the hydrogen lines, found a small deviation from the Balmer
formula. On the basis of this result he concluded that Bohr's argument on the
doublet lines

and

observed in the Balmer series could not be maintained.

He admitted that Bohr's interpretation might account for the fact that the separa
tion of the doublet lines varied according to the experimenter, because the electric
fields used by different observers were usually different, but this would not be
able to explain, he pointed out, why the ratio of the separations of H^ and H^
doublet components had varied according to a single observer.
Searching for a way to overcome this problem, Bohr early in 1915 hit upon
the variation of the electron mass with its velocity. He thought that the devia
tion of the hydrogen spectrum from the Balmer formula, observed by Curtis,
might be accounted for by this relativistic effect. Assuming a circular orbit
for the electron, he obtained the formula for frequency with the correction:

In^e'mM |J_ _ J_]
V =

h^{m + M)

nl) _

^|J_ , J_n

\n\

n\)

where m was the mass of the electron and Mthe mass of the nucleus.

Here the

motion of the nucleus too is taken into account. However, this correction could

account for only one-third of the deviation observed by Curtis. Bohr however
thought that since the separation of the components of each hydrogen doublet
was much greater than the deviation from the Balmer formula, it was of primary
importance to explain the doublets theoretically. Bohr felt that the cause of
the doublet might be that electron orbits were not circular. If the orbit was
not circular, he reasoned, it would rotate around an axis through the nucleus
when the velocity of the electron was high. The frequency of the rotation of
the orbit would depend on its eccentricity. For very small eccentricity the ratio
between the frequencies of rotation of the orbit and of revolution of the electron
was given by 27^V//2V/^^ which, when n = 2, was of the same order as the ob73 W.E. Curtis, "Wave-lengths of Hydrogen Lines and Determination of the Series Con
stant", Proc. Roy, Sac., 90A (1914), 605-620.

74 N. Bohr, "On-the Series Spectrum of Hydrogen and the Structure of the Atom", Phil,
Mag,, 29(1915), 332-335.
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served separation of the doublet lines of hydrogen. Having obtained this result,
however, Bohr remarked that in view of the many assumptions made for the
calculation, it would be of little use to pursue this problem in further detail
before more accurate measurements of the separation of doublets were possible.
Sommerfeld is generally understood to have been the first to attempt to
account for the hydrogen doublet by considering the effect of the relativistic
variation of electron mass. But our examination above clearly shows that the
attempt was first made by Bohr, early in 1915.
The initial step to extend the Bohr theory of 1913 to Keplerian motion was
also taken in Bohr's early-1914 paper examined above. Searching for an ex
planation of the Stark effect, he suggested the existence of elliptical orbits in the
hydrogen atom, arguing as follows: as a result of the influence of an external
electric field, the electron orbit, which was originally circular, will be deformed.
If the force is not perpendicular to the plane of the orbit, the deformation will
become considerable in the course of time. The orbit may at every moment be
considered an ellipse with the nucleus as one of the foci. Due to the effect of
the field, the direction of the major axis as well as the eccentricity of the ellipse
will gradually vary. Though detailed investigation of the motion of the electron
may become enormously complicated in such a case, it is easily shown that there
are two stationary orbits of the electron, whose eccentricities are both equal to
1 and whose major axes lie parallel to the axis of the external field; the orbits
simply consist of straight lines through the nucleus, one parallel to the axis of
the field, another antiparallel to it. By means of a correspondence consideration,
Bohr concluded the energy
of the n-th state for these orbits to be

2n^e*m(^±E

\

=

\

167rVA72V

where E is the intensity of the external field. The principal term of the righthand side represents the energy when the external field is absent, and has been
proved to be exact for any value of n. The whole expression above for
therefore, may be assumed to hold good for any n. Then it follows that the
hydrogen atom in an external field does have two series of stationary states.
Assuming that the system can transit only between different states in each series,
the frequency of the radiation emitted by a transition between two states cor
responding to TZg and

is obtained as

\nl

nl)\

'V'

This formula gives for the separation of any hydrogen doublet the value

Jv = ^JLE{nl
- nl),
471" em
"N. Bohr, op. cit.(note 72), 513-517.
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which is proportional to the electric field. In the way sketched out above, Bohr
gave an explanation of the general features of the Stark effect in the hydrogen
spectrum. Discussing the extension of the theory to other general elements,
Bohr remarked on the special features of the case of hydrogen. In this case,
the external field acting upon the stationary state has been considered to cause
variation in the orientation and eccentricity of the orbit of the electron in the
presence of the field. The possibility of such a variation is clear from the fact
that in the absence of an external field every elliptical orbit is stationary. But
in the case of other elements, Bohr argued, there will be perturbing forces exerted
by the inner electrons and the condition just mentioned is not satisfied. The

effect of an external electric field on the stationary states, therefore, is expected
to be much smaller than for the corresponding states of the hydrogen atom.
Thus it is clear that Bohr had already suggested the existence of elliptical
orbits of the electron in the hydrogen atom. But his explanation of the Stark
effect itself, though it was more advanced than the first attempt by E. Warburg
in December 1913 to explain the Stark effect on the basis of the Bohr atom,^®
was by no means complete. It could explain only the main feature of the two
strongest components (;r-components) of the split hydrogen lines. This must

have been a challenge to Sommerfeld, who considered it the most important
area of research of physics that the results of detailed theoretical calculation
should agree with experiment.^^ On May 27, 1914, in fact, he took up Bohr's
theory of the Stark effect as the subject of the Munich colloquium. As will
shortly be discussed, the difficulty in explaining the Stark effect seems to be the
reason why his general theory was not published until the end of 1915.
Not only the theory of the Stark effect, but the whole theoretical pursuit
of Bohr was followed up at the Munich colloquium.^® On November 19, 1913,
P.P. Ewald made a report on the annual meeting of the British Association held
in September, where Bohr's 1913 theory was for the first time discussed publicly.
However, emphasis in Ewald's report was laid upon Bragg's work on X-ray
diffraction presented at the meeting. On January 26, 1914, P.S. Epstein reported
on the work of Bohr published during 1913-14 in Philosophical Magazine. On
May 27, 1914, as mentioned above, Sommerfeld and Lenz reported on Bohr's
■^6 E. Warburg, "Bemerkungen zu der Aufspaltung der Spektrallinien im elektrischen Feld",
Verh. Deutsch. Phys. Ges,, 15 (1913), 1259-1266. Warburg presented this paper at the meeting
of the German Physical Society on December 5,1913, shortly after the discovery by Stark, which
was reported at the meeting of the Berlin Academy of Science on November 20,1913: J. Stark,
"Beobachtungen iiber den Effekt des elektrischen Feldes auf Spektrallinien", Sitzb. Preuss. Akad.
fViss. (1913), 932-946.

For example, he wrote in PartIof the Annalen paper {op, cit, note 1) that his generalized
quantum equations expressed for each degree of freedom were inspired by experimental results
of the Balmer series.

See also section VI and VIII.

78 Register volume for Miinchener physikalisches Mittwochs-Colloquium, op. cit. (note 65).
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theory of the Stark effect in Philosophical Mazazine (1914) and as well as on W.
Voigt's theory of the Stark effect in Gottingen Nachrichten. Subsequently, on
July 15 Bohr himself gave a guest lecture on his atom model, especially on the
spectra of helium and hydrogen, and on November 27, 1915, Sommerfeld talked
on the recent work of Bohr.^®

Thus in 1914, while investigating the dispersion theory by means of Bohr's
model of the atom and the molecule, which was to be published in 1915, Som
merfeld began to develop an elaborate theory of the Balmer series. At the be
ginning of the paper presented on December 6, 1915, he declared that about a
year earlier he delivered a lecture on the subject to be discussed in that paper.
He wrote also in his autobiographical sketch that he had talked about his extension
of Bohr's theory to his colleagues in the winter of 1914/15.®^ The reason for
delaying publication was, according to Sommerfeld, that his theory could not
satisfactorily explain the Stark effect. It was early in 1916 that Epstein, a
pupil of Sommerfeld and K.Schwarzschild, director of the Astrophisical Observ
atory at Potsdam, succeeded independently in explaining the Stark effect on the
Balmer series.®® As to the Zeeman effect, Sommerfeld himself gave its explana
tion in 1916.®^

From the above considerations, it follows that it was probably because
Sommerfeld was spending time to follow up the development of Bohr's ideas
after 1913 that the extension of the Bohr theory had not been effected until the
end of 1915. After all, the necessary ideas such as the existence of elliptical
orbits of the electron in the hydrogen atom and relativistic effects as the cause
of the doublet of the hydrogen spectrum had been advanced by Bohr during
1914-15, Sommerfeld worked them out mathematically into a complete theory.
Even more fundamentally, as was noted earlier, his interest in problems concern
ing the structure of the atom first arose due to Bohr's influence.
VI. Sommerfeld's Quantum Theory, 1915-1916

The discussion in the previous section shows that Sommerfeld's quantum
This work is probably N. Bohr, *'On the Quantum Theory of Radiation and the Structure
of the Atom",PhU. Mag,, 30(1915), 394-415.

80 A. Sommerfeld, "Zur Theorie der Balmerschen Serie", Sitzb, Bayer, Akad, Wiss, (1915),
425-458, 426.

81 A. Sommerfeld,''Autobiographische Skizze", Herausgegeben von F. Bopp. in Geist und
Gestalt, Biographische Beitrage zur Geschichte der Bayerischen Akademie etc.,2(Munchen, 1959),

100-109, 105; Gesammelte Schriften, 4, 673-682, 678.
82 A. Sommerfeld, op, cit, (note 80), 426.

83 P. S. Epstein, "Zur Theorie des Starkeffektes", Ann, d,Phys,,50(1916), 489-520, received
on May 9, 1916. The preliminary report was presented on March 26, 1916 to Phys, ZS,: P.S.
Epstein, "Zur Theorie des Starkeffekts", Phys, ZS,,17(1916), 148-150. K.Schwarzschild,"Zur
Quantenhypothese", Sitzb, Preuss, Akad, Wiss,(1916), 548-568.
84 A. Sommerfeld, "Zur Theorie des Zeeman-Eflfekts der Wasserstofflinien, mit einem An-

hang iiber den Stark-Effekt", Phys, ZS,, 17(1916), 491-507.
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theory of 1916 may be called a generalization of the Bohr theory of atomic
constitution. At the same time, however, we should not overlook the debt that

he owed to Planck. There is more than one aspect of the mutual connection
between Sommerfeld and Planck in their pursuit of quantum theory. But before
considering this, we will examine the essential results obtained by Sommerfeld
in his papers of 1915-16.
The first report of Sommerfeld's 1916 theory was in fact presented on De
cember 6, 1915 to the Munich Academy of Science, and was soon published.®®
This work was, as its title "Theorie der Balmerschen Serie" suggested, an exten
sion of Bohr's theory of hydrogen spectra. Here,in contrast to his earlier theory
of 1911 which dealt with aperiodic elementary processes, he turns his attention
to the periodic process and, correspondingly, he replaces his former fundamental

hypothesis by the quantization of phase space: ^dp dq = h or its more con
venient form

dq = nh.

From this condition can be derived the quantum

conditions which have so far been supposed for the motions of a periodic system
with one degree of freedom, such as the rotation of a gas molecule and the orbital
motion of the Bohr atom. He then considers the application of the fundamental
hypothesis to a more general model of the hydrogen atom in which the electron
is permitted to describe not only circular orbits, but also elliptical orbits. In

this case, the quantum condition ^p^d<j) = nh for the angle ^ and corresponding
angular momentum p^, together with the Bohr frequency condition, gave an ex
pression for the frequencies of hydrogen spectral lines which varies continuously
with the continuous change of eccentricity. This result obviously conflicts with
the Balmer formula. Sommerfeld therefore supposes that it is necessary to add
another condition to quantize the eccentricity of the elliptical orbits. The sim
plest assumption is that the radial variables should be subjected to, by analogy
with the angular variables, the condition,

^p^dr = n'h ,
which guarantees a reasonable expression for the frequency:

V = n(

1

\(n + n'y

i

),

(m + m'yJ

where N is Rydberg's constant. With these quantum conditions Sommerfeld
could also deduce the relation bja = nj{n + n') which determines the ratio of
the minor semiaxis b to the major semiaxis a of the ellipse. This result shows,
Sommerfeld thought, that a line of the Balmer series should be a superposition
A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 80).
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of several lines corresponding to various electron transition processes between
orbits with varied eccentricity. He therefore supposes that there must be a rule,
a selection rule as we might call it, that determines which of the possible transi
tions would really occur, and discusses possible forms of the rule at some length.
As regards the spectral lines of elements other than hydrogen, Sommerfeld,
like Bohr,supposes that an analogy with the case of hydrogen might be applicable,
except that the term lj{n + ny appearing in the expression for the frequencies
of hydrogen lines should be replaced by a function of n and /z', ^(n, n'). The
number of spectral series and the multiple lines observed in the spectra of ele
ments other than hydrogen may be explained by supposing the existence of a
series of such stationary states of the atom in which one of the electrons moves
outside the rest. He argues that the last inference was supported by the simplest
case of hydrogen. He also suggests that in the general case, besides radial and
angular variables r and the z component should also be taken into considera
tion, the frequencies being expressed in terms of a function ^(/z, /z', /z").
In the next paper presented on January 8, 1916 to the Munich Academy®®
Sommerfeld attempted to verify the theory outlined above, in particular the
existence of the elliptical orbits, by considering the fine structure of hydrogen
lines on the basis ofthat theory combined with the relativistic variation of electron
mass. In this paper, detailed calculations are carried out concerning the number

of components of the fine structure, the interval between the components, and
their intensities in a number of individual cases. Comparison of the result of
the calculation with experimental observations is made as far as possible for the
spectra of hydrogen, ionized and neutral helium, lithium, and especially for the
K- and L-series of the characteristic X-ray spectra which Sommerfeld supposes
to show a marked relativistic effect. He notices disagreements between his
calculations and experimental observations on the splitting of the doublet of
hydrogen, and on the dependence of the splitting of the L-doublet upon the
atomic number. However, on February 10, 1916 he added an appendix to the
January 1916 paper, in which he showed that these disagreements were removed
if the region of the phase integral for the azimuthal variable <}> was corrected:®^
he had formerly taken as the limits of the integral the azimuth {<j> = 0) of the
first perihelion and that of the next perihelion was not equal to In due to the
relativistic correction). But he now replaced them by the region from ^ = 0
to ^ = 27r, as in the case of non-relativistic motion.

It was in the three-part article published in Annalen der Physik about seven
A. Sommerfeld, "Die Feinstruktur der Wasserstoff- und der Wasserstoff-ahnlicben

Linien", op, cit. (note 80), 459-500. For a detailed account of the relativistic theory of fine
structure, see, for example, M. Born, The Mechanics of the Atom (New York, 1960), § 33, 201207.

A. Sommerfeld, Ibid.^ 498-500.
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months later that Sommerfeld's quantum theory of a system with many degrees
of freedom was fully developed.®® The major part of this article may be con
sidered essentially a reproduction of the previous two papers of December, 1915
and January, 1916. Part I and Part II of this article correspond, respectively,
to the first and the second of these papers. The theory of the fine structure of
the characteristic X-ray spectra, previously contained in the second paper, is
now enlarged to be a separate Part III. There are, however, many essential
revisions and additions throughout the article.
Part I of the article deals with the theory ofthe Balmer series.®® Sommerfeld
intends to generalize Bohr's theory of the hydrogen spectra. For this purpose
he first postulates a generalized quantum hypothesis for a system with many
degrees of freedom:

^dp^dq^ z= h , / = 1, 2, .• •/ (/: the degree of freedom),
or in the more convenient form

=

/z = 1, 2, ...

z=l,2,.../.

Sommerfeld applies his quantum condition to simple examples such as the linear
oscillation of a mass point, the rotation of a mass point with a constant angular
velocity, and the behaviour of the angular coordinate ^ in Keplerian motion.
In the case of Keplerian motion, as discussed in the December 1915 paper, the
quantum conditions for the radial coordinate r, as well as for the angular variable
<f>, together with the Bohr frequency condition, give for the Balmer series the
formula

V = n(V (« +1 ny

1

).

(m + my /

Then Sommerfeld discusses the number and the form of quantized orbits with a
given energy and attempts, as in the previous paper, to set up a selection rule,
that is, the relation, the quantum unequality as he calls it, between the quantum
numbers «, m, w', which determines which of the possible transitions between
various quantized orbits may really occur. On this basis he estimates the relative
intensity of the components of hydrogen doublets.
Sommerfeld then poses the question whether or not the orbits are spatially
quantized. To answer this question, it is necessary to fix one direction in space
as the axis of reference. He supposes that an external electric or magnetic field
or the electron configuration of inner core of the atom would provide the axis
of reference. The intensity of these external or internal agents then has to be
88 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 1).
89 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 1), I, 1-44.
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reduced to zero so that only the privileged direction of orientation of the atom

would remain. This direction is taken as the axis of the equatorial plane of the
polar coordinate system r, 6,(p. Here r denotes the radius vector, d the latitude,

and (p the azimuth. The fundamental assumption gives as the quantum condi
tions for three variables:

P<p#= nji, ^ Pq dd = nji, j dr = n'h.
Relations between these quantum numbers and the inclination a of the orbital
plane with respect to the equatorial plane are obtained as

cos a = —^— ,

2np = {n^ + n^h .

+ ^2

This first equation shows that the inclination is quantized. The space quantiza
tion shows that to each line of the Balmer series there corresponds more than
one kind of transition. These complex lines would, Sommerfeld supposes, be
separated into their individual components corresponding to different /z^'s and
Wa's by the Zeeman and the Stark effects.
In the last section of Part I, Sommerfeld discusses the choice of a coordinate

system in dealing with the dynamics of the atom. A similar problem had already
been discussed in the corresponding last section of the previous December 1915

paper entitled "()ber die Unabhangigkeit des Quantenansatzes von der Wahl der
Koordinaten. Beziehungen zur allgemeinen Mechanik".®® Referring to the
fundamental hypothesis in terms of the quantum of action proposed in his former
1911 theory, Sommerfeld argued there as follows: According to general dy
namics, the kinetic energy T is written as T = ^ 2P?^^^e of periodic
or quasi-periodic motion, the time average of the kinetic energy T is given by
T J<o

Tdt = Lj:^\pdq
= ^{n
+ n' + ...)h,
2r
J
2r

where r is the period. From this equation it is readily seen that the sum of
quantum numbers, {n + n! + • • •), has a definite physical meaning independent
of the choice of coordinate systems, but it is undecided whether each quantum
number always corresponds to individual coordinates separately. This is the
case for Keplerian motion, the coordinates <p and z being cyclic. Both p and z
then have a dynamical meaning and their phase integrals are constant, being
equal to Inp and 0, respectively. When the mean kinetic energy fof the system
is equal to the mean potential energy F, the total energy W becomes equal to an
integral multiple of hv. In the case that the electron is subjected to an arbitrary
central force F =
the mean kinetic energy T is given by
A. Sommerfeld, op, cit, (note 80), 454-458.
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^ W.

/r + 3

By comparing this equation with the equation above iTz = (« + «'+ • • •)A, the
relation between W and A, which resembles the condition, energy x time = A,
proposed in the first 1911 paper on y- and X-rays, is obtained.
Now in the corresponding section of Part I of the Annalen paper, the argu
ment outlined above was replaced by a consideration of theories of the Stark
effect which had just been presented by Epstein and Schwarzschild, independently
of each other. Epstein sent his preliminary report to Phys. ZS. on March 26,
1916 and subsequently gave a detailed account in a paper in Annalen,^^ Schwarz
schild read his paper at the meeting of the German Physical Society on March
30, 1916.®^ In their papers, on the basis of analytical dynamical considerations,
they clarified the problem of the choice of the proper coordinates for expressing
the quantum conditions. Sommerfeld here outlined their discussions on the
relation between the quantum condition and the Hamilton-Jacobi general dy
namics and stressed that his generalized quantum condition could be formulated
whenever a coordinate system was found in which the Hamilton-Jacobi dif
ferential equation was of a separable variables type.
In Part II, as in the January 1916 paper, Sommerfeld, in order to verify his
theory developed in Part I, considers the fine structure of hydrogen and hydrogentype spectra on the basis of a relativistic quantum theory.®® He discusses relativistic Keplerian motion in greater detail. Explicitly introducing a constant
a = Ine^jhc, the so-called fine structure constant, which determines the degree
of deformation of elliptical orbits, he obtains an approximate relativistic expres
sion of the energy of orbital motion as

(£y ri + (« + ny fAv
|i + z?:ii,
\ e/ t4
n )J

(« + ny \ e / L

where N is the Rydberg constant, E the charge of the nucleus, and n and n' are
azimuthal and radial quantum numbers. On the basis of this equation he dis
cusses the general character of the fine structure of the spectral lines and carries
out calculations concerning the number of the components of the fine structure,
the distance between the components, and their intensity for a number of in
dividual cases. From the results of his calculations he attempts to explain the
observational results for hydrogen, ionized and neutral helium, and lithium.
In Part III Sommerfeld deals with the fine structure of the characteristic

X-ray spectra.®^ From the experimental results obtained by Moseley and others,
91 P. S. Epstein, op. cit. (note 83).
92 K. Schwarzschild, op. cit. (note 83).
93 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 1), II, 44-94.

94 A.Sommerfeld, op. cit.(note 1), III, 125-167. See S. Nisio, *'X-rays and Atomic Structure
at the Early Stage of the Old Quantum Theory", Jap. Stud. Hist. Sci., No. 8 (1969), 55-75.
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Sommerfeld concludes that the frequency of the K^-line is expressed by the
equation

v^^ = K-L,
where K = N{{Z — ky/a^), L = A^((Z — lyjb^), a and b being 1 and 2respectively,
and where(Z — k) and(Z — /) are the eflfective charges on the nucleus. This
equation indicates, he thought, that the K and L terms would behave similarly

to those for hydrogen if the nuclear charge were replaced by the effective charge,
and the electrons, at least in the innermost two rings, would describe hydrogen
like orbits. He could therefore apply the relativistic expression for the energy
of orbital motion obtained in Part II to the motions corresponding to the K- and
L-terms. The separations of the L-doublets thus obtained agrees satisfactorily
with measurements for elements from Z = 24(Cr)to Z= 92(U), if / expressing
the screening effect is made equal to 3.5 and k equal to 1.6. This result strength
ened his conviction that the K and L orbits should be hydrogenlike.
Concluding his consideration, Sommerfeld pictures the atom model as fol
lows: The difference between the optical spectra and the characteristic X-ray
spectra is that, while the former is produced by the displacement of electrons
outside the electron cloud, the latter is produced by the displacement of electrons
belonging to the innermost part inside the electron cloud. The similarity of the
spectral terms for the i^-line and the hydrogen-type terms suggests that the elec
trons describing K and L orbits are hardly disturbed by the electron cloud. This
explains the fact that the larger the quantum number in the case of optical spectra,
and the smaller in the case of X-ray spectra, that is to say, the more distant the
electrons taking part in the emission of radiation are from the electron cloud,
the more the spectrum formula approaches a hydrogen-type formula.
Compared with the previous two papers, the revisions and additions in the
Annalen paper may be summarized as follows: 1) The generalized quantum
condition for a system of/degrees of freedom.

ss dpidqi = h

(/= 1,2, 3, ...,/)

is for the first time postulated explicitly as a fundamental hypothesis. In the
previous paper he did use a similar condition, but it was not formulated with

full generality. The region of the phase integrals is modified so as to give better
agreement with experiment. 2) The quantization of the latitude variable is added.
3) The choice of the system of coordinates to be used is considered in connection

with the theories of the Stark eiffect by Schwarzschild and by Epstein. 4) The
relativistic Keplerian motion of electrons is discussed in greater detail and the
importance of the fine structure constant as a spectroscopic constant is stressed.
The available experimental data to be compared with the results of calculation,
especially for X-ray spectra, had increased since Sommerfeld wrote the former
papers.
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It is very remarkable that Sommerfeld, throughout his 1916 article, is very
much concerned to compare his calculations with experimental observations.
His deep interest in such comparisons with observational results may be explained,
I believe, by the fact that his quantum condition then had no sound theoretical
foundation. As he stresses in Part I of his article, his quantum condition is
merely a formal generalization of the quantum condition obtained for the hy
drogen Balmer series.®® Therefore good agreement of his calculations with ob
servations must have been the only evidence that he could adduce in support of
his generalized quantum theory.
VII.

Methods of Quantization in 1911 and 1915-16

Comparing Sommerfeld's theories of 1911 and of 1916, one of the differences
is the fundamental hypothesis for quantizing the system considered. Sommerfeld
in 1916 postulates the relation,

^dpdq = h,

(a)

whereas in 1911 he used the condition,

or

energy x time ^ h ,

(b)

J(r- F)flfr = hjlTt.

(b')

The idea of quantizing a physical system by means of a condition of the form
(a)is also found in Planck's paper of 1911 presented to the first Solvay Congress.®®
In that paper, as was noted in section II, Planck proposed to divide the phase
plane of an oscillator into cells, for each of which

^S dpdq = h.
and to regard them as elementary domain of equal probability. In his December
1915 paper and 1916 Annalen paper, Sommerfeld, referring to "Planck's famous
ellipses of a linear oscillator", repeats the same idea of dividing the phase space
into elementary domains of equal probability.®^ In the latter paper,citing Planck's
Solvay Congress paper, he explicitly writes that he considers "as the elemen
tary domain of probability, according to Planck, a phase integral with finite

extension",®® ^dpdq = h.
As was mentioned in section II, Planck had already in his Wdrmetheorie of
1906 and Acht Vorlesungen at Columbia University in 1909 derived the quantized
A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 1), I, 6.
M.Planck, op. cit.(note 8), 99.
A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 1), I, 5(note 80), 427.
A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 1), I, 5.
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energy of resonator U = nhv by dividing its phase plane into elementary domains
of area h. This method of quantization was adopted in 1911 by F. Hasenohrl
in his attempt to derive the Balmer formula.^® At the 83th meeting of German
Scientists and Physicians, he proposed to derive the Balmer formula by assuming
a special kind of oscillator, for which he put Planck's quantum condition above
in the form,

Jo

TdE=\^\dE
JEi

TdE=h,

where E was the energy of the oscillator and r was its period. Sommerfeld also
noticed, in his paper presented to the same meeting, that Planck's radiation
formula could be derived by considering elementary domains of equal probability
without introducing the energy quantum.^®® There he cites Planck's Columbia
lectures.^®^ These facts show that, by 1911, Planck's idea of quantizing the
phase space had become well-known and had occasionally been used by others.
However, in dealing with aperiodic processes, which were the main target
of Sommerfeld's effort in 1911, he did not use the method of dividing the phase
space. This, it seems, was not without reason. For before 1911 the quantum
concept had been used exclusively in problems involving statistical mechanical
considerations such as black-body radiation and the specific heat of solids. The
resonator and the atom that lie at the basis of these phenomena could be assumed
to be periodic systems. On the other hand, the problems with which Sommerfeld
was faced in 1911 were concerned with elementary and aperiodic processes. It
would be quite natural that he should feel it necessary to coin a new type of
quantum hypothesis. This appears to be the reason why Sommerfeld in 1911
used, instead of quantization of the phase space, a quantum hypothesis of type
(b). In fact, he emphasizes the novelty of his subject by titling his paper pres
ented to the Solvay Congress as "Application de la theorie de I'element d'action
aux phenomenes moleculaires non periodiques".
In contrast to this, in 1915-16 Sommerfeld based his theory on the quantiza
tion of the phase space. This is not an astonishing change, since sometime be
tween 1913 and 1915 he turned his attention from aperiodic processes to periodic
ones. After 1913 when he tried to elaborate the theory of photoelectric effect,
he never dealt with the theory of aperiodic elementary process such as photo
electric effect, ionization, and bremsstrahlung. The system he considers in 191516 is the Bohr atom, which is naturally a periodic system. This change of
subject should inevitably have entailed an alteration of the quantum condition
used. In fact Sommerfeld himself, in the December 1915 paper, explains the
9® F. Hasenohrl,"Ober die Grundlagen der mechanischen Theorie der Warme",Phys.ZS^
12(1911), 931-935.
A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 4), 1059 and 1067.
M. Planck, op. cit. (note 22).
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reason for the alteration of the quantum condition. In the last section of that

paper, having shown that for a periodic system the quantum condition ^pdq=.
nh leads to a relation between the total energy of the system and the quantum
of action h which resembles the quantum condition, energy x time = /r, used
in the January 1911 paper on y- and X-rays, he remarks that in spite of this
resemblance there is a great difference in the interpretation of the quantum
conditions. He emphasizes that the condition proposed here is exclusively for
periodic systems whereas that of the 1911 paper was used for discussing aperiodic
processes. In the same December 1915 paper, he stresses, in connection with
the Stark eflfect, that he finds difficulty in applying his quantum condition to an
aperiodic electron orbit. It is now evident that Sommerfeld sharply distin
guished periodic systems from aperiodic ones and assigned different types of
quantum conditions to each of them.
Thus it may be concluded that Sommerfeld's 1916 theory was by no means
the result of endogenous development of his 1911 theory. There was a dis
continuity between them, which was brought about by his committing himself
to the Bohr theory. The intervention of the Bohr theory was, it may therefore
be said, indispensable for Sommerfeld to achieve his results. It should not be
overlooked, however, that there was also a contribution to Sommerfeld's 1916

theory on the part of Planck.

The next section is devoted to a consideration

of this.

VIII. Sommerfeld and Planck, 1915-16

Almost simultaneously with Sommerfeld, Planck published a generalized
quantum theory for a system with many degrees of freedom. Planck's theory
was developed in three successive papers which were presented on November 5
and December 3, 1915 to the German Physical Society and on December 16
102 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 80), 454-458.
102 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 80), 426 and 451.

104 In this connection it may be noted that in the spring of 1915, a few months before
Sommerfeld's presentation of the generalized quantum theory, W. Wilson and J. Ishiwara had
proposed quantum conditions similar to those of Sommerfeld, independently of each other: W.
Wilson, "The Quantum-Theory of Radiation and Line Spectra", Phil. Mag., 29(May, 1915),
795-802, dated March 1915. J. Ishiwara,"Die universelle Bedeutung des Wirkungsquantums",
Tokyo Sugaku Buturigakkai Kizi, 8(1915), 106-116, dated 4 April 1915. However, there seem to
be no contributions to the formation of Sommerfeld's theory from these sources. In the first

two papers of 6 Dec. 1915 and 8 Jan. 1916 Sommerfeld did not cite their papers. In the Annalen
paper he first cited Wilson's paper but wrote, hearing von befreundeter Seite that A. Wilson had
proposed the same quantum conditions as his own, he had read Wilson's paper but had not seen
Ishiwara's: A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 1), 9-10.

105 M. Planck, "Die Quantenhypothese fur Molekeln mit mehreren Freiheitsgraden, I, II",
Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Ges., 17(1915), 407-418, 438-451; Phys. Abh., 2, 349-360, 362-375.
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to the Berlin Academy of Science.^®® The results obtained in these papers were
eventually collected together, with revision, in a comprehensive paper which
was received on April 13, 1916 and published in Annalen der Physik.^^'^ The

quantum condition used by Planck is derived from the idea that the phase space
could be divided into elementary cells for which

( n {dPi dqt)= hf.
J i=l

The last condition will automatically be satisfied if Sommerfeld's condition is
valid, though the reverse is not necessarily true. The parallels in the dates of
the papers and in the quantum conditions of Planck's and Sommerfeld's theories
lead us to suspect their mutual influence. But before rushing into a conclusion
it is neccessary to examine briefly the intention and the method of Planck's
theory.

The motive behind Planck's theory was the question posed by Poincare at
the first Solvay Congress, that is, the question in what way is the phase space of
a system with many degrees of freedom/ divided by
In order to answer
this question Planck considered the structure of the phase space. In the first
paper, presented on November 5, 1915, he discusses the case in which the equienergy surfaces divide the phase space into elementary cells whose extension

Sn {dpi dq^ is proportional to h^. The second paper, presented on December
i=l

3, 1915, deals with the general case in which more than one family of surfaces
determines the elementary cells. Among the individual cases discussed in this
paper are the motion of a mass point under a central force, and the threedimensional harmonic oscillator.

The third paper, presented on December 16, 1915, deals with the Keplerian
motion of an electron with mass p and electric charge — e which moves around
a fixed nucleus of charge +E. For the quantized elliptical orbit of this electron,
Planck obtains the major axis a and ordinate of focus p as follows:
a = —i

,

An^pEe

p = —^

,

An^pEe

where q and q^ are positive integers and q-^q^ Now, in order to explain the
spectral lines, he assumes that the frequency v of the line is equal to the frequency
of rotation of the electron which emits it. This frequency is given by
^ _ 1 Aw^Eh^p
106

Planck, "Bemerkung uber die Emission von Spektrallinien", Sitzb. Preuss. Akad.

fViss, (1915), 909-913; P/tys, Abh., 2, 376-380.

10'' M. Planck, "Die physikalische Struktur des Phasenraumes", Ann, d. Phys,, 50 (1916),
385-418; Phys, Abh,, 2, 386-419.
108 M. Planck, op, cit, (note 8), 116-117.
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which, in the case of the hydrogen atom, he argues, agrees with the frequencies
of two lines in the violet region if = 1 and 2, and with those of lines in the
red region if ^' = 3, 4, •.•. For the radial component of the motion of the elec
tron, Planck assumes the relation
hv

=(— mrA
\2

Jn

between the maximum kinetic energy and the frequency of the spectral line
originating frorn the elliptical motion, and from this he derives a formula ex
pressing u in terms of quantum numbers q and

\

qn
W'

which is identical with Bohr's formula for the Balmer series.

He seems to have

been satisfied himself that the Balmer formula could be obtained without recourse

to the Bohr theory.
The cursory examination above is sufficient to show that both the intention
and the method of Planck's theory is considerably different from those of Sommerfeld's. Whereas Sommerfeld developed his approach by generalizing the
Bohr theory of hydrogen spectrum and, to substantiate it, discussed number of
individual problems,Planck started from a general problem concerning the struc
ture of the phase space. It may therefore be said that their theories emerged
independently of each other from different ideas.
But once they had become
acquainted with each other's work, they immediately recognized the intimate
relation between their theories and started correspondence. Since Sommerfeld
reported on Planck's theory on January 25, 1916 at the Munich colloquium,
he must have examined Planck's first three papers before this date, and imme
diately after this colloquium the correspondence was begun. There remain five
letters of Planck to Sommerfeld written in 1916, dated January 30, February 11,
April 4, May 17, and November 17.'" Though there seem to be no letters extant
of Sommerfeld to Planck, Planck's letter of January 30 suggests that the cor
respondence was started by a letter from Sommerfeld written on January 27,
1916. Sommerfeld seems to have subsequently written to Planck on February
7, May 13, and in November, 1916. Their correspondence contributed much
to the improvement of Sommerfeld's theory.
109 Sommerfeld mentioned Planck's 1915 papers for the first time in his appendix, dated
February 10, 1916, to the January 1916 paper {op. cit. note 84), and Planck mentioned Som
merfeld's papers in his Annalen paper {op. cit. note 107).
110 Register volume for Mtinchener physikalisches Mittwochs-Colloquium, op. cit.(note 65).
111 These letters are kept deposited at the Institute of the History of Science, University of
Stuttgart. The author thanks Prof. Hirosige for drawing her attention to these letters. She is
also very grateful to Prof. A. Hermann who was kind enough to have the letters copied and
sent to her.
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Judging from Planck's letter ofJanuary 30, Sommerfeld's first letter was con
cerned with the problems of a three-dimensional harmonic oscillator, Keplerian
motion, and spectra. In the letter of January 30, Planck praises Sommerfeld's
work, and discusses problems concerning the variable in the phase space used in
Planck's December 15 paper and the difference between the results of their cal
culations for the hermomic oscillator. In his second letter to Sommerfeld, dated

February 11, Planck answers Sommerfeld's question about the limits of integra
tion in the treatment of relativistic Keplerian motion. As mentioned in section
VI, on February 10, 1916, Sommerfeld added to his January 1916 paper an ap
pendix in which he alters the limits of integration for the azimuthal angle
Whereas in the text of the January 1916 paper he performed the integration of
<j) from 0 to the next perihelion, he now performs the integration from 0 = 0
to It:, Saying that whereas the former calculation leads to disagreement with
the observational results, the new limits of integration give a satisfactory agree
ment, he tries to justify this alteration by introducing a new coordinate system
which rotates with the same velocity as the perihelion. Not being fully satisfied
with this justification, Sommerfeld, on February 7, three days before he wrote
the appendix in question, wrote to Planck asking the reason for the new limits
of integration. Planck replies, in his letter of February 11, that the variable 0
in his theory is a coordinate in the phase space which is independent of the shape
of the electron orbit in three-dimensional physical space, and that if the integral
for 0 is taken from 0 to the value corresponding to the next perihelion, the region
. between It: and that angle would be included twice.
Accepting Planck's explanation, Sommerfeld, in his Annalen paper, argues
for the limits of integration 0 = 0 and It: on the grounds of statistical mechanical
considerations. Take an ensemble of many similar systems describing Keplerian
elliptical orbits of the same shape. The systems in this ensemble differ from
each other in the direction of their perihelion. To take the integral for 0 in
the phase space from 0 to 2?:, therefore, is equivalent to taking an average over

the ensemble. This procedure need not be changed even when one considers
relativistic Keplerian motion.
As for the harmonic oscillator, there was a discrepancy between Planck and

Sommerfeld. In the paper presented on December 3, 1915, Planck derives, for
the quantized elliptical orbits of the mass point m, a relation between the semimajor axis a and the semi-minor axis b given by
,

(a - by =

2nh

,

T:mcD

where co is the frequency of the oscillator.

On the other hand Sommerfeld

112 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit. (note 1), I, 7-8.
113 M. Planck, op. cit. (note 105), II, 448; Phys. Abh., 2, 372.
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writes in his letter of January 27, that his theory gives the relation,
nh

(a - by =

Trmo)

Having discussed the discrepancy with Planck in their letters of January 27 and
30, Sommerfeld modified his original limits of integration in the same way as in
the case of relativistic Keplerian motion and obtained the same result as Planck.
He discusses this modification in detail in the section entitled "Vergleich mit der
Planckschen Theorie" of Part I of his Annalen paper, where he acknowledges that
this alteration is due to "Planck's kind remarks in his letter"."^

In Part II of the Annalen paper, Sommerfeld discusses the relativistic
Keplerian motion in fuller detail than in the previous, January 1916 paper."®
This seems to have been prompted by Planck's suggestions. Forwarding his
paper to the Annalen, Planck wrote, on April 4, to Sommerfeld, noting that since
it had been shown that in the case of quasi-periodic relativistic Keplerian motion
there existed a finite lower limit of the angular momentum, = eEjc, it seemed
natural to put the quantum condition for the angular momentum,
eE

nh

instead of Sommerfeld's p = nhjln, where p^ was assumed to be equal to 0, and
he asked Sommerfeld to examine what modifications would be produced in his
calculation of spectra using Planck's quantum condition. Replying on May 13
to Planck, Sommerfeld seems, judging from Planck's letter of May 17, to have
stated that his calculations had proved that Planck's quantum condition did not
lead to the Balmer formula and he would like to insist on his own quantum condi
tion p = nhjlTr. The result of this discussion with Planck is incorporated into
his Annalen paper as an independent section "Priifung eines von Planck befiirworteten Quantenansatzes an der Erfahrung. Priifung der Relativitatskorrektion fiir
Kreisbahnen"."® There Sommerfeld states that whereas it seems natural to begin
the division of phase plane from p^, not from 0,Planck's condition leads to results
at variance with experimental observations."^
Sommerfeld was naturally aware of the difference between his theory and
Planck's. In the appendix to the January 1916 paper and in a few places in the
Annalen paper, he emphasizes the difference between their theories. In the ap
pendix to the January paper, Sommerfeld points out that, although in the case
of Keplerian motion under the influence ofthe Coulomb force his quantum condi
tion coincides with Planck's, his explanation of the Balmer series, being based
A. Sommerfeld, op, cit,(note 1), I, 33-36.
115 A. Sommerfeld, op, cit,(note 1), II, 47-52.
116 A. Sommerfeld, op, cit,(note 1), II, 57-62.
1" A. Sommerfeld, op, cit,(note 1), II, 61.
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on the concept of quantum transition, fundamentally differs from Planck's.^^®
In the opening paragraph of Part I, section I of the Annalen paper, he compares

his general quantum condition, j dq^ dp^ = i = 1,2, .••,/, to that proposed
by Planck. He says that for a system with f degrees of freedom, whereas
Planck, on the basis of general considerations, divided one quantum condition,

jn

^Pi) = in Ibis case, into/ quantum conditions taking into account

the nature of the system and the coherence of its degrees of freedom, he, on the
basis of semi-empirical consideration of the Balmer series, expresses the quantum
condition for each of the/degrees of freedom of the system as

^dqidpi = h, / = 1, 2, .•
In the section "Vergleich mit der Planckschen Theorie • • •", comparing the results
obtained by his theory for a three-dimensional oscillator with the results obtained
by Planck's, Sommerfeld emphasizes that though both results agree in the main,

with each other, their explanations of the frequency of spectral lines are based
on entirely different principles.
These repeated references to Planck's theory of 1915-16, however, suggest

how deep was the impression made on him by Planck's theory. In fact, our
preceding examination reveals that various additions and alterations in Sommerfeld's Annalen paper resulted from his consideration of Planck's theory of
1915-16.

Finally it may also be noted that Sommerfeld in turn also influenced Planck.
Concerning the physical interpretation of the quantized state, Planck's position
had remained the same since 1911, when he developed a new version of the
theory of radiation on the assumption that the resonator could assume continuous
values of energy but would emit radiation only when it reached definite discrete

values of energy. In accordance with this conception he had supposed that the
representative point in the phase space of a physical system could occupy any
point in the elementary cells of finite extension ¥, The points on the boundary
of these cells are, in his opinion, distinguished from the interior points of the
cells only by the peculiarity that only in the states represented by these points
could the system emit radiation.
This view is quite opposed to that of Som
merfeld, who believed that the electron in an atom could move only in quantized
orbits, and explicitly rejected Planck's view.^^^ On the other hand, Planck was
118 A. Sommerfeld, op, cit. (note 86), 498-499.
118 A. Sommerfeld, op. cit, (note 1), I, 5-7.
120 A. Sommerfeld, op, cit, (note 1), I, 33-34.

121 M. Planck, op, cit, (note 106), esp. 912.
122 A. Sommerfeld, op, cit, (note 1), I. esp. 12-13.
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greatly impressed by Sommerfeld's relativistic theory of the fine structure of the
spectral line.^^® He talked about it in detail on April 4, 1916 at a colloquium
of his institute.
It is most likely because of this impact that in his Annalen
paper Planck feels it necessary to allude the "fundamental problem" of whether
or not the representative point could fill the elementary cells of the phase space.
In this paper Planck restricts his consideration to the structure of the phase space
and, at the end of the paper, remarks that it is impossible to apply his general
result to thermodynamic problems of ideal gases without setting up a special
assumption concerning this fundamental problem.
In a paper dealing with
the entropy of atomic systems, published in 1916,^^® he bases his calculations on
his original view that the representative point could fill the interior of the ele
mentary cells on the grounds that this view seems preferable to the contrary
one. Subsequently, in 1917, Planck developed a theory of rotational spectra
based on his view with the express purpose of deciding by comparison with ex
periment which view of the quantization of the phase space was to be adopted.
That Planck turned his attention to spectra shows a remarkable change of
attitude on his part, though he seemed still to insist on his own view, because
he had so far payed little attention to spectra. In January 30, 1916 he himself
wrote to Sommerfeld that his consideration of spectral emission in his 16 Decem
ber 1915 paper was only a digression in a region which he had seldom entered.
IX.

Conclusion

Sommerfeld's achievement in 1916 was immediately recognized and ap
preciated by contemporary physicists, who admired his mathematical skill. H.A.
Lorentz, the mentor of physicists of the time, wrote to Sommerfeld on February
14, 1917: "You have reached one of the most beautiful results in theoretical

physics.
Bohr, too, welcomed the Sommerfeld theory with enthusiasm, and
on receiving Sommerfeld's two papers of December 1915 and January 19i5 wrote
to the latter: "I do not think that I have ever enjoyed the reading of anything
more than I enjoyed the study of them, and I need not say that not only I but
123 Planck's letter to Sommerfeld,dated February 11,1916. Sommerfeld's theory of the fine
structure of the spectral line seemed to confirm the validity of the relativistic formula for the
electron mass. See T. Hirosige, op, cit. (note 24), 36 and W.Pauli, Relativitatstheorie,(Leipzig/
Berlin, 1921)636-637. This would probably also have contributed to enhancing Planck's opinion

of Sommerfeld's theory.
124 Planck's letter to Sommerfeld, dated May 17, 1916.
125

Planck, op, cit, (note 107), 418.

126 M. Planck, "tfber die absolute Entropie einatomiger Korper", Sitzb, Preuss, Akad, Wiss,
(1916), 653-667; Phys, Abh„ 2, 420-434.

127 M.Planck,"Zur Theorie des Rotationsspektrums. Vorl. Mitt.", Verh, d, Deutsch,Phys,
Ges,,17(1917), 43-47; Phys, Abh,,2,453-457. M.Planck,"Zur Theorie des Rotationsspektrums.
I, II", Ann, d, Phys, 52(1917), 491-505, 53(1917), 241-256; Phys, Abh„ 2, 458-472, 473-488.

128 Lorentz' letter to Sommerfeld, Haarlem, February 14, 1917.
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everybody here has taken the greatest interest in your important and beautiful
results. • •
Sommerfeld's theory was also important in connection with the
theory of relativity, because its success in explaining the fine structure of spectral
lines was thought to provide a confirmation of the relativistic formula for the
mass of the electron. As was mentioned in the previous section, Planck was
greatly impressed by this result.
Sommerfeld continued publishing papers on the quantum theory of line
spectra and the structure of the atom.^^° In 1918 he attempted to determine the
arrangement of electrons in the inner part of the atom on the basis of X-ray
spectra.
All these achievements are incorporated into his celebrated book
Atombau und Spektrallinien,^^^ which was written on the basis of his lectures during
the 1917/18 winter semester and published in 1919. In the next year, without
having enough time to make essential revisions, he published the 2nd edition.
This book became the standard text-book of theoretical spectroscopy and went
through six editions, each edition reflecting the development of this branch of
physics from 1916 through 1946.
The foregoing analysis of Sommerfeld's achievement in quantum theory
seems to reveal the characteristic style of his work in theoretical physics. His
contribution to quantum theory essentially consists not in introducing new funda
mental ideas, but in mathematically elaborating theoretical attempts, whether
they are well founded or problematic. It has been said that in general his skill
was fully demonstrated in the mathematical manipulation of problems in various
fields of physics and technology.^^^ It may be said that, in the final analysis, he
was interested in quantitative agreement between experiments and his detailed
calculations. His approach to the problems of physics makes a sharp contrast
with that of Einstein, who was interested primarily in the fundamental principles
in physics and in the formal consistency of theory. To take an example, in
129 Leon Rosenfeld and Erik Riidinger, "The Decisive Years, 1911-1918" in S. Rozental
(ed.), Niels Bohr(Amsterdam/New York, 1967), 67.

130 For example, A. Sommerfeld, "Zur Quantentheorie der Spektrallinien. Erganzungen
und Erweiterungen", Sitzb. Bayer. Akad. Wiss.(1916), 131-182; A.Sommerfeld, op. cit.(note 84);
A.Sommerfeld,**Zur Quantentheorie der Spektrallinien. Intensitatsfragen'',Sitzb. Bayer. Akad.
Wiss.(1917), 83-109.

131 A. Sommerfeld,"Atombau und Rontgenspektren, Teil 1",Phys. ZS.,19(1918), 297-307.
For Sommerfeld's work on X-rays and atomic structure, see S. Nisio, op. cit. (note 94).
132 A. Sommerfeld, Atombau und Spektrallinien,(Braunschweig, 1919).
133 A. Sommerfeld, Ibid., 2nd ed., p. viii.
134 See M.Born,"Sommerfeld als Begriinder einer Schule", Naturwiss.,16 (1928), 1035-1036;
W. Pauli, "Sommerfelds Beitrage zur Quantentheorie", Naturwiss., 35 (1948), 129-132; P.P.
Ewald,"Prof.A.Sommerfeld'',Nature,168(1951),364-366;W.Heisenberg,**Arnold Sommerfeld",
Naturwiss., 38 (1951), 337-338; Max von Laue,"Sommerfelds Lebenswerk" Naturwiss., 3'^(1951),

513-518; In F. Bopp and H. Kleinpoppen (eds.). Physics of the One- and Two-Electron Atoms
(Amsterdam, 1969), F. A. Bopp, P.P. Ewald, A. Hermann, B.L. Van der Waerden,H. Welker,
and W.Heisenberg gave historical consideration of Sommerfeld's work.
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discussing relativistic Keplerian motion, Sommerfeld chose a quantum condition
which led to a result agreeing with experimental observations. On the other
hand, Einstein's comment, at the first Solvay Congress, on Sommerfeld's calcu
lation of the X-ray energy that numerical agreement with observational data
would by no means confirm by itself the validity of the theory shows a marked
difference between their approaches to the problem. It may also be remembered
that in his 1915-16 papers, Sommerfeld devoted many pages to comparison with
experiments. In the introduction to Atommechanik (1924) M. Born, comparing
his book with Sommerfeld's Atombau, suggested that Sommerfeld described ex
perimental results in too much detail.

Sommerfeld was aware of this tendency and accepted his way of doing
theoretical physics as a necessary one. In his correspondence with Stark and
Planck (See Section Hand VIII) Sommerfeld's confidence in his own mathemati
cal ability is clearly seen. In a letter to Einstein on January 11, 1922, Som
merfeld writes "I can only develop quantum techniques, whereas you must make
your philosophy.
He demanded that his students follow his way and made
them practise solving individual little problems.
It is interesting to consider his worldview or view of physics on the basis
of which he could have such confidence in his way of doing theoretical physics.
What view of physics could justify his method of research? What goals did he
have in physical research? It is to be regretted that Sommerfeld, as can easily
be imagined, published very little on philosophical problems. One of the few
is a lecture on "Wege zur Physikalischen Erkenntnis" delivered on May 1, 1933

at the Royal Society of Edinburgh.

In this lecture Sommerfeld reviewed

Planck's book^^® of the same title, which is a collection of lectures and had just
been published, and, endorsing Planck's opinion as regards Mach's positivism,
stated that laws of nature really existed independently of human sense. As
regards abstract mathematization of modern physics, as in the case of quantum
mechanics, he declared his belief that mathematics plays an important role in
physical cognition and said: "Nature is indifferent to our mathematical ability.
Nature is a much better mathematician than we are.

Laws of nature are for

mulated not by the help of elementary mathematical methods, but by the highest
and most effective ones."

Sommerfeld advanced similar view in his ceremonial address at the Munich

^35 M. Born, op. cit. (note 86), p. viii.
136 A. Hermann (ed.), op. cit. (note 41), 97.

137 Heisenberg says that Sommerfeld insisted that students of theoretical physics had to
practise the calculation of little problems before discussing fundamental philosophical problems:
W. Heisenberg, Der Tell und das Ganze (Miinchen, 1967), pp. 31-32.
138 A. Sommerfeld,"Wege zur Physkalischen Erkenntnis", Scientia {1916), 181-187; Gesammelte Schriften, 4, 609-615.
139 M. Planck, Wege zur Physikalischen Erkenntnis (Berlin, 1933).
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Academy of Science in July 1925,^^° and spoke of a revival of the Pythagorean
belief in integral numbers. Earlier than this, in the preface to his Atombau of
1919, he referred to "number mystics" saying: "What we are nowadays hearing
of the language of spectra is a true music of the spheres within the atom, chords
of integral relationships, an order and harmony with a manifold variety.""^
His amicable attitude towards "number mystics" is most likely linked with
his position which attaches prime importance to the numerical agreement of
theoretical calculation with observational data. Having such a view of nature
and of theoretical physics, he must have regarded it as primarily important to
attack problems which may be expected to allow us to draw numerical results
which can be compared with experimental observations. It is therefore under
standable that he was not much concerned with fundamental, philosophic prob
lems in physics and showed his great mathematical skill in working out theoretical
ideas presented by fellow physicists.
It may be said that Sommerfeld was typically a physicist in the age of pro
fessionalism in the sense that he utilized his expert competence to solve problems
posed to him, regardless of their philosophical background or the field to which
they belong. It is however to be emphasized that Sommerfeld, with such an
inclination, was just the theoretical physicist who really met the demands of the
1910's for the development of quantum theory.
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On the Abbe Theory (1873)
Kei-ichi Tsuneishi*

In the 1870's E. Abbe^ and H. von Helmholtz^ independently presented
theories of the microscope. There has been no examination of the aims of
their papers, though it has been believed that they both succeeded in determin
ing the resolution limit based on their theories.^ However, the lack of a com
parative historical study makes it difBcult to account for the fact that Abbe's

theory survies and Helmholtz's is scarcely known today.
During the first ten years of the 20th century. Abbe's theory replaced
Helmholtz's. Before this, both were viewed as being very similar and Helm
holtz's was more popular than Abbe's. Several reasons may be given for this.
The first is that their theories were presented successively. Secondly, Helmholtz
was much more famous than Abbe in the academic world. Thirdly, the study
of the microscope had followed that of the telescope, and the study by Helm
holtz, as Rayleigh pointed out,^ is analogous to that dealing with the telescope.
It is not difficult to show that many scientists felt that both studies were
much the same, so they read Helmholtz's paper only and did not feel it neces
sary to give their attention to Abbe's. In the case of Rayleigh, for example,
he knew of the existence of both papers,® but he did not read Abbe's paper
until 1894 when G. J. Stoney and L. Wright discussed Abbe's theory in English
Mechanics,^ Following their discussions, Rayleigh began to formulate and
compare the two theories. This fact shows that many academicians did not
recognize the importance and originality of Abbe's theory before Stoney's sug
gestion, considering them to be much the same, and were satisfied to read only
Helmholtz's paper.
* Faculty of Liberal Arts, Nagasaki University.
1 E. Abbe,"Beitrage zur Theorie des Mikroskops und der mikroskopischen Wahmelmung",

Arch,f, mikrosk. Anatomic, 9(1873); Ges. Abh., Bd. 1, pp. 45-100,(1904).
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The fact that many scientists did not read Abbe's paper seems to be largely
due to the second and third factors mentioned above. In particular the third
reason, the style of the discussion, is very important. Helmholtz's paper was
analogous to studies of the telescope and his mathematical demonstrations were
based on those for the telescope. His paper, therefore, was easy to read. On

the other hand. Abbe's paper gave only his experimental data. His paper, more
over,emphasized the uniqueness of the microscope.^ Thus, he aimed to establish
the uniqueness of the microscope and seemed to attempt to justify his position.
Thus, due to preconceptions produced by Helmholtz's study. Abbe's was
viewed as a theory that aimed to determine the resolution limit. This puts the
Abbe theory in a rather poor light. At least scientists at Carl Zeiss thought so.
In 1896 Rayleigh formulated Abbe's and Helmholtz's theories comparatively
and he showed that as a theory to find the resolution limit. Abbe's was more
comprehensive than Helmholtz's. As the resolution limit Abbe gave X/n-sin a
and Helmholtz deduced

-sin a. However, Abbe's result could be extended

to explain Helmholtz's, i.e.. Abbe's work included Helmholtz's result as a spe
cial case, the case of oblique illumination.^
S. Czapski, who was a successor of Abbe, criticized Rayleigh's formulation
in the following way. "Lord Rayleigh had shown that the fundament of the
Abbe theory of microscopic vision was correct, but there seemed to be an idea
that the Abbe theory dealt with nothing else than with the question of resolu
tion."®

In this paper the author tries to examine the structure and the "raison
d'etre" of the Abbe theory in comparison with that of Helmholtz.
II

The microscope had been invented before the time of R. Hooke and A. van
Leeuwenhoek, but it was they who began to use it as a powerful scientific re
search instrument. In the following century, however, this instrument was
little used in the field of scientific study. This resulted because scientists or
microscopists following Hooke and Leeuwenhoek insisted that they could see
things through the microscope that did not exist in the sample on the glass. In
the 18th and early 19th centuries we find the term "microscopical deception".^
This problem was not forgotten at the time of Abbe and Helmholtz.
Through the 18th century the microscope was a "toy" of rich men rather
than a scientific instrument.^® These users wanted to see objects differently from
others and to possess an instrument which no one else had, but it is unfair to
'
Abbe, ibid,, pp. 47-8.
® S. Czapski, J. Roy. Mic. See., p. 565 (1903).
9 S. Bradbury, The Evolution of the Microscope, pp. 105-6, Pergamon Press (1967).
S. Bradbury, ibid,, p. 104.
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say that there was no progress in the use of the microscope as a scientific instru
ment during this period on account of its use as a hobby of rich men. In fact
there was no distinct progress in the optical system, but mechanically many
improvements and developments were made as a result of various rich men's
demands.

Thus, the makers supplied various kinds of hand-made microscopes whose
specifications depended on the demands of various users. At the end of the
18th century the development of the mechanics of the microscope was sufficient
to utilize the development of the optical system in the telescope.
Through the 18th century the telescope had been steadily developed both
as regards the mechanics and the optical system. At the beginning of the 19th
century, specialists in the production of telescopes appeared. Among them,
Fraunhofer, with his scientific knowledge, was able to mass-produce telescopes
on scientific and systematic principles. In order to initiate such mass-production
it was necessary for him to introduce scientific method into the production of
the telescope, for there were few skilled workers in his factory able to produce
good combination lenses. He succeeded in substituting science for skilled labor.
Well-established theories on the telescope appeared before the 1840's.
Regarding the problem of the resolution limit, it is well-known that Airy pre
sented the concept of Airy's disk in 1835.^^ As for the problem of magnification.
Lagrange published his paper in 1803.^^
On the other hand, Dollond's combination lens, which had been invented

in 1759, was not used in the microscope until almost the 19th century. This
may indicate the size of the gap between the telescope and the microscope at
that time. Also, there were no specialists in the production of microscopes.
Moreover, the makers produced microscopes for rich men and as a result sci
entific users had to design and construct their microscopes themselves, adapting
the design to their particular requirements. In order to design microscopes,
they had to study optics, but generally they were biologists with little knowledge
of the principles of optics. It is, therefore, likely that they studied the optics
of the microscope along the lines established for the telescope, which had be
come established as a scientific research instrument. Thus they would have
considered points which had appeared and been discussed first in the field of the
telescope. This tendency was shown in the following description by J. J. Lister,
whose occasional object of leisure was "the improvement of the achromatic
compound microscope...
"When the rays are received by the most perfect
G.B. Airy, "On the diffraction of an object-glass with circular aperture", Camb, PhiL
Trans., V, Pt-III, pp. 283-291,(1835).
12 J. L. Lagrange, "Sur une Loi generale d'Optique", Memoires de VAcademic de Berlin,
(1803).

12 J. J. Lister, "On some properties in achromatic object-glass applicable to the improve
ment of the microscope," Phil. Trans., 130, p. 187,(1830).
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object-glass from any indefinitely small bright portion of an object..., the image
formed by them,..., is really a spot or small circle, and will show as such if
the microscope is sufficiently powerful in the eye-glass. These circles bear a
considerable analogy to the spurious disks of stars;..
Thus, in the 19th
century, generally speaking, problems were not raised by the so-called microscopists, but from studies of the telescope.
Abbe, however, tried to construct a proper and specific theory of the micro
scope. He stated: "Why do we not construct this kind of optical instrument
with the help of calculation founded on theoretically deduced formulae, as has
been so successfully done since the time of Fraunhofer for the telescope, and in
more recent times for the optical part of the photograph-camera?"^®
On the other hand Helmholtz viewed the situation as follows: "Doubtless,

some progress, and notably through the revival of Amici's suggestion of immer
sion lenses, adopted and carried out with such success by Hartnack, has been
made, but each onward step is slow and faltering. We have, it is clear, arrived
now at a point at which any trifling gain is effected with a disproportionate
effort of mental as well as mechanical labor. And yet, so far as I can see, no
one has been able to give any reason why this should be,...".^® Thus, for
Helmholtz, the problem to be solved was to determine the resolution limit and
normal amplification power (after the tradition in the telescope).
According to L. Konigsberger, who was the author of Hermann von Helm
holtz, "Helmholtz's researches and results were on the same lines as those of the

great master in that branch of optics, Herr Abbe of Jena".^^ Rayleigh also
made the following comment:
"In the case of the microscope, the wave-theory shows that there must
be an absolute limit to resolving power independent of the construction of
the instrument. No optical contrivances can decide whether light comes
from one point or from another if the distance between them does not
exceed a small fraction of the wave-length. This idea, which appears to
have been familiar to Fraunhofer, has recently been expanded by Abbe
and Helmholtz into a systematic theory of the microscopic limit.
However, there were clear differences between Abbe and Helmholtz in the re

cognition of this situation.
It is, therefore, reasonable to suppose that there
were also major differences in their views of diffraction and in the character of
their studies.

J, J. Lister, ibid., p. 189.
15 Abbe, ibid., p. 45.
16 Helmholtz, ibid., p. 185.
"L. Koenigsberger, Hermann von Helmholtz(1902), Dover ed., p. 299.
18 See (5).
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III

It may be supposed that their reasons for studying the microscope account
for the differences in their views. Namely Abbe's study was from the view
point of a maker and Helmholtz's as shown in reference 16, was from the view
point of a user.
In 1846 Carl Zeiss founded a factory for producing scientific instruments
in Jena.

His main customer was M. Schleiden, who was a famous botanist,

and was interested in the study of the cell. Consequently, Zeiss directed his
efforts to constructing and repairing microscopes suitable for studying plant cells.
Although Schleiden left Jena in 1863, Zeiss continued to manufacture the micro
scope. Regarding mechanical problems, Zeiss was confident he could supply
a good instrument. But he was not so confident of the production of a good
optical system. He felt it necessary to introduce mathematical and physical
methods into the production of the microscope, especially of the lens system.
He therefore made efforts to contact mathematicians and physicists.
Before Abbe joined the firm of Zeiss, Zeiss employed Barfuss, a lecturer
in mathematics at Jena University, as a research adviser. At last, in 1866,
he met Abbe and then engaged him as an adviser. It is well-known that the
partnership between Zeiss and Abbe was very fruitful.
Abbe had studied mathematics, physics and astronomy at the universities
of Jena and Gottingen. In 1863 he was appointed the privadozent in
matics, physics and astronomy at Jena University. At that time the privadozent
was not generally offered sufficient facilities to study in the university. The
partnership with Zeiss, therefore, provided Abbe with a place to study.
The aims of Abbe's research during this partnership was the following:
Mr. Zeiss took the decisive step of engaging me as a research adviser.
He offered me his excellent equipment and skilled labor....We succeeded
as a result of much effort. In the factory a high quality microscope
system was designed according to sound theoretical principles.
In the workshops of C. Zeiss, the construction of various objectives,
from lowest to highest power, is regulated by strict calculation for each
single part, each curve, each thickness of glass, each degree of aperture; so
all guess work and "rules of thumb" are avoided....And thus it has been
shown beyond dispute that a well-grounded theory, combined with rational
technical processes which utilize all the means that physical science can
offer to practical optics, may be successfully substituted for empirical
practice, even in the construction of the microscope.^®
Abbe's work aimed to make it possible for a mechanic who did not have a
H. Volkmann, Carl Zeiss und Ernst Abbe: ihr Leben und ihr Werk, Deutsches Museum

Abhandlungen und Berichte, 34, Heft 2(1966), pp. 11-2.
20 Abbe, ibid,, pp. 46-7.
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knowledge of optics to produce a good microscope. Their task was simply to
elaborate each element independently after Abbe's design. At this time micro
scope makers produced lens systems one by one, using skilled labor. Through
Abbe's work the Zeiss factory succeeded in mass-production of microscopes
including lens systems, in spite of using less skilled labor.
On the other hand, Helmholtz was not interested in the production of
microscopes. The important problem for him was whether or not the users
had already reached the limits of capability of the microscope.^® His aim was
to determine the resolution limit.

He stated:

The figure 1/5210 mm given by Harting refers to the width of the dark
space between the lines. In close accordance with the above are the
measurements of fine diatoms by Herr L. Dippel, who found that the closest
series of lines that he could distinguish were 1/3500 mm apart, and the
finer Nobert lines were 1/3600 mm apart. Earlier measurements, 1853,...
were much higher. Recognisable lines, Navicula Arcus, are said to have
been counted at 5120 to 1 mm.

This far exceeds the theoretical limits for

objects in air. But since all later measurements remain much lower than
these, I do not know that they are trustworthy.^^
He determined the resolution limit as 1/3313 (theoretical) mm, through a con
sideration of the balance of the magnification and the brightness of the image.
Consequently he was to find the N.A.P.(Normal Amplifying Power)as a factor
limiting the ability of the microscope as a whole. The critical areas were at
the entrance beam into the objective and the exit beam out of the eyepiece, and
not in between the objective and the eyepiece. In the telescope, too, the light
source was not considered and the problems proposed by Helmholtz were con
sidered primarily.
IV

The need to give laborers directions affected the orientation of Abbe's study.
He began his study by decomposing the instrument into each element.
In the case of the telescope, it was not impossible to decompose the system
into each part; light source, object, objective, eyepiece and eye. Nevertheless,
minute and detailed consideration of the light source and object had not been
given. The light source itself was a luminous object, stars, and was very far
from the objective. In the telescope the problem, therefore, was concentrated
at the objective and the eyepiece—the eye. Consequently the telescopist con
sidered that diffraction at the aperture of the objective was the major factor
affecting imaging and the ratio of the diameter of the entrance light beam to
the exit beam determined the optimum conditions for the instrument. This
resulted from considering it as a whole.
21 Helmholtz, ibid., p. 203.
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In the case of the microscope it was possible and even easy to decompose
the system into each element and to deal with objects and light sources directly,
but Helmholtz did not give any consideration to them except from the viewpoint
of physiological optics. His main concern was with magnification and bright
ness. He maintained: ''The brightness of an image seen through the microscope
is equal to that of light filling the unoccupied eye at that amplification, {i,e,, when
the area of the ocular image just fills the pupil) otherwise, with the same constant
divergence of incident rays, the brightness is inversely proportional to the amplification
of the image^\^^

In Abbe's paper the discussion for the most part consisted of consideration
and observation of the object and the light source. In considering the object
and the light source, he began with the observation of the light beam from the
object by looking down the tube of the microscope with the naked eye.^^ Con
sequently he found the diflfraction generated by the object, which showed the
Fraunhofer diffraction pattern. He continued to observe, using a grating which
made it easier to detect the diffraction. He pointed out: "..., it appears that
the production of microscopic images is closely connected with a peculiar and
hitherto neglected physical process, which has its seat in and depends on the
nature of the object itself, although the measure of its effect stands in direct
dependence upon the construction of the objective". Namely, Abbe insisted
that a consideration of the microscope had to begin with the object and diffrac
tion would always appear when light passed through it. Regarding diffraction,
he showed the following:

A simple series of lines will be always imaged as such when two or
more diffracted pencils are set in operation, but the lines will appear doubly
or trebly fine when, instead of the pencils being consecutive in order of
position, one, two or more intervening pencils are passed over. Thus a
group of two lines only in the object appears as if composed of three or
four separated sets....When two pieces of simple lattice cross each other
in the same plane or at any selected angle, the systems may, by suitable
regulation of the admitted pencil of light, be rendered visible together, or
separately, dind further by varying theform of illumination, numerous fresh
systems of lines and variouslyfiguredfields which do not exist at all as such in
the object may be made to appear with equal sharpness of delineation?^
From these observations and considerations he declared:

The same rays which, coming in homofocal pencils from each con
stituent point of the object, enter the microscope to form an image of that
22
23
24
25
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object, must also be regarded as homofocal rays coming from the several
points of a plane situate outside the microscope (before or below it). This
plane is, dioptrically interpreted, the outwardly projected aperture of the
objective—in today's term, the entrance pupil plane—, and includes any
object within the outlines marking the angle of aperture...in addition to
those images of the object which are thrown otf successively by the lenses
of the microscope, a series of associated images of the aperture are simul
taneously thrown off, which together form an image of the outwardly pro
jected plane of aperture. This aperture image—in today's term, the exit
pupil plane—is thus associated with the final virtual image of the object,...
These two sets of images are interconnected by common relations, the
determination of which affords a key to the solution of questions scarcely
to be approached by any other means. All the characteristics of the object
images hang together with certain characteristics of the aperture images,
and vice versa. Those of the aperture image, in particular, afford a means
of determining the limiting outlines of the pencils of rays by which images
of the object are formed...actual observation of these aperture images,
conducted with suitable apparatus, affords additional means of studying
the object, because in these aperture images the track of every ray which,
coming from the object, enters the microscope in any direction whatever,
will be seen. For instance, the bright parts of any "aperture image"...
indicate the several pencils which come from the object and form the image.
Hence any change produced by the action of the substance of the object
itself on these rays, especially any deflection of rays, will be at once re
cognized by some corresponding change of the aperture image.^®
The pupil function and the amplitude distribution of the image are related
to each other by the Fourier transformation.^'^ In the microscope the pupil
function was(the mathematical expression of) the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern
of the object. Consequently we may conclude that observation and considera
tion of the object succeeded in replacing it by a pupil function, which is abstract
and general and is a property of the objective. In other words. Abbe succeeded
in normalizing the object, that is, the object became a part of the instrument.
Now we should give some attention to the fact that the mass-produced
microscope should be applicable to many kinds of objects. According to Abbe,
this would become possible through the adjustment of illumination. In other
words the aim, applicable to many kinds of objects, was to normalize objects
from the view point of instrument mechanics. The fundamental part of his
normalization was that the object was illuminated by collimated light and gen
erated diffraction. Although such an approach was a result of the demand to
26 Abbe, ibid.^ pp. 51-2.
2'' H. Kubota, Oyo-kogaku (Applied Optics), p. 213,(1962).
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mass-produce the instrument, it represented a new viewpoint in research on the
microscope.

There is also the eye to be considered in the optical system of the micro
scope. Consideration of the eye is important in attempting to mass-produce the
microscope. Abbe's view was as follows. In the microscope,
...the first step or act in the image-forming process consists, not in the
production of a reversed image by the objective in front of, or within, the
ocular, but rather in the production of a "virtual" image at endless distance
with parallel rays
The second act comprises the last refraction through
the posterior surface of the objective, and the several refractions taking
place in the ocular, (field lens and eye-piece) by which the image is re
formed at the distance of clear vision with diverging visual angles. The
first act answers plainly to the function of an ordinary "magnifying glass";
while the second,...answers as obviously to the functions of the telescope,
to which the virtual image formed by the first process serves as "object".^®
Concerning the telescope there had been many excellent studies by Airy,
Herschel, Fraunhofer et al. According to Abbe's view, it was sufficient to
consider from light source to the objective in order to design a microscope.
The demands of mass-production would have required standardization. In
Abbe's case, the object and the eye-piece and the eye were given consideration
(normalized), and then they were eliminated from the treatment of the micro
scope. In contrast, Helmholtz did not consider it important to treat the object
and he held the eyepiece to be the fundamental element in the microscope. As
a result, he appears to have failed to recognize that in ordinary use of the micro
scope the illuminated body was general and the capability of the objective
determined the whole power of the microscope. Thus any attempts at improve
ment of the eyepiece were virtually a waste of energy in his view. The fact
that he believed luminous bodies were the general case would restrict the usage
of the microscope—the possibilities of application. Moreover this led to his
ignoring the problem of illumination, which became important later.
In conclusion, the demands of industry made it advantageous to eliminate
non-necessary parts in the construction of the microscope. In contrast, the
tradition that the user constructed the instrument by himself (it was normal at
that time), resulted in consideration of the microscope as a whole from the ob
ject to the eye, that is, in efforts to determine the resolution limit and N.A.P.
V

Before Abbe it had been pointed out that diffraction occured in light-beams
passing through optical systems. In the telescope, for example, diffraction at
the objective had been discussed, but before Abbe, no one had discussed systema28 Abbe, ibid., p. 55.
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tically the diffraction generated by objects. Through observation of the diffrac
tion beam, he noticed that the quality of the final image depended on the number
of diffraction beams entering the objective. This recognition brought a new
point of view to the concept of image formation and determination of the resolu
tion limit. He also established the diffraction beam as an image forming factor.
Abbe discovered: "...it appears that the microscope image...consists,
as a general rule, of two superimposed images, each being equally distinct in
origin and character, and also capable of being separated and examined apart
from each other. Of these, one is a negative image,...or may be called the
"absorption image",...It is the bearer of the "defining" power,...all such parts
of the object as contain interior structure will be imaged a second time, and
this time as a positive image,...This second image may be called the "diffraction
image",..
Regarding the generation of these two kinds of images Abbe
described:

Any part of a microscopic preparation...which produces no percep
tible diffractive effect, is delineated in the field of the microscope as an
image formed according to the usual dioptric laws of ray concentration in a
focal plane. Such an image is entirely negative, being dependent on an
unequal transmission of light... The absorption image thus produced is an un
questionable similitude of the object itself, and if correctly interpreted according
to stereometric rules, admits of perfectly safe inferences respecting its morpho
logic constitution. On the other hand, all minute structures whose elements lie
so close together as to occasion noticeable diffraction phenomena will not be geo
metrically imaged, that is to say, the image will not be formed, point for
point, as usually described by re-union in a focal point (or plane) of the
pencils of light...^°
According to Abbe's view the negative image was constructed by the action at a
distance of light and the diffraction image by the action through the medium of
light. The image which we are interested in is the second one. Regarding its
character. Abbe gave the following description:
...different structures always yield the same microscopic images as soon
as the difference of diffraction effect connected with them is artificially removed
from the action of the microscope; and similar structures constantly yield differ
ent images when the diffractive effect takingplace in the microscope is artificially
rendered dissimilar. In other words, the images of structure arisingfrom the
operation of the diffractive process stand in no constant relation with the real
constitution of the objects causing them, but rather with the diffraction pheno
mena themselves, which are the true causes of theirformation,,,, the conclu
sions here deduced from facts won by direct observation,...which shows
29 Abbe, ibid,, p. 88.
29 Abbe, ibid., p. 81.
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not only why microscopic structural detail is not imaged according to di
optric law, but also how a different process of image formation is actually
brought about....However constant, strongly marked, and so to speak
materially visible, such indications of structure may appq^r...they can not
be interpreted as morphological but only as physical characteristics'^ not as
images of materialforms, but as signs of certain material differences of com
position of the particles composing the object. And nothing more can be safely
inferredfrom the microscope revelation than the presence, in the object, of such
structural peculiarities as are necessary and adequate to the production of the
diffraction phenomena on which the images of minute details depend.
Abbe insisted that the diffraction image was generated by a different process
from the geometrical image. He explained that the diffraction image "consists,
strictly speaking, of as many partial images as there are separate diffraction
pencils entering the objective since each of these produces a positive image, as
shown in the experiments mentioned before. But as these partial images, taken
singly, are void of content, and visible details appear only when two or more
of them blend together, the total effect...is that which must be practically re
garded as an independent factor. Now this "diffraction image" is manifestly
the bearer of "resolving" power,... Namely one diffracted beam carries in
formation to yield one partial image. The partial image itself is not directly
the sign of the object. Regarding this point he maintained that "...the image
so formed shows none of the finer structural detail, unless at least two of the

diffraction pencils which are caused by the splitting up of rectlinear rays are re
united.

From these considerations and observations the resolution limit was

determined as follows:

No particles can be resolved...when they are situated so closely together
that not even the first of a series of diffraction pencils produced by them can
enter the objective simultaneously with the undiffracted rays. From this itfol
lows thatfor every degree of angular aperture there must be a fixed minimum
of distance of separable elements,...Taking any given color as a basis, the
respective minimum value is found (purely central illumination being em
ployed) by dividing the wavelength by the sine of half the angle of aperture,
and half that product when, other circumstances being equal, the illumina
tion is as oblique as the objective will admit, whatever be its aperture.
Abbe had not aimed to find the limit. He did consider first how the image was
formed in the microscope and as a result he found the diffraction beam played
an important role in the image-forming process.
31
83
83
84

Abbe, ibid., pp. 82-4.
Abbe, ibid., p. 89.
Abbe, ibid., p. 82.
Abbe, ibid., p. 87.
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From the above quotations it will be clear that Abbe noticed that to resolve

the object was to image it. This suggests to us that it is insufficient to view
Abbe's theory as a theory simply to determine the resolution limit. Although
his theory gave the resolution limit, it was not intended to do so. It was formed
to show how the image was formed in the microscope. Abbe's aim was to
provide enough knowledge to mass-produce the microscope.
Abbe changed the concept of image through insisting that the image in the
microscope consisted of the diffraction image and of the geometrical one. He
held particularly that the image of a minute object was the diffraction image
only and was not connected directly with the object. On the other hand the
method of Helmholtz, as mentioned, was traditional and his concept of image
was based on the action at a distance of light. In this case the diffraction which
occured at the objective was a deteriorating factor in the image forming process.
He described it in the following terms: "The theory of diffraction of rays in
the microscope leads,...to the view that any single point of light in the object
must, when viewed through the microscope, appear exactly as if an actual lumi
nous point situated in the image of the object were observed through an aperture
corresponding in size and position to the ocular images of the respective nar
rowest diaphragm aperture. Hence it follows, firstly that diffraction phenomena
must be visible when the ocular image has a diameter less than 1.89 mm
According to him the overlap at the image plane of the diffraction which occurred
at the objective of light beams from two points in the object determined the re
solution limit and the limit was Xjln • sin a. However, this view was not original
even in the field of the microscope. In 1842-3 J. J. Lister wrote "any two
points so near each other that the centre of one's image shall coincide with the
other's first dark ring will be very near the place at which they will appear as
one spot."^®
VI

Through the preceding discussion it has become clear that the two theories
differed on the following points:
1. the way of responding to the situation.
2. the recognition of diffraction.
3. the concept of image formation.
This paper has already shown that Abbe changed the concept of image and

his new concept was to play an important role in the later development of optics.
The recognition that image was not directly connected with the object but with
its diffraction pattern was a key point, leading eventually holography and optical
filtering.
35 Helmholtz, ihid,, p. 200.
3® J. J. Lister,"On the limit to defining power, in vision with the unassisted eye, the tele
scope and the microscope". This manuscript was discovered by Conrady. J, Roy. Mic. Sac,

(1913), p. 44.
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Abbe's concept of the image was a result of points 1 and 2. His "raison
d'etre" forced him to reach "a completely new point of view".^'' According to
this viewpoint, diffraction was not a deteriorating factor but the image-forming
factor.

To establish a systematic theory of the microscope Abbe began by decom
posing the instrument into each element and discussing them independently.
This does not mean that he left each element independent, however. He united
them in terms of the light beam which passed through the optical system. He
observed the phenomena generated by the passing of the light beam at each ele
ment. We might say that he aimed to unite each element by means of the
phenomena at each element. As a result of faithful observation of these pheno
mena, that is, following the traces of light beams faithfully, he reached the con
clusion that the wave nature of light caused the diffraction and it was, therefore,
an image-forming factor. On the other hand, Helmholtz, who did not decom
pose the microscope into each element, but discussed it as a whole, reached the
conclusion that the wave nature of light caused the diffraction and was a dete
riorating factor for image formation. Of course. Abbe observed the diffraction
generated at an object and Helmholtz did so at the aperture of an objective.
It was the difference in the position of Abbe and of Helmholtz that caused
these decisive differences. Helmholtz, who aimed to determine the resolution

limit and N.A.P., did not recognize the importance of the phenomena occurring
during the passage of a light beam through the microscope and, even if he had,
he could not have detected them.

From these discussions we reach the conclusion that an industrial study
succeeded in identifying the image-forming function of the wave nature of light
and the academic one failed, being still traditional. As a result the former pre
pared the ground for new and great developments in optics such as holography
and optical filtering.
In this case we may conclude that the industrial study was superior to the
academic one. This is very interesting in relation to the positivistic character
or structure of modern science.

37 See 7.

A Statistical Approach to Nagaoka's
Research in Spectroscopy
Eri Yagi* and T5saku Kimura**

As we have pointed out in our previous work, Nagaoka started to make
experimental research in spectroscopy in 1908. The reason he had to do such

a study has been discussed from the view-point of the internal history of
physics.^

In this report we would like to discuss Nagaoka's position on the inter
national development of spectroscopy from the view-point of external history,
namely from a statistical approach.
Fig. 1 (mentioned in one of our papers^)indicates the chronological changes
in the number of Nagaoka's papers which are classified into the following fields:
magnetostriction, atomic model and structure, coil, optics, and geophysics.
Nagaoka's papers on spectroscopy began to be published in 1908, showed their
peak in 1927, and continued till 1938. These papers constitute quite a large
percentage (42.5%), within all his papers; and this suggests possibilities for a
statistical approach.
Fig. 2 indicates chronological changes in the number of papers whose copies
were sent to Nagaoka by Japanese physicists. These papers are classified accord
ing to the fields of spectroscopy, theoretical physics, and geophysics. We have
found that there is a close connection between the number of Nagaoka's own
papers and that of the Japanese physicists in spectroscopy. With 2 year retar
dation time the relative coefficient shows 0.68 (as calculated by Mr. K. Tanabe
in 1968).
Fig. 3 again indicates the chronological changes in the number of Nagaoka's
papers on spectroscopy, together with that of papers sent to Nagaoka by Japanese
physicists, and that of papers by forigen physicists who sent copies to Nagaoka.
The last one, which was investigated by Mr. Ushigome and Mr. Imaizumi in
1969, shows a similar kind of connection with that of Nagaoka's own papers
although the relative coefficient has not been calculated.
Fig. 4 indicates the chronological changes in the percentage of papers on
* Institute of Physics, Faculty of Engineering, Toyo University, Kawagoe-shi, Saitama.
** National Science Museum, Ueno, Taito-ku, Tokyo.
1 E. Yagi, Jap. Stud. Hist. Set., No. 11, 73-99 (1972).
2 T. Kimura, ibid.. No. 11, 90-95 (1972).
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Fig. 1. Chronological changes in the number of Nagaoka's papers.

spectroscopy in Science Abstracts A on every 5th year. From 1898 to 1931, the
number of papers under the title of"spectra" and "Zeeman effect" in the subject
index are added. From 1932 the newly adopted classification, "spectroscopy".
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Fig. 2. Chronological changes in the number of papers whose copies (reprints) were sent
to Nagaoka by Japanese physicists.
in the index is used.

In 1908 when Nagaoka started to make research in spectra and Zeeman
effect, the percentage of the field had 6.2% (the total number of papers in all
fields was 2070, and that of papers in spectra and Zeeman effect was 130). This
year seems to show an increasing tendency in comparison with the previous years
of 1903, and 1898. It might be possible to think that Nagaoka's start in the field
coincided with the international fashion of physics at that time. As we have
seen in Fig. 1, the number of Nagaoka's papers had its maximum in 1927, which
clearly coincided with the international increasing tendency in the field of spec
troscopy. Namely, the percentage of the number of papers greatly rose in 1928;
12.1%. The above phenomenon may have some relation to the increase in the
number of papers under the title of"molecular physics, matter and ether" which
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Fig. 3. Chronological changes in the number of Nagaoka's papers on spectroscopy, to
gether with that of papers sent to Nagaoka by Japanese physicists, and that of papers
by forigen physicists who sent copies (reprints) to Nagaoka.

was begun to be referred to as "spectra" in the subject index in 1923.
The title "molecular physics, matter and ether" in the index is contained
in "general physics" which is a large area, corresponding to "light" in which
"spectra" is contained. Under the title of "molecular physics and matter and
ether", which has existed since 1898 in the index, various papers on atomic
models and structure, and the structure of matter are abstracted. The percent
ages of the number of papers belonging to that title are 4.9% in 1923, and 14.3%
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in 1928. Comparing these percentages with those in the field of spectroscopy,

one may notice the fact that in 1928 molecular physics became a larger field
than spectroscopy. The latter (in 1928) also increased rapidly compared with
the percentage in the previous years.

Therefore the above increase in spectroscopy seems to have some mutual
influence vis a vis to the development of molecular physics. The fact that
Nagaoka's research in spectroscopy has been recognized to have a strong con
nection with his interest in the structure of Hg nucleus, may again coincide with
the international trend. It should be noted that Nagaoka's paper on the trans
mutation of Mercury into Gold was abstracted under the title of molecular
physics in 1926.

Note: Nagaoka's research in atomic structure which started in 1903,should
not be treated by the statistical approach.

Yoan Udagawa

—A Pioneer Scientist of Early 19th Century Feudalistic Japan—

Tatsumasa Doke*

Preface

Until now the only biographical studies on Yoan Udagawa (1798-1846)^ are
a booklet^ written by Yoshiaki Yoshikawa(1933)and a treatise® written by Goichi
Fujinami (1936). Though their publication date is fairly old, these two works
have not yet been superseded by any biography of a later date with a broader
view of Yoan's life. They have laid a valuable foundation in this specific field
even if they have made limited use of historical materials and documents.
In the 1930's, the man who had particularly large collection of books and
manuscripts by Yoan was, besides Goichi Fujinami, Chibiki Okamura a scholar
whose possessions included ''UDAGAWA YdAN Jijo Nenpu''^ (Chronological
Autobiography of Yoan Udagawa) which no doubt gives us the best although
simple version of his life history. There are two versions of the original of this
valuable material, both written in Chinese on 8-9 sheets of common Japanese
paper. Okamura put them in order, added the correct punctuation to the text,
and published it as a supplement to his book "Komo Bunka Shiwa'' (A Cultural
History of Western People).
* Tokyo Institute of Technology.
1
(SIS). Biographical papers on Yoan Udagawa except the notes (2)-(4).
Suketoshi Yajima and Minoru Tanaka, **Meiji-zen Nihon Butsuri Kagaku Shi"(A His
tory of Physics and Chemistry Prior to the Meiji Era in Japan)(1964)(J)=in Japanese.

Shojiro Mizuta,"A study of Yoan Udagawa (I)", Kagakushi Kenkyd, No. 14, p.p. 1826 (1950)(J).

,"A Study of Yoan Udagawa (II)", ibid.. No. 15, p.p. 18-28 (1950)(J).
Shojiro Mizuta and Tetsuro Ikeda,"A List of Yoan Udagawa's manuscripts", Rangaku
Shityd KenkyU'Kai KenkyU Hokoku, No. 79 supplement (1961).
Tatsumasa D6ke,"A Study of Yoan Udagawa (I)", Kagakushi Shukan, No. 6, p.p. 95109 (1971).

,"Yoan Udagawa in the History of Western Learning", Kikan Geijutsu, No.23,
p.p. 88-106 (1972).

2 Yoshiaki Yoshikawa,"Udagawa Y6an, A Pioneer in Japanese Science" (1933)(J).
3 Goichi Fujinami,"Udagawa Y6an," Chhgai Iji Shinpd, No. 1230, April 28 (1936)(J).
^ Chibiki Okamura, ''Udagawa Yoan Jijo Nenpu

Komo Bunka

Shiwa (Sogen-sha, 1953)(J). (->38).
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Fujinami wrote the above treatise without having had any previous chance
to look at the original materials possessed by Okamura including ''Jijo Nenpu'\
He referred to Okamura's collection in his treatise and said that some day he
would like to review the materials held by Mr. Okamura and, if necessary,
revise his own work accordingly. He died, however, before having any chance
to realize his wish. It will not reduce the significance of his work, therefore,
if the present author points out several mistakes included in Fujinami's treatise

that could be discovered only through collating it with Yoan's ''Jijo Nenpu'' and
other manuscripts.
Today we do know that the most of Yoan's own manuscripts and other
materials are held at the Ken-ken-sai Library of Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd.
and at the Waseda University Library, the former comprising the largest part of
the Fujinami collection and the latter a large part of the Okamura collection.
Some other works and manuscripts related to Yoan are also held at the National
Diet Library and at the Tsuyama Local Museum, Tsuyama City.
The present author has been engaged on a biographical study of Yoan UdaGAWA referring to every document now available including Udagawa's own
works and manuscripts, topped by ''Jijo Nenpu'\ the treatises of Yoshikawa and
Fujinami and many other studies of a later date. The following treatise should
be regarded only as an introductory part of my accumulated studies. Its purpose
is to provide a brief biography of Yoan based on the most accurate data now
available and also hopefully to consider the meaning of his pioneering role and
to make clear the position of Yoan's work in Japanese history, particularly in
the history of Japanese natural science.
1

Yoan Udagawa (or Ryokubo),^ a Dutch-school physician in early 19th
century Japan, is recognized as a pioneer in the fields of modern chemistry and
botany in Japan by virtue of his scientific writings represented by Seimi Kaiso*
* Seimi Kaiso
The author of this article would like to quote the following passage
from Hideomi Tsuge's ''Historical Development ofScience and Technology in Japan"(1961), which
is written in English and appears rather widely read among professional circles. In the chapter
on physics and chemistry, Tsuge writes as follows; "Hirose Genkyo (1821-70)5 made a contri
bution to chemistry as well. His Shami-Dokuhon^ (meaning a book on chemistry) and Kagaku
Shokyo'^ (meaning the first step to chemistry) are the works of his activities in this science. At
about the same time, in 1837, Udagawa Yoan (1798-1864) published the "Shami Kaishu"(Shami
is transliterated from chemi). Thus in Japan, the study of chemistry at last became gradually
active." (p.p. 81-82). (-^79)
To the author's knowledge, however, there are at least three mistakes in this description.
(1) The scholar who wrote "Shami-dokuhon" and Kagaku Shokyo was not Genkyo Hirose but
®

(1821-1870).
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(Foundation of Chemistry), the first chemistry book ever written in Japan based
on the Lavoisierian chemical system, Shokugaku Keigen^"^ (Introduction to
Botany), the first regular botany book written in Japan, and other outstanding
academic works about Western medicine, pharmacology, zoology, history, ge
ography, technology, music, mathematics and linguistics.
He was born in 1871 in Edo (now Tokyo), the eldest son of Yoju Ezawa,®
a Dutch-school physician employed by a local clan. At 13 years of age (in 1811)
he was adopted by Genshin (Shinsai) Udagawa.® the head of the then most
celebrated family of physicians, and later called himself Yoan or Ryokubo.^

Around 1811, the Dutch schools were undergoing a change. In 1774,
thirty-seven years before, Dutch learning had its start in modern Japan, when
Genpaku Sugita,^® Ryotaku Maeno,^^ Jun'an Nakagawa^® and other scholars
published Kaitai Shinsho^^ (A New Book of Human Anatomy), an elucidative
translation of Tafel Anatomia,^* which introduced Western anatomy for the first
time to Japan.
While desirous of more detailed information on foreign nations to sustain its

own establishment, the Bakufu government did not want such information being
propagated among the general public or even among the samurai. In spite of
the government's strengthened control, it was impossible to keep from the Japa
nese people this knowledge of the Western world.

It was in these days when foreign ships began to visit Japanese ports freKomin Kawamoto (1810-71). (2) In the author's opinion, ''Shami Kaishu'' should be tran
scribed as Seimi Kaisd. Yoan himself wrote a phonetic transcription in Kana letters
^ (read
*'seimi") at the side of

in his book. As for "Kaishu", we do not know for sure today how

he pronounced the word
However, it is certain that according to Mannen Ueda's Daiji
teriy^ a most authoritative Japanese lexicon, the letter % should be read normally as *'s6", not
"shu",except in a few rare cases,
should be read as Kaisd in all probability. (3) The above
passage may give the reader an impression that ''Shami'Dokuhori" and Kagaku Shokyo were
written prior to ''Shami Kaishu'\ The order was the reverse, however, and ''Shami-dokuhon'*
should be transcribed as Seimi-dokuhon.

** Shokugaku-Keigen

Hideomi Tsuge refers to this book as ''Shokubutsu Keigeif^

{op. cit., p. 83 and index), which is an apparent mistake. (->77)
®

m^)(1767-1832).
(1733-1817).
(1723-1803).
(1739-1786).

J. A. Kulmus's "Ontleedkundige Tafelen"(Dutch version translated from German orig
inal by J. Dicten).
15

(1819-1870).
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quently, challenging the national policy of isolation by the Tokugawa Shogunate
government. Accepting the proposal of Sakuzaemon (Kageyasu) Takahashi,^^
an astronomical observer officer, the Shogunate government established, in May
1811, a new office, "Bansho Wage Goyo"^® (Foreign Documents and Books
Translation Bureau), at the Calendar Bureau of Asakusa Observatory in Edo.
Sajuro (Kokuri or Sadayoshi) Baba,^® an interpreter working in Nagasaki, and
Gentaku Otsuki,^® a noted Dutch-school physician, were attached to the new
office. While translating foreign governments' documents as need arose, they
also tried to use this opportunity to translate a Dutch version of Chomel's
Encyclopedia^^ into Japanese, which began an encyclopedic Japanese collection
known later as Kosei Shinpen^^(New Volumes for the Public Welfare). In 1813,
Genshin Udagawa,and late in 1826, Yoan Udagawa, were also invited to work
in this office as translators.

The Udagawa family,^® with a long history in the medical profession, had
been residing in Edo as the hereditary oflBcial Chinese-school physicians attached
to the Tsuyama clan. The fifth family head Genzui (Kaien^^) studied Dutch
ideas under Gentaku Otsuki, allegedly learned Alias Western medicine from
Genpaku Sugita and wrote Seisetsu Naika Senyd^'^ (Selected Points of Western
Theories on Internal Medicine) 18 vols., the first Japanese textbook on Western
internal medicine. Succeeding him, the sixth family head, Genshin, translated as
many as thirty anatomy books and published them in the form of an integrated
abridged edition under the title of Ihan Teikd^^ (General Outline of Medical Pre
cepts) accompanied by an illustrated supplement Naisho Dobanzu^'^ (Anatomical
Atlases printed by Copper Plates). Then he published ZdhojUtei Naika Sen'^yo^^
{Naika Senyo, revised and enlarged), a revised and enlarged edition of his father's
translation on internal medicine, and also wrote Oranda Yakkyo^^ (Mirror of
Dutch Medicines), the first standard Japanese book on Western pharmacology
(Mm (i784-i829).

2®

(^M, AS)(1787-1822).
(1757-1827).

21 Noel Chomel: "Algemeen Huishoudelijk, Natuur-, Zedekundig en Kunst Woorden-

boek" (Translated by de Chalmot). Japanese translation was named "Kosei Shinpen" and
published in 1937.
22

(1937).

23 Udagawa's lineage; (I) Genchd (;g4i)—(II) Gensen (:£{iJj)—(III) Genzui(Ensen)(:£|5i)—
(IV) Genshuku (Koto)(:£®^)—(V) Genzui (Kaien)(:£R|)—(VI) Genshin (Shinsai)(S*)—(VII)
Yoan
Kosai(«^).
2^
2®
2®
2^

29

(MH)(1755-1797).
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translated from available Western books. He followed that up with Shinteizoho
Oranda Yakkyo^^{Oranda Yakkyo, Newly revised), Ensei Iho Meibutsu
(Treatise
on Far Western Medicaments) and its i/oP (Supplement) with the cooperation
of his adopted son Yoan.
Genshin, born in Ise in the Yasuoka family, went to Edo to study medicine
under Genzui Udagawa and learn the Dutch language under Gentaku Otsuki.
Though once adopted by Genpaku Sugita, he was soon discharged "by reason
of his prodigal way of living.
Then he assisted Sanpaku Inamura^^ in com
piling Edo Halma,^^ the first Dutch-Japanese dictionary ever produced in Japan.
When Genzui died suddenly, leaving no heir, his friends attempted and succeeded
in promoting Genshin as a successor to the famous Udagawa family.
3

It was Yoan, the seventh family head and the subject of the present study,
who assisted his father in finishing Ensei Iho Meibutsu Ko and yet independently
went into various fields of modern basic science. He was brought up in the
family of a local Dutch-school physician and adopted, when young, by the out
standing Dutch-school medical family of Udagawa. In short, his milieu was
excellent. However, there is no evidence at all that he studied Dutch grammar
as a boy or even after being adopted by Genshin. On the contrary, he was
eager to learn the traditional Chinese philosophy of Confucianism so-called
Kogaku-ha^® and, of course, classical Chinese composition. Even in the field of
medicine, young Yoan stuck mainly to classical Chinese work as he frankly
confessed later in his autobiographical chronology Jijo Nenpu,

It is most unlikely that Genshin, a vigorous scholar, had never mentioned
m-

33 Genpaku Sugita, "Rangaku Kotohajime" (-^105).
(later renamed Zuio Unagami

(1759-1811).

36 In the Edo period Confucian learning and morality were ostensibly respected as most
authoritative. But this school of philosophy, conservative and unscientific, could not possibly
keep a lasting hold on thinking men. It was next to impossible to keep a new attitude of mind
from asserting itself. Discontent with Confucianism among Confucian scholars found expres
sion in the views advanced in opposition to Chu Hsi's exposition. Such learned men as Soko
Yamaga (1622-1685), Jinsai Ito (1627-1705) and Sorai Ogyfi (1666-1728) insisted that the real
meaning of the teachings of Confucius and Mencius should be grasped by delving directly into
the texts of the Chinese classics, instead of relying on the commentaries of Chu Hsi and Wang
Yang-ming.
Theirs was the so-called Kogaku-ha or "Ancient school of philosophy" (Saburo Ienaga;
"History of Japan", Japan Travel Bureau, Tourist Library Vol. 15, 1971, p. 165).
In the Edo period, most Dutch-school physicians learned the Chinese philosophy of
Kogaku-ha's Confucianism.
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to his promising son the treasure-house of knowledge on Dutch medicine accumlated so far. On the other hand, we have to realize that Japanese medical
science at that time was not yet mature enough to utilize Dutch medicine in full,
particularly in the field of clinical treatment. It was only natural for a young
man aspiring to become a physician, especially a physician employed by a local
clan, to study Chinese medicine.
According to the above autobiographical chronology, he endeavored to
promote his knowledge on Sino-Japanese medical herbs by wandering around
hills and valleys, by observing and collecting herbs, and by joining group dis
cussions to identify herbs referred to in the Dutch books. The group members
included my father Genshin and noted herb scholars such as Gunpo Hanado®^
and Kan'en Iwasaki.^® He would even "ask pharmacological questions to Dutch
capitaos and ships' doctors at their lodging places in Edo, called Nagasakiya,®®
in attendance with my father Genshin," when these foreigners came up from
Nagasaki to Edo castle to pay courtesy calls to the Shogunate government.
Yoan seems to learnt, during his wide-ranging education, that there were
numerous medical herbs commonly used in Western countries but not available
in Japan or China, and that there were also numerous herbs abundant in Japan
or China but possibly effective only when used in the Western way. This may
be the reason why he began to show interest in learning Dutch. However, his
father did not allow him to learn Dutch at this stage, rejecting his proposal to
do so {Jijo Nenpu), Genshin is said to have stressed that "the traditional aca
demic approach in the Udagawa family is based in the main on learning classical
Chinese composition. If you lacked the ability to compose a Chinese sentence,
you cannot achieve medical learning either
But do not foget that translation
is important work and worthy for a man to sacrifice his whole life to." This
remark sounds conflicting, but since there was no reason that Genshin should
have felt displeased with his son's new aspiration for learning Dutch, the above
remark may be interpreted as a warning against a perfunctory and whimsical
attitude toward Western knowledge. Yoan, however, did not change his mind
and kept insisting that he start learning Dutch at once. His father eventually
gave in and "made proper arrangements for me to study under Sajuro (Kokuri)
Baba. It was quite impossible, my father said, to rob even a boy of his ambi
tion" (Jijo Nenpu), Thus Yoan, by his own will, but equally influenced by the
trends of his time, started learning Dutch under the best teacher then available
using herb books as well as Dutch pharmacopoeia as textbooks. This was in
1814, when he was 16 years old.
37

(i786-i842).

Yoan met at this inn Hendrich Doeff (1814), Jan Cock Blomhoff and Classe

Hagen (1818), J. C. Blomhoff(1822) and P. F. von Siebold and Johannes Keller (1826).
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Sanjuro Baba possessed mastery of the Dutch language and had written
several books in Dutch. He was also familiar with Russian and, beside translating

poem of Romonosov^® into Japanese, wrote a book on vaccination. Tonka
Hiketsu^^ (How to Prevent Smallpox through Vaccination), translated from
Russian. It was under the guidance of Baba, we may presume, that Yoan wrote
Roshia-ji On kd^^ (A Treatise on Russian Letters and Sounds) which dealt with
the Russian language. Then, Yoan met Shunsan Yoshio,^® a master of Dutch
grammar, and learned Dutch from him. After Baba died fairly young, Yoan
learned Dutch from Chdjiro Yoshio,^^ who took the place of Baba at the Trans
lation Bureau, as Yoan mentions in the above autobiography.
Thus, Yoan mastered the theoretical grammar and practical usage of Dutch
very rapidly and when he was only 18 years old, he wrote Kahi no Setsu (an
article on coffee, 1816)^® and a few years later, Engeris Sharien Ko (A Study on
the Epsom Salt in England 1819)^® which surprised and pleased his father Genshin.
Then came an article Range ltd Muko Ron'^'^(A method of using the herbal plant
Pinellia ternata, 1820) and among others a translation on the medical treatment
of cholera {Korea Morubusu Setsu, 1822)^® the latter being a hasty description of
how to prevent the spread of cholera in the Nagasaki area at a time when nobody
else knew how.

In 1822, he published a booklet Seisetsu Botanika Kyo^^ (Sutra of Botany)
which occupied a most significant place in the historical development of natural
science, particularly botany, in Japan.

As for foreign languages, he continued throughout his life to show a great
interest not only in Dutch and Russian but also in English, and even in Latin
and Greek. In the spring of the same year, 1822, he spent three nights aboard
a British ship Saracen (which came to Uraga port) to study English, with the
permission of Kageyasu Takahashi.
In the autumn of the same year, 1822, he published Ensei Iho Meibutsu Kd,
36 vols. A few years earlier, in 1817, he had accepted the post of physician to
^0 Romonosov, Mikhail Vasilievich (1711-1765), a great Russian poet and scientist.
42

43

(1787-1847). He learned Dutch under Gonnosuke Yoshio, his uncle, and ex

celled at it. He obtained a post as a Dutch-school physician with the Owari clan, and wrote
many books on Dutch grammar, astronomy, Western medicines and weather forecasting, etc.
He died by accident in a fuluminating mercury explosion during experiments. Yoshiaki Yoshikawa; *'Owari Kyodo Bunka Ikagaku-shi K6" p.p. 71-108 (1955).

r

The Text of Korea Morubus Setsu; Boier's ''Cholea Morbus'\
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the Tsuyama clan and in 1822 he married Seyo Adachi®°(a daughter of Choshun
Adachi,®^ a physician of the Dutch school).
4

In 1822, Yoan published Seisetsu Botanika Kyo which expounded the theory
of Western botany using the special rhythmical scheme of Buddhist sutra reci
tations, perhaps translating from Chomel's Encyclopaedia. This was the first
introduction of modern Western botanical ideas into Japan.
This pamphlet, consisting of only 75 lines of 17 Chinese characters, was
significant in that it was the first botany book (if it can be called a book) ever
published in Japan and, more important, it reflected his recognization of botany
or botanical science as distinct from the herbal knowledge or herbalism (Honzogaku) which had been commonly practised in Japan until then.
Tomitaro Makino®^ and many other scholars have maintained that Botanika
Kyd was the first book in Japan ever written about botany, but nobody has ex
plained how Yoan came to know about botany.
Certainly Yoan must have come to know of botany as a field of Western
scientific knowledge first when he read Chomel's Encyclopaedia. He wrote:
"In 1817, I happened to read Chomel's book and learned of the existence of
botany for the first time. Then I tried to learn more about this new field and
later came to understand something of its significance." {Jijo Nenpu),
Yoan was wise enough to recognize that botany is more useful than tradi
tional herbalism in medical treatment.

"Herbalism in China has been a field of practical knowledge dealing with
minerals, animals and especially plants concerned only in determining which are
beneficial and which harmful to man. But botany in the Western sense is a
scientific field dealing with the identification of plants and the mechanism of

their growth, flowering and development of fruits. Thus, botany is utterly
different from herbalism." {Shokugaku Dokugo,^^ Confessions on Botany). In
another book Ensei Ihd Meibutsu Kd (1822), he also referred to plants as one of
the three fundamental groups on the earth, and even cited the name of Carl von
Linne. "If you are unfamiliar with botany, you will be unable to understand
the strange words and terms appearing in these Western pharmacology books
Please read my latest work Botanika Kyo which deals with plant science in
general."

(1808-1865).
(1776-1836).

B3

(1862-1957), Shokubutsu Kenkyu Zassi, vol. 2, No. 5, p.p. 103-105 (1921).
Ichiro Yabe, "The study on Shokugaku Dokugo written by Yoan Uda-

gawa", Rangakushiryo KenkyOkai Kenkyd-hokoku, No. 253, 1-9 (1971)(J).
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5

The first large systematic work Yoan undertook was when he cooperated
with his father in translating the Western pharmaceutical books cited above.
At that time, every Dutch-school physician dealing with internal medicine
experienced great difficulty in obtaining information on Western medicines.
Father,(Genshin) and son (Yoan) started a joint project and in Oranda Yakkyd
they compared Japanese-Chinese theories with Western ones relating to those herbs
in daily use in Japan and China, and described the properties, shapes, advantages
and uses ot such things as katsura(Japanese Judas tree)and dai-dai(bitter orange).
In Ensei Ihd Meibutsu Kd (36 vols.) and its Hoi (Supplement) (9 vols.) they
described the mineral and zoological remedies listed in the Dutch pharmacopeia
and also the unidentified items of Japanese and Chinese origin. The first three
volumes of Oranda Yakkyd were published as early as in 1819, but publication
was suspended because of its inadequacy.
During 1828-1830 the whole 18 volumes of the newly revised and enlarged
edition as supervised by Yoan came oflF the press. On the other hand, 36
volumes of Ensei Ihd Meibutsu Kd had been published earlier (1822) with the
comment "Translated by Shinsai, supervised by Yoan," but its Hoi(Supplement)
in 9 volumes appears to have gone to the press as late as 1835.
It must be noted that Vols. 7 to 9 of this Supplement {Hoi) were quite
different from the other volumes. Entitled ''Genso-hen, Maki 1-3"(On Chemical
Elements, Vols. 1-3) they described the basic concepts of modern chemistry
according to the systems established by A.L. Lavoisier. Yoan must have already
concluded that in order to utilize Western medicines in Japan it was necessary to
study modern natural science, chemistry in particular, as it constitutes the
foundation of Western pharmacology. In Ensei Ihd Meibutsu Kd Hoi he stressed
that "we shall be unable to master the elaborate process of preparing and pro
ducing medicines unless we anatomize (Yoan's word) the materials and even
analyze their chemical elements."
Yoan at the same time continued to write and publish of his great works—
Shokugaku Keigen, 3 vols. with illustrations(1835), Ddgaku Keigen^^(Introduction
to Zoology, 1835) and his masterpiece ''Seimi Kaisd,'' 21 vols. (1837-47).
Why did Yoan translate foreign chemistry books into Japanese and write
his own books on chemistry and publish them?
The reason, the author believes, is that he was so convinced of the significant
role of chemistry in the practice of medicine.
In the preface of Ensei Ihd Meibutsu Kd^ he wrote; "In the old days, a
physician of the Western school used to mean a surgeon, because there were no
such physicians in Japan who were not surgeons. My grandfather Genzui was
54

Masuzo Ueno "Yoan Udagawa's Ddgaku Keigen-ko'^ Kagakushi Kenkyu,

No. 8, p.p. 18-26 (1944)(J).
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the first man to believe in the significance of Western internal medicine and he
expressed this belief by writing Seisetsu Naika Sen'yd, stressing in it the importance
of Western internal medicine which had been developed from basic knowledge
of the internal structures of the human body. Then, my father Genshin wrote
Ihan Teiko, accompanied by an illustrated supplement showing the internal struc
tures of human bodies. His books made a great contribution to medicine by
conveying accurate knowledge on human internal structures and encouraging
further study. But, unfortunately, the public does not know the methods for
preparing effective medicines. So we, my father and I, have written this book,
Ensei Ihd Meibutsu Kd."

So far, so good. But their joint description of chemistry was neither
systematic nor, in the eyes of Yoan, adequate. This was why Yoan continued
his studies and expressed his independent view in Hoi (1835) and in his Seimi
Kaisd,

Thus, Yoan advanced his studies in chemistry. But his road in the period
1822 through 1835 was by no means smooth, as will be shown in the next section.

In 1828, the "Siebold Incident," the first in a series of suppressive actions
taken by Bakufu against Dutch-school scholars, took place. In 1823 Phillip
Franz von Siebold (1796-1866), a Dutch doctor, came to Nagasaki. He opened
a private school called Narutaki-Juku to teach medicine and science to the young
Japanese. Here many students snch as Ryosai Kono,®® Choei Takano,®® San'ei
OzEKi,®^ Seikai Totsuka,®® Keisuke Ixo®® and other's, gathered and learned science
under the practical guidance of Siebold.
Also, Siebold studied Japan with the willing cooperation of these Japanese
pupils.
Yoan wrote about Siebold as follows; "Siebold lost both his parents early
in life, but he had a comprehensive knowledge of everything and was quite
familiar with music. I learned much from him" {Jijo-Nenpu).
Yoan maintained friendly relations with Seikai Totsuka, Keisuke 1x6 and
others, who were all pupils of Siebold. Siebold presented to Keisuke 1x6
Thurnberg's Flora Japonica" and suggested that he translate it. Keisuke trans
lated this book on Japanese flora and published it in 1829 under the title TaiseiHonzd'Meiso^^ (Western Botanical Nomenclature) 3 vols. with its supplement.

56

(1799-1846).
(1804-1850).
(1787-1839).

pmmm (1799-1876).
(1803-1901).
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Yoan had never been to Nagasaki. He met Siebold in Edo when Siebold
came there in 1826 to visit the Shogunate. They had friendly discussions about
medicine, science and other subjects. Siebold was greatly surprised at Yoan's

linguistic ability and good scientific knowledge. He is said to have referred to
Yoan as "Our valuable friend, naturalist, and physician in Edo."®^

Kageyasu Takahashi, an official of the Bakufu and the head of the Trans
lation Bureau, presented Siebold with a copy of the noted map of Japan compiled
by Tadataka InO.®^ At that time, the transfer of such maps to foreigners had
been strictly prohibited by the Bakufu. When the Bakufu discovered what
Takahashi had done,®® Siebold and many others were arrested and Siebold was
ordered to leave Japan at once. This is known as the "Siebold Incident."
Chujiro Yoshio, and official interpreter of the Bakufu and Yoan's teacher,
was also arrested. Immediately, the work of the Bureau was suspended. On
March 25, 1829, Yoan, Genshin and other members of the Bureau, worried and

annoyed, sent a letter of appeal to the Bakufu, saying "We had been translating
Chomel's Encyclopaedia. We have no connection with the men captured in
the Siebold Incident—Kageyasu Takahashi and the interpreters. We are in
nocent. Besides, we are confident that our translation is of great value to our
country. Please let us resume this translation work at once."®^
In 1829 Kagayasu Takahashi died in prison. In 1830, the Translation
Bureau was open again and work was resumed under a new head. But the iron
hand of the Bakufu began to be felt more and more. Translation of Western
books and meetings with the Dutch became more and more restricted.

In the spring of 1829, Yoan wrote to Keisuke 1x6,"I am in good health and
studying chemistry very hard, but I am greatly annoyed by the lack of chemistry
books."®® In 1829 (or 1830) he wrote another letter to him; "We don't see any
Dutch people in Edo these days, so there is no chance at all to talk to them and
obtain Dutch books."®® In these letters, Yoan thanked Keisuke for his help in
lending P. J. Kasteleijn's chemistry book, probably "Chemische en physische
Oefeningen."
However, even under the strict control of the Bakufu government, Yoan

never stopped translating works on Western botany and chemistry into Japanese
Syhzo Kure "Dr. Siebold,'' vol. 2, p. 162(Heibonsha, 1968)(J).
(1745-1818).

Kageyasu Takahashi was confident that he gave the map to Siebold as an exchange of
scientific knowledge, but, in the Bakufu government's eye, it was a dangerous military secret.
Goichi Fujinami, Chugai Iji Shwpd,l:^o. 1230, April 28, 1936, p.7.

Yoshiaki Yoshikawa,"Udagawa Y6an,A Pioneer in Japanese Science", p. 19. In my
judgment, this letter was written in January 1829.
66 Yoshiaki Yoshikawa,ibid., p.22. In my judgment,this letter was written in 1829 or 1830.
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or writing chemical analyses of various spa waters of Japan.
The fact that he continued studying chemistry through these dark days can
easily be proved by dating remarks in his manuscripts as follows;®^
Mar. 1828: Seimi ka Dai-ichi-sho, TsuchURui (First Book of Chemistry on
soils)®®
Sep. 7, 1828: ShinsM Suwa Onsen Shisetsu (A report of chemical analysis
at Suwa spa in Shinshd area)®®
Mar. 5, 1829: Atami Shisetsu (Chemical analysis at Atami spa)^®
Sep. 15, 1829: SakushU Yu-no-Sato Onsen Shisetsu (Chemical analysis at
Yu-no-Sato spa in Sakushu area)^^
Aut. 1829: Arima Onsen Shisetsu (Chemical analysis at Arima spa)^®
Aug. 5, 1830: Dosan SeimUka (Chemistry of animal acids)^®
Feb. 6, 1831: Garuhani Erekiteru Zosaku-ki(A report on the generation of
Galvanic electricity)^^
Aug. 25, 1831: Ka-Retsu-Taihyd (A comparative table of Fahrenheit's
thermo-scale with Reaumur's)^®
Dec. 26, 1831: SeimUShiyaku-Hen (A List of chemical reagents).^®
8

In 1833, he wrote Shokugaku-Keigen^'^(3 vols. with illustrations) and he pub
lished it in 1835. In its preface he admitted that he had compiled the book from
various botanical theories appearing in Western books.
ShokugakU'Keigen describes (in Chinese composition form) the appearance,
classification, anatomy and physiology of plants. The book attracts our attention
These manuscripts are in "Ken-Ken-Sai Library".
®®

Goichi Fujinami "Yoan Udagawa's studies in spas", Nihon IjiShUho,
No. 1732-5, p. 551-566 (1929).
73
The translation of a part of Lavoisier's Traite de Chimie.
This is a report of experiments made by Yoan and his pupils.
^®
77

Preparation of chemical reagents.
Ichiro Yabe made a study of Shokugaku Keigen,
Ichiro Yabe, "Yoan Udagawa's Shokugaku Keigen I" (J), Rangaku Shiryd KenkyU Kai

KenkyU'hdkoku, No. 242, p.p. 1-8 (1971).
,"The Translation of Shokugaku Keigen into spoken Japanese", MusashiDaigaku
Jinbun Gakkai Zassi, vol. 3, No. 1, No. 3(1971)(J).
,"Yoan Udagawa and Linne's Classification", Rangakushiryo Kenkyu-KaiKen-

kya-hokoku. No. 259, 7-9(1972)(J).
,"The Fermentation written in Shokugaku Keigen", ibid,. No. 260, 6-12(1972)
(J).
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by the fact that its classification is based on the Linnean system.
The first volume deals with the forms and physiology of nutritive organs;
roots, stems and leaves.

The second volume describes the forms and physiology of generative organs;
flowers, fruits and seeds.

In the third volume he deals with plant chemistry, and he adds several
colored botanical illustrations at the end of the book.

In the first part of Shokugaku-Keigen, he wrote as follows. "We can

classify all natural material in the world into three categories; animal, plant and
mineral, and corresponding to these three categories we have three sciences;
zoology, botany and mineralogy.
With regard to these sciences, we consider that there exist three approaches
for each; the first—natural history, the second—physics, and the third—chem
istry, and of these chemistry forms the last and innermost core.
In another place (the preface), he stressed; "This is just an elementary book

introducing natural historical botany, which forms a ladder leading to the upper
floors of physical botany and chemical botany.
A good number ofJapanese botanical terms used in this book were translated

for the first time by Yoan and are widely used in Japan even today.
Yoan is also regarded as the first man to have introduced modern entomol
ogy into Japan by virtue of his manuscript Konchu-Tsurorf^ (Treatise on Ento

mology)(1828) which comprised a part of Chomel's Encyclopaedia. Then, in
the same year, he started writing a zoological work, Dogaku-Keigen,^ (1835) but
this was never completed. Also in the same year, 1835, Yoan wrote Ensei Ihd
Meibutsu K6 Hoi, an introduction to pure chemistry, and Seimi Kaisd, volumes
1, 2 and 3.

Yoan wrote in his Jijo-Nenpu as follows;
Oct. 1836: Block printers began to work on Seimi Kaisd (S.K.) vols. 1-3.
Mar. 1837: Printing blocks of 5. K. vols. 1-3 completed.
Sep. 1837: Printing blocks of S, K, vols. 4-6 completed.
Jan. 1838: S, K. vols. 4-6 published.
Apr. 1838: Printing blocks of S. K, vols. 7-9 completed.
Jul. 1939: Printing blocks of 5. K, vols. 10-12 completed.
Seimi Kaisd'^^ 21 vols., allegedly a retranslation of the Dutch edition translated
from the German version of Henry's Elements of Experimental Chemistry based
r

Seimi Kaisd. There are many papers on this written by Minoru Tanaka and

Masao Sakaguchi as follows;

Minoru Tanaka,"The Chemical terms in Seimi Kaisd", Kagaku-Shugi Kogyo. Vol. 6,
No. 10 (1942)(J).

,"The origin of knowledge of chemistry in Japan", Nippon Rekishi, No. 3(1949)
(J).
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on Lavoisier's chemical views, is not a mere word-for-word translation but

rather a compilation of Yoan's own opinions and conclusions obtained from a
series of his own experiments, assisted by more than twenty Dutch books includ
ing Lavoisier's Traite elementaire de chimi^(1789)(Dutch edition 1800). It may
,"Hundert Jahre der Chemie in Japan, Studien iiber den Prozess der Verpflanz-

ung und Selbstandigung der Naturwissenschafte als wesentlicher Teil des Werdegangs moderaen
Japan (I)", Japanese Studies in the History of Science, No. 3, p.p. 89-107(1964).
, "Einige Probleme der Vorgeschichte der Chemie in Japan. Einfuhrung und
Aufnahme der modernen MaterienbegrifFe", Japanese Studies in the History of Science, No. 6,
p.p. 96-114(1967).
,"Chemistry", Nihon Kagaku-Gijutsu Shi(1964)(J).

and Suketoshi Yajima, "Meiji-zen Nihon Butsuri Kagaku Shi"(1964)(J).
Masao Sakaguchi, "On the Concept of Chemical Affinity in Seimi Kaisd*\ Kagakushi
Kenkyd, No. 67, p.p. 113-120(1963)(J).
,"Studies on Seimi Kaiso II—the Original of Translation—", ibid.. No. 72, p.p.
145-151 (1964)(J).

,"Studies on Seimi Kaiso III—Yoan Udagawa and European Chemical Atom
ism—",ibid.. No. 78, p.p. 49-53(1966)(J).
,"On the European Translations of Henry's Epitome of Chemistry and SeimiKaisd'\ ibid.. No. 80, p.p. 171-178 (1966)(J).
,"On the Concept of Chemical Affinity in Seimi Kaiso" (II), ibid.. No. 83, p.p.
124-131 (1967)(J).

,"On the Chemical Nomenclature in the Seimi Kaiso", ibid.. No. 85, p.p. 10-21
(1968)(J).

,"On the Pharmaceutical Reference Books used by the Author of the Seimi
Kaiso", ibid.. No. 86, p.p. 49-56 (1968)(J).
,"Notes on the French Translation of W.Henry's Epitome of Chemistry", ibid..
No. 95, p.p. 139-150(1970)(J).
,"On the Mountain Measuring cited by Udagawa Yoan",ibid.. No.96, p.p. 185190(1970)(J).

Several controversies are going on between M. Tanaka and M. Sakaguchi.
As regards the original of Seimi Kaiso,from which Yoan translated into Japanese, Minoru
Tanaka has written. "Bisher wurde der originale Text als Ypey's Sijstematisch Handbook der
Scheikimde (BHB) angenommen. Dr. M. Sakaguchi hat neulich durch Quellenuntersuchung
gest gestellt, dass der originale Ypey's Chemie voor Beginnende Liefhebbers sein musste. Das
erstere wurde, nach Dr. Sakaguchi, als Hilfsmaterial fur die Ubersetzung benutzt, da es eine
von Ypey vergrosserte Ausgabe des letzteren war. "Studien iiber ShSmi Kaiso" (Hitherto the
original text was presumed to be Ypey's Sijstematisch Handbook der Scheikunde (BHB). How
ever Sakaguchi showed later, based on his study of new materials, that this was not correct and
the original text actually used was Ypey's Chemie voor Beginnende Liefhebbers. According to
Sakaguchi,the former was an enlarged edition of the latter (enlarged by Ypey himself) and used
as auxiliary material for translation. "Studies on SeimiKaiso")Kagakushi Kenkyu, No.72(1964)
und No. 73 (1965)",(Minoru Tanaka. Japanese Studies in the History of Science", No. 6, p.
108 (1967)).

80 A Dutch edition of A. L. Lavoisier's Traite de Chimie (1789); ^^Grondbeginzelen der
Scheikunde" (1800).

Eikoh Shim AO was recently made a study of the Japanese translation from Lavoisier's
chemical terms by Yoan etc.
Eikoh Shimao,"Yoan Udagawa and Lavoisier's Traite de Chimie", Ed. by Takamichi
Arisaka, Nihon Yogaku-shi no Kenkyu U, p.p. 245-279.
,"The Establishment of Lavoisier's Chemical Nomenclature in Japan",Kagaku
shi KenkyU, No. 100 p.p. 213-224(1971)(J).
,"The Reception of Lavoisier's Chemistry in Japan". ISIS, vol. 63, No. 218
p.p. 309-320 (1972).
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be said that his attempt to transplant Lavoisier's chemical system into Japan,
using many Japanese chemical terms invented by himself, was almost a success.
Its
(Inter Part) chiefly treating inorganic and organic chemistry in
18 volumes and
(Outer Part) mainly dealing with analytical chemistry
in 3 volumes were published over the period 1837 to 1847. Materials comprizing
the Outer Part were derived from his own studies on chemical analysis and ex
amination of the various spa. waters throughout Japan. The relevant data are
presented in his manuscript Onsen Shi-setsu^ (Chemical analyses at spas).
In the preface of Seimi-Kaiso, Yoan wrote as follows; "The original text is
described in three parts. In the first part, the original author had written about
the chemical elements and their compounds. In the second and third parts, the
same author had written about the practical chemical analysis of substances
(medicines, minerals, soils of rice fields, etc.) by means of chemical reagents.
Thus, the second and third parts differ from the first, and accordingly the first
part of my book was named Nai-hen (Inner Part) and the second and the third
parts were named Ge-hen (Outer Part)"
"I presumed that the original text might be too profound and difficult for
beginners, so I decided to write my own book Seimi Kaiso in more plain and
accessible terms using in full the elucidative descriptions in simpler Western
chemistry books. For this purpose, I also utilized my own chemical knowledge
accumulated through various chemical experiments."
It may be presumed that his original intention was to digest and introduce
the whole system of Western natural sciences, but later on he turned to the
Western society itself where such systematic learning was fostered and developed.
We can trace his views along this line in his works Seiyd-kinen-Ko^^(A Historical
Chronology of Western countries) (1838), Oranda-Shi-Ryaku^^ (A History and
geography of Holland)(16 vols.)(1844-1845).
But these works were never published, with the exception of Kaijd Hdjutsu
Zensho^ (Complete Book of Maritime Gunnery, 1843) in which he worked as
a COtranslator.

In 1839, the "Bansha no Goku"®® incident took place. This incident, the
second in a series ofsuppressive actions taken by the Bakufu against Dutch-school
scholars, is now known to have been a frame-up by the conservative group in
mm-

No exact dates are available in his ''Jijo Nenpu'' to indicate when Yoan wrote

and published Seimi Kaiso Nai-hen, vol. 14-18 and Ge-hen vol. 1-3.
Suketoshi Yajima has that, Ge-hen vol. 1-3 were published in 1847, one year after of
death of Yoan {Kagakushi Kenkyu, No. 8, p. 58 (1944)).
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the center of the Bakufu government. The result was the arrest of many leading
Dutch-school scholars including Choei Takano (a practicing physician), Kazan
Watanabe®^ (a high official of the Odawara clan) and others, all on charge of
allegedly stowing away to foreign countries. House searches revealed, it was
said, documents criticizing the foreign policies of the Bakufu government. As
a result, Kazan killed himself and Choei was harassed and eventually took the
same course. San'ei Ozeki, a translator of the Translation Bureau, was killed
himself, too.
A man named Toraichi Hanai,®® the bent informer in the incident, called

himself a disciple of Yoan but we are still uncertain of the native of his involve
ment in the incident.

On the other hand, Yoan, in 1842 (according to Jijo

Nenpu), ordered Kosai Iinuma,®^ his son adopted privately, to become a pupil of
Gonsai Asaka,®® a leading scholar of Chu Hsi's Confucianism, which as the
dominant sect of learning authorized by the government, opposed the Dutchschool learning absolutely. The present author presumes that this strange action
might have been a step taken by Yoan to protect himself from any possible
political suppression among the Dutch scholars in general. The truth, however,
is not yet clear and must be left for further study.
Due to the abominable policy of the Bakufu to monopolize all advanced
information from abroad, Yoan might have been keenly aware of the doomed
cultural atmosphere surrounding him in those days. In fact, he lived through
the "Siebold incident"(1828) and the "Bansha no Goku" incident (1839).
Both incidents brought not only a most severe control over the Dutch-school
activities but also a total prohibition against Western cultural knowledge applying
to every strata of Japanese people including the samurai (except for a specific
elite group).
9

Yoan died on June 22, 1846, at the age of 48. Yoan must have continued
writing the manuscript of his life's work Seimi Kaiso and of his other works
including Oranda Shi Ryaku till the days just before his death. This is undeni
able, because the author has discovered evidence in the manuscript®^ of Seimi
Kaiso Ge-hen, which contains the following remarks giving definite dates when
each volume had been finished.

''Seimi Kaiso Ge-hen, Vol. 1.
year of Mizunoto-U
(1793-1841).
88

®®
®®

(1821-1887).
(1791-1860).

These are in Ken-Ken-Sai Library.
92

Manuscript finished on January 26 in the
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"ditto. Vol. 2. Manuscript finished on January 30."
"ditto; Vol. 3. Manuscript finished in the early part of February in the
year of C/."
The year of Mizunoto-U or the year of U can be estimated as the year 1843 or
around then.

"ditto. Vol. 2. Proofreading finished in August in the year of Mf"®®
"ditto. Vol. 3. Proofreading finished in early August in the year of M/."
The year of Mi is probably the year 1845.
This means that Yoan completed the manuscripts of Seimi Kaiso Ge-hen,
Vols. 1 through 3,in August one year preceding his death (June 22, 1846). These
manuscripts and the published texts correspond almost prefectly.
Furthermore, the present author was able to confirm the existence of nearlycompleted rnanuscripts®^ of Seimi Kaiso Ge-hen, Vols. 4-6, with no date, treating
minerals and metals, in contrast with the foregoing volumes 1-3 where only
mineral water was treated. The author also has discovered a brief synopsis of
the manuscripts®^ for Vol. 7 and later volumes, also with no date, treating methods
of applying chemistry to industry agriculture. Unfortunately they were left
unfinished and therefore unpublished.
Yoan wrote in the preface of Seimi Kaiso that he had intended to treat the
foundation of chemistry in Nai-hen or Inter Part and its application to produc
tion techniques in Ge-hen or Outer Part. We can see his original intention in
the work of his last days.
Besides these manuscripts related to chemistry, there are many other drafts
written by him on Western medicine, pharmacology, geography, history, music,®^
painting, mathematics and linguistics. There is even a dramatic work and a
rubbed copy book®® of coins of various countries all showing his wide-ranging
interest in everything around him.
In Tama Cemetery,a vast common graveyard located at the western suburbs
of bustling Tokyo,I found that there were two moss-covered tombstones®® for the
eternal residence of Yoan. Under one tombstone, he is laid beside his grandfather
Genzui and his father Genshin. Under the other, he is lying in peace beside his
wife. "Yojuin ryokubo shoyo koji,"®^ his posthumous Buddhist name, is clearly
inscribed on these tombstones.
Conclusion

His great achievement may be summarized as follows; In the isolated
93 E.

®^
95

{Taisei Gaku-ritsu Kd)(A Study of Western Music).
{Seiyd Ho-ka Kan)(A Collection of Prints of Western Coins).

96 Tatsumasa D5ke,"Two Tombs of Yoan Udagawa", Shizen, vol. 27, No. 12, p.p. 82-88
(1972)(J).
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atmosphere of feudal Japanese society in the latter part of the 18th and early
19th centuries, Yoan, starting from actual medical practices,(1) came to know
of the existence of Western learning, zoology, botany and chemistry, which
comprised independent but interrelated fields of modern natural science and was
able to recognize their social significance; and more than that (2) he read nu
merous Western books, carried out observations and experiments based on his
reading, studied, translated and published in Japanese these modern European
systematic works on botany and chemistry.
Let us introduce two chronological flow charts that indicate the gradual
development of Yoan's learning and writing during his lifetime. The first chart
outlines the subjects of his studies while the second one highlights the various
pioneering academic milestones on the road which led to his own translation
work as its final stage.
Chart I

(1) Learning Chinese classics.-^
(2) Learning Chinese medicine.-^

(3) Learning and studies on Chinese-Japanese and Western herbs.—
(4) Learning the Dutch language.->

(5) Learning, studies, translations, and publishing of Dutch-school medicines.-^
(6) Learning, studies, translation and publishing of botany, zoology and chemistry.—►
(60 Learning, studies and writing on Western languages, geography, history, music, gimnery and technology, etc.
Chart II

(1) Learning Chinese medicine and Western surgery.
(10 Learning the Dutch language.->
(2) Learning, studies, translation and publishing of Western anatomy; Genpaku Sugita
and others, ^'Kaitai Shinsho*^ (1774).—>

(20 Publishing of a textbook of the Dutch language; Gentaku Otsuki '^Rangaku KaiteV'^^
(An Introduction to Dutch Learning) (1781).-*
(3) Learning, studies and publishing of Western internal medicine; Genzui Udagawa,
''Seisetsu Naika SerCyd'^ (1793-

).->

(30 Publishing of Dutch-Japanese Dictionary; Sanpaku Inamura and Genshin Yasuoka,
*'Edo Halma" (1796).-^

(4) Learning, studies, writing and publishing of Western medicines; Genshin Udagawa
and Yoan Udagawa, ''Enseilhd Meibutsu Kd'' (1822),

Shintei-zoho Oranda Yakkyd"'

(1828).->

(4') Learning and writing textbooks of Dutch grammer by Gonnosuke Yoshio and Shunsan
Yoshio.->

(5) Learning, studies, translation and publishing of natural sciences (botany and chemis
try): Yoan Udagawa, ^^Shokugaku Keigen'' (1834), ''Seimi Kaisd'' (1837).

According to his own writing, he read Chomel's Encyclopaedia in 1817, at
the age of 19, and came to know of the existence of botany. He was wise enough
to distinguish botany from the traditional herbal knowledge and therapies. He
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was able to detect that the former was in pursuit of the theoretical basis of growth,
florescence and fructification of plants while the latter was interested only in the
practical effectiveness of plants applied as medicines. Then he stressed the
significance and necessity of systematic approaches to nature as represented in
botany, zoology and chemistry because, however futile and impractical they
may have appeared at first, they would in the long run contribute vastly to the
progress of medical treatments.
It is undeniable that what drove Yoan to his assiduous academic studies

was, in addition to his passion as a physician to save his patients' lives, his
impulse to seek further knowledge when he encountered modern natural sciences
in the form of botany and chemistry.
His endeavors seem to have ended in vain. He died even before his master-

work ''Seimi Kaiso'' was published in full. Many his writings, including those
on Western geography, history and music, never went to press. Nevertheless
we must remember that nothing could halt the development of natural science
in Japan, with Yoan as one of its pioneers, though he himself could not overcome,
due to the severe oppression by the government, the limitations of his scientific
work, which remained basically within the frame work of the Lavoisierian
system. It required ten years and Komin Kawamoto,^® Yoan's successor in
Dutch learning, to introduce Dalton's atomistic chemical theories into Japan.®®
Nobody should understimate the role which Yoan played in these critical
days before the dawn of modern Japan. He was certainly a pioneer who pro
moted the advance of our country by learning, digesting and publishing, all of
his own volition, western natural sciences (chemistry and biology in particular)
in a feudal society under the oppressive control of the Tokugawa government.
Without his endeavors,, our progress in medical treatment and general pro
duction might have been much retarded, and the health and living conditions of
the Japanese people might have remained much lower and poorer for a long time.
99 As for the transplantation of the chemical atomic theory a short note may be added.
Rinso Aochi described in his Kikai-Kanran,^^^ presumably the first book on physics in
premodern Japan, a simple explanation of physical phenomena based on the corpuscular theory,
but not the chemical atomic theory. Even in the Seimi Kaiso of Udagawa according to M.
Tanaka, there is seen no definite description of chemical atomic theory, although it contains in
a volume on organic chemistry some numerical data of weight composition by number "a-ryd"
("fl" may be an abridgement of"atomen" and "ryd" means quantity). The latter is considered
by M. Sakaguchi to form the first description of chemical atomic theory in Japan {Kagakushi
Kenkya, No. 72, p.p. 151-156 (1964)).
Tanaka considers that chemical atomism was first introduced by Komin Kawamoto,who
translated in 1856 a Dutch book on chemistry, Fritz Meyer's Gronden der Krijgskundige Scheikmde voor de Kadetten der Artillerie Ingeniur en Genie(Berda, 1840). The translated book Heika-

Sudoku Seimi-Shingen,^^^ which was distributed in the form of a manuscript, contains a table

of atomic weights and simple stoichiometric calculations. {Japanese Studies in the History of
Science, No. 6, p.p. 96-114 (1967)).
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A Short Biographical Chronology of Yoan UDAGAWA

1774 Genpaku Sugita,Ryotaku Maeno and
others published Kaitai Shinsho^^
1777 Ryotaku Maeno wrote Kanrei Higen^^^
(My Small Views on the World).
1781

Gentaku Otsuki wrote a textbook on

1786

the Dutch language Rangaku-Kaitei.^^
Gentaku Otsuki opened his private
school of Dutch medicine called Shirando,^^^

1792

Genzui Udagawa wrote Seisetsu Naika

Sen'yd, 18 vols. (and started publica
tion in 1793).
1796

Bom in Edo, the eldest son of Yoju

1798

Sanpaku Inamura published a DutchJapanese dictionary; Edo Halma.

1797

Genzui Udagawa died.

1798

Genshin Yasuoka succeeded Genzui as

the head of the Udagawa family, and

Ezawa.

called himself Genshin Udagawa.
Tadao Shizuki wrote Rekisho Shinsho,
1805

(New Book on Astronomy) vol. 1.^°^
Genshin Udagawa published Ihan

1808

Genshin Udagawa published an illus

Teiko,^^

trated volume titled Naisho Dobanzu^'^ as

a supplement to Ihan Teiko.
Was adopted by Genshin as the heir of
the Udagawa family.

1811

1811

The Shogunate government established
the Translation Bureau of Foreign
Documents and Books.i®

1815 Learned Dutch under Sajuro Baba.

1816

1815

Genpaku Sugita wrote Rangaku Kotohajime^^^ (The Origins of Dutchschool Learning in Japan).

Learned Dutch under Shunsan YoSHio.

WroiQ Kahi no Setsu.^^

1817 Obtained the position of physician with
the Tsuyama clan.
Read Noel ChomePs Woordenboek and
found out about the scientific field called

"botany".
1819 Wrote an article Engeris Sharien
1822 Published Seisetsu Botanika Kyd,^^ 1 vol.

Genshin and Yoan published Ensei Ihd

1822 Genshin published Zdho-jUtei Naika
Sen'yd, 18 vols.

Meibutsu Kd,^^ 38 vols.

Married with Seyo Adachi.

1823 Learned Dutch imder Chfijiro Yoshio.
100

1823 P. F. von Siebold came to Nagasaki.

Ij. Katumi Iwasaki,"Maeno Ranka" supplement, p.p. 521-571 (1938).

101

(1760-1806)
physics in Japan.

First published book of the Western astronomical
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1826

Met P. F. von Siebold in Edo.

Was

1826 Choei Takano started his translation
of Scheikunde.^^^

invited to work in the Translation

Bureau of Foreign Documents and
Books as a translator.

1827 Keisuke 1x5 learned under Yoan.

1828 Went to Tsuyama with his master and

Rinso Aochi published Kikai Kanrari^^^
(Overall View of the Atomosphere).
1828 "Siebold Incident" took place.

on his way home visited Keisuke Ito at
Owari(Nagoya).
Translated a chapter of ChomePs Woordenboek and wrote Konchu-TsuronJ^

Revised and enlarged his father's work,
and published Shintei-zdho Oranda Yakkyo, 18 vols.3o
Wrote Seimika Dai-Ichi-ShOy TsuchiRui.^^

Began to apply chemical analysis to the
hot waters of Japanese spas, and wrote
Suwa Onsen Shi-setsu,^^ etc.

1829 Keisuke 1x6 published Taisei Honzo
Meiso.^^

1830

Wrote Dosan Seimika.

1832 Inherited Udagawa family's properties
as his father Genshin retired.

Wrote Seimi Shiyaku Hen.''^

1832 Choei Takano published the first
Western physiology book, Igen Suyd^^^
(Essence of Medical Principles).

Wrote Shokugaku Keigen (and publish
ed it in 1834).

1833 Genboku 1x6 opened his private school
of Dutch medicine called Shosen-Do.^^'^
1834

Genshin and Yoan's EnseiIhd Meibutsu

1834 Genshin Udagawa died at the age of

K6 Hoi^^ was published.
1837

Seimi Kaiso Nai-hen.

65.

vols. 1-3 was

published.

1838 Yoan's real father Yoju Ezawa died.
Koan Ogaxa opened his private school
of Dutch medicine called Teki Juku.^^^

1839 Wrote Seiyd Kinen-Ko.^^
1843 Yoan and others wrote Kaijo Hdjutsu

1839 "Bansha no Goku Incident'' took place.

Zensho.^^

1845 Wrote Oranda-Shi-Ryaku.^^

1846 Died at the age of 48.
1847 Yoan's Seimi Kaiso, Ge-hen (3 vols.)

1847

Koan Ogaxa wrote the first Western

104 These manuscripts of Choei's have been lost.
105
(1775-1833) f
The first book on modern physics published in Japan.
The first book on modern physiology published in Japan.

In this private school Yukichi Fukuzawa, Keisuke Oxori and many others
learned under Koan Ogaxa.
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was published.

pathology book, Bydgaku TsUron^^^
(Introduction to the Study of Illness).
1851

Komin Kawamoto wrote Kikai Kanran

Kogi 15 vols."o (A Wide Construction

on Overall View of the Atomosphere).
1856 Komin Kawamoto wrote Heika-Sudo-

ku Seimi'Shingen^^^ (True chemistry
for a Military Scientist).
1860- Komin Kawamoto wrote Kagaku Shin-

61

(1810-1863)
Japan.

(3 vols.)(A New Book of Chem
istry).

The first book on modern pathology published in

Notes for a Study on the Early Scientific Work
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal*
William A. Blanpied**

I.

Introduction

India, among the major Asian societies, experienced the most intense, varied,
and prolonged contact with Europe from the 16th through the 19th centuries.
Yet, with notable exceptions, few Indians seem to have taken Western science
seriously prior to the middle of the 19th century. This situation was probably
due in part both to the manner in which the various groups of Europeans intruded
themselves into the subcontinent, and to the social and political conditions which
prevailed there and in Europe when these several intrusions occurred.
The Portuguese, who began to establish their enclaves on the West coast of
India in the last decade of the 15th century, were primarily interested in trade
and in Christianizing the local population. During the following century the
Moghul Empire became the dominant political power in North India. Akbar
the Great received the first of three Portuguese Jesuit missions at his court in
1580.^ Although Antonio Monserrate, the leader of the first two of these mis
sions, wrote detailed accounts of his impressions of the Court and of his con
versations with Akbar, there is no evidence that the emperor was either aware
of or interested in developments in European science. The pragmatic, heterodox
Akbar eagerly sought new ideas regardless of their origins. However, the
Portuguese Jesuits (whose first mission to Akbar occurred twenty nine years
before Galileo published his first telescopic discoveries) would probably have been

neither equipped nor motivated to tutor the emperor in Western science. For
his part Akbar, whose reign marked the zenith of Moghul power, would probably
not have felt from his contact with these Jesuits that Europe had anything tangible
to offer his empire.
The French Jesuits who established their missions in the French enclaves at

Chandernagor and Pondicherry during the mid-17th century would have been
* Supported in part by grants from the American Philosophical Society and the American
Council of Learned Societies.

** Jefferson Physical Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A. 02138.
1 See, e.g,, Maclagan, Edward. The Jesuits and the Great Moghul, London: Burns, Gates
and Washbourne,Ltd., 1932, p. 23-68. Hosten, H. "Mongolicae Legationis Commentarius,or
the First Jesuit Mission to Akbar by Fr. Anthony Monseratte, S. J.'* Memoirs of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, III, #9, pp. 513-704 (1914).
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much better equipped to transmit Western science to India. Indeed, several of
them such as Duchamp, Gargam, and Calmette began serious investigations of
Tamil astronomy at Pondicherry, in South India;^ while Boudier carried out a
number of telescopic observations at Chandernagor in French Bengal, and in
1734 traveled to Amber at the invitation of the Raja Sawai Jai Singh II who
sought his assistance in his astronomical eflforts.® However, there was no ruler
in South India during the 18th century who would have felt secure enough to
have accepted and used the scientific insights which the Jesuits had to offer; while
Boudier,for reasons that are not completely clear, failed to impress Jai Singh with
the virtues of contemporary European advances in theoretical and observational
astronomy.^

The first sustained contacts between Europeans and Indians occurred as the
British East India Company began to assume administrative responsibilities in
India, particularly in Bengal, during the latter years of the 18th century. Sir
Thomas Roe, the first accredited ambassador to the Moghul court from Great
Britain, presented his credentials to the Emperor Jehangir in 1616. But Jehangir,
like his father Akbar, must have felt secure in his power, and seems not to have
taken this representative of a distant commercial nation very seriously.
But the political situation in North India had altered significantly by the
latter half of the 18th century. The Moghul power was collapsing, and the writ
of Delhi scarcely applied in its distant and fruitful province of Bengal. The East
India Company had become the official tax collector for the Moghul Emperor in
Bengal and Bihar, and, as the authority of the empire continued to evaporate,
established its own governmental and administrative apparatus throughout the
provinces. By a 1774 act of Parliament, the Governor of the Company in Bengal
was designated Governor General and given precedent over the Governors of the
Presidencies of Madras and Bombay. Thus Calcutta became in effect the capital
of British India, and the British residents began to establish colonial versions of
their own institutions in the city and the province.® Indians in Bengal could
2 Letters of M. Gargam, F. Duchamp, P. Calmette to Etienne Souciet of the College of St.
Louis in Paris; Archives des J6suites de la Province de Paris; Chantilly; Ponds Brotier; vols. 82,
83, 84, 88 and 89.

3 Claude Boudier's observing book and three letters to Etienne Souciet; Archives des Jesuites
de la Province de Paris; Chantilly; Ponds Brotier; vol. 78; vol. 88. ff 125-27; 133-35; 143-46.
^ Claude Boudier and Pierre Pons recorded latitude and longitude observations at various
places on their journey to Amber (ref. 3). Although Boudier reports his "observations of
Jupiter's satellites with a 20-foot telescope" at the site of Jai Singh's observatory at Jaipur, there
is no evidence that the Raja was interested in their telescope. Boudier and Pons are alleged to
have expended considerable good will at the Raja's observatory by disputing the relative antiquity
of Greek and Hindu astronomy with his Brahman observers. (Maclagen, op. cit., ref. 1, pp.
134-35).

5 For a review of political developments in North India and particularly in Bengal through
the mid-18th century see Dodwell, H.H.(Ed.), Cambridge History ofIndia, volume 5, Cambridge
University Press, 1929, p. 141-203.
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now regard the Europeans not as lone supplicants before a throne as Akbar and
Jehangir had regarded them, but as the representatives of a distant, "modern"
power which determined their destinies and whose institutions might be imitated
with profit.
Since it was the policy of the East India Company to exclude non-official
Europeans from its territories until well into the 19th century. Western science
and education were of necessity introduced into India almost exclusively by
British civil, commercial, and military officials. Thus it might be expected that
the character of the science introduced during this period would mirror the
changing policy of the colonial administration as well as the changing image of
science held by the British residents in India. These residents and their institu
tions supplied the model (or models) for Indians who sought to Westernize
themselves and their country.
The first European learned society to which such Indians were exposed was
the Asiatick Society, renamed the Asiatic Society of Bengal after the founding
of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland in 1826. Though
founded and operated as a learned society of amateurs on the model of the Royal
Society at London, the Asiatick Society had a considerable influence on the
development of science policy in British India. Governors General were always
patrons and often presidents. Virtually all the leading people in the official
scientific departments established during the late 18th and early 19th century
such as the Geographical, Geological, Botanical and Zoological Surveys were
members.® Indeed, these departments often institutionalized earlier work carried
out privately by Society members. Many of the plans for the programs carried
out by these official surveys, as well as the preliminary results of these programs,
were aired at meetings of the Society or in the pages of its journals. Such ac
tivities were consistent with the conviction of Sir William Jones, the founder and

first president of the Society, that "the natural productions of these territories,
especially in the vegetable and mineral systems, are momentous objects ofresearch
to an imperial, but what is a character of equal dignity, a commercial people."^
II.

Warren Hastings, William Jones, and the Founding of the Society

The Asiatick Society was founded at Calcutta in 1784, twenty-seven years
after the Battle of Plassey had established the British as the primary European
power in Bengal and throughout the Indian subcontinent, and the same year in
which William Pitt carried his India Bill through Parliament.® During the latter
6 Membership lists of the Asiatick Society are given in successive volumes of Asiatick Re
searches and in Mitra, Rajendralala, Centenary Review of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Part I,
Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1885, pp. 83-94. See also Bose, P.N., ibid,. Part III, pp. i-lxxxviii.
Jones, Sir William, "Second Anniversary Discourse"(Delivered to the Asiatick Society,
1785). Asiatick Researches, vol. I, 1788, pp. 407-408.
8 Dodwell, H. H., op, cit, (ref. 5), pp. 157-64.
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half of this twenty-seven year period the dominant figure in British India was
Warren Hastings, who had served as Governor of Bengal since 1772, and Gover
nor General with precedence over the governments of Madras[Fort St. George],
and Bombay as well since 1774. Hastings was among the first ofthe high EastIndia
Company officers to realize that the Company had acquired governing responsi
bilities in India that went far beyond the commercial role it had been playing
since it was chartered in 1600 by Elizabeth I. In his largely successful efforts
to curb the worst practices of the Company's traders, and to give a measure of
civil responsibility to qualified Indians, he frequently had to battle against both
the Court of Directors in London and a majority of his own Council in Calcutta.
Upon his retirement as Governor General in 1785 he was compelled to answer
to impeachment charges for alleged misconduct during his term of office brought
against him by a Parliamentary group headed by Edmund Burke. After pro
tracted hearings he was completely exonerated,and lived to see himself regarded
as a respected elder statesman whose advice was frequently sought on Indian
affairs.^

Hastings himself was a fair Orientalist, and before his appointment as

Governor of Bengal had sought vainly to have a Chair of Persian Studies estab
lished at Oxford.^® His correspondence suggests a considerable degree of respect
for the ability of the Indians," though he could be high-handed when crossed by
a local ruler. Indeed, the basis of a good deal of his policy as well as that
of his more prominent immediate successors, such as Lord Charles Cornwallis
and Richard Marquis Wellesley, might be characterized as being one of benign
9 For a review of Hastings* administration in Bengal see, e.g., Dodwell,op. cit.,(ref. 5), pp.

205-47; Forrest, G. W., The Administration of Warren Hastings, 1772-85: Reviewed and Illustrated
from Original Documents, Calcutta: Superintendent of Government Documents, 1892. Details
relative to the impeachment of Hastings are given in Dodwell, pp. 307-312, and by Marshall.
Peter J., The Impeachment of Warren Hastings, Oxford University Press, 1965.
10 Commentary of Warren Hastings on Lord Wellesley's College at Ft. William dated 19
July 1801, British Museum Additional Manuscript 29, 234; folio 136.
11 In a letter to Lord Moira on the occasion of the latter's appointment as Govemor General
Hastings wrote: "Among the natives of India, there are men of as strong intellect, as sound
integrity, and as honourable feelings as any of this Kingdom—by your example make it the
fashion among our countrymen to treat them with courtesy and as participators in the same
equal rights of society with themselves.
"They [the Hindus] are gentle, benevolent, more susceptible of gratitude for kindness
shewn them than prompt to vengeance for wrongs sustained....The least therefore that can be
expected of the most liberal and enlightened of all nations, that which providence has appointed
the guardian of their civil rights, is to protect their persons from wrong and to leave their re
ligious creed to the Being who has so long endured it and who will in his own time reform it.'*
(Quoted by Woodruff, Philip, The Men Who Ruled India, vol. 1, London: Jonathan Cope, 1963,
p. 124-25.
12 Hastings* illegal arrest and deposition of Chait Singh,the Raja of Benares,for the latter's
alleged failure to pay tribute demanded by the Company, was one of the most serious charges
brought against him at his impeachment. Dodwell, op. cit. (ref. 5), pp. 295-306.
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neglect. That is, they sought to extend the scope of the Company's activities
in India and to protect the rights of the population who lived in territory under
itsjurisdiction. But they recoiled from the notion that local institutions should
be tampered with unduly,or that the Company should introduce European culture
or institutions to the population of the subcontinent. For example, in 1813, well
after his retirement and exoneration by Parliament, Hastings urged a select
committee ofthe House ofLords not to relax the stringent restrictions on Christian
missionaries in British India, on the grounds that these missionaries could do
nothing but harm to the Company by upsetting the Hindus and Muslims.^^ He
used similar arguments in opposition to a proposal by the eminent Sanskrit scholar
Charles Wilkins, who had suggested the incorporation of the scattered seats of
traditional learning in Benaras as a University. Wilkins felt that by this act the
Company could gain considerable credit among the influential Hindus, and at
the same time create an institution through which Western learning could be
introduced to them. Hastings argument that the Pandits at Benaras had no need
for such official patronage was instrumental in laying Wilkin's scheme to rest.^^
Upon its inauguration in Calcutta on January 15, 1784, the Asiatick Society
having "resolved to follow as nearly as possible, the plan of the Royal Society
at London, of which the King is Patron" requested "the Governor General
[Hastings] and Council, as Executive Power in the Companies' territories" to
become patrons, and Hastings himself to assume the presidency.^® The Governor
General and Council accepted patronage, but Hastings declined the presidency,
yielding to Sir William Jones, "...the Gentleman whose genius planned the
institution, and is most capable of conducting it to the attainment of the great
and splendid purposes of its formation."^®
Sir William Jones had arrived in Calcutta in 1783 to assume his post as a

Justice of the Supreme Court in Bengal, and was to remain in India until his
death from cancer in 1794 at the age of 47. By 1783 he was already a renowned
Orientalist whom Samuel Johnson had called "...the most enlightened of the
sons of man," a Fellow of the Royal Society, and a member of the Whig circle
which openly opposed Lord North's policy during the American Revolution.^^
He numbered Benjamin Franklin among his correspondents, visited him in Paris
on three occasions during the American Revolution, and at one time addressed
to him a Latin allegory which was a thinly disguised proposal for ending the
13 British Museum Additional Manuscript 29,202, folios 344-53. Despite Hastings' plea the

India Act passed by Parliament in that year permitted Christian missionaries to proselytize in
British India for the first time.

1^ British Museum Additional Manuscript 29, 234; folios 204-216.
13 Asiatick Researches, vol. 1, Calcutta, 1788, p. 4.
16 Asiatick Researches, op. cit. (ref. 15), pp. vii-viii.

"Unless otherwise noted, biographical notes on Jones are taken from Cannon, Garland,
Oriental Jones, London: Asia Publishing House, 1964.
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Revolution on terms he hoped the American colonies might find acceptable.^®
Despairing of the abuses he perceived in North's ministry and frustrated by a
seven-year delay in his appointment to the bench at Calcutta, he had seriously
considered emigrating to Philadelphia or Virginia.^® As Justice at Calcutta he
sought to apply the best standards of English justice to the Hindu and Muslim
plaintiffs, while doing so in terms consistent with their own traditions.^® To this
end he undertook the study of Sanskrit so that he would have direct access to
the traditional laws, and ultimately translated into English the voluminous
Ordinances of Menu, then believed to be the most venerable Sanskrit digest of
the law, for use as a standard by English judges in India.^^
Jones' political views can be gleaned from his voluminous correspondence.
His wide-ranging interests, his determination to bring justice to India, as well as
his ideas on Asia, Asians, and the proper role of the British in India are also
evident from these letters as well as from his Presidential addresses to the Asiatick

Society.^^ He is outspokenly in favor of individual liberty and justice for all
peoples,^® but certainly believes in European superiority^^ and the manifest destiny
Cannon, Garland (ed), The Letters of Sir William Jones, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970,
pp. 290-7; 443; 492; 517; 562; 593; 607; and 611.

Cannon, Letters, op, cit, (ref. 18), pp. 563-64.

20 In a letter to John Shore dated 7 February 1788, Jones wrote: "...a British tribimal, for
punishment of religious offenses by Hindus or Mussulmans, would not only be an inquisition
of the most extraordinary kind, but would, I am persuaded, be offensive in the beginning, and
oppressive in the end,to the natives of both religions." Cannon,Letters, op, cit.(ref. 18), p. 787.
21 "But my great object, at which I have long been labouring, is to give our country a
complete digest of Hindu and Mussulman law. I have enabled myself by excessive care to read
the oldest Sanscrit law books with the help of a loose Persian paraphrase; and I have begun a
translation of Menu into English; the best Arabian law tract, I translated last year." (Letter
from Sir William Jones to Sir John Macpherson, dated 6 May 1786; Cannon, Letters, op, cit,
(ref. 18), p. 699.) Jones' later, more detailed proposal for his law digest is given in a letter to
the First Marquis of Comwallis dated 19 March 1788. (Cannon, Letters, op, cit,, pp. 794-800.)
22 Jones' eleven annual Presidential Discourses were published in the first four volumes of
Asiatick Researches as follows:

i. (1784): "Discourse on the Institution of the Society," vol. I, pp. ix-xvi.
ii. (1785): "Second Anniversary Discourse," vol. I, pp. 405-14.
iii. (1786): "On the Hindus," vol. I, pp. 415-31.
iv. (1787): "On the Arabs," vol. H, pp. 1-17.
V. (1788): "On the Tartars," vol. H, pp. 19-41.
vi. (1789): "On the Persians," vol. H, pp. 43-66.
vii. (1790): "On the Chinese," vol. H, pp. 365-381.
viii. (1791): "On the Borderers, Mountaineers, and Islanders of Asia," vol. IH, pp. 1-16.
ix. (1792): "On the Origin and Families of Nations," vol. Ill, pp. 479-92.
x. (1793): "On Asiatic History, Civil and Natural," vol. IV, pp. i-xxxv.
xi. (1794): "On the Philosophy of the Asiatics," vol. IV, pp. 157-173.
23 «*Nothing indeed could be more obviously just,than to determine private contests accord
ing to those laws, which the parties themselves had ever considered as the rules of their conduct
and engagements in civil life; nor could any thing be wiser than, by a legislative act, to assure
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of England's commercial enterprise.^® As an Orientalist proficient in Arabic and
Persian and ultimately in Sanskrit, he believes Europe can benefit from a study
of Asiatic antiquity.^® He ultimately professes his belief that Sanskrit is a finer
language than either Greek or Latin. Yet he views the 18th century Hindu as
the Hindu and Muselman subjects of Great Britain, that the private laws, which they severally
hold sacred, and a violation of which they would have thought the most grievous oppression,
should not be superseded by a new system, of which they could have no knowledge, and which
they must have considered as imposed on them by a spirit of rigour and intolerance." (Letter
to the first Marquis of Cornwallis, dated 19 March 1788; Cannon,Letters, op. cit., ref. 18, p. 794.)
"I rejoice that the king is well; but take no interest in the contests of your aristocratical
factions. My party is that of the whole people; and my principles, which the law taught me,
are only to be changed by a change of existence." (Letter to John Eardley-Wilmot dated 20
September 1789; Cannon, Letters, op. cit., p. 848.)
"As to the house of commons, as it is now managed, I know of no motive on earth,that

could induce me to sit in it (even if all the counties of England were to vie with each other in
pressing me to accept a seat) except some rational hope of doing solid good in a time (which
Heaven avert!) of great public danger, when it would behove every man in the ship to work at
the pump; but such a time is, I anxiously hope, very distant. At present the total subversion of
our legal and recorded constitution, without a hope of its being restored, leaves every lover of
it at perfect liberty to seek his own tranquillity in his Sabine farm." (Letter to the second Earl
of Spencer dated 19 October 1791; Cannon, Letters, op. cit., ref. 22, p. 897.)
24 "Whoever travels in Asia,especially if he be conversant with the literature of the countries
through which he passes, must naturally remark the superiority of European talents. The ob
servation, indeed, is as old as Alexander."

"...We may decide, on the whole, that reason and taste are the grand prerogatives of
European minds, while the Asiaticks have soared to loftier heights in the sphere of the imagi
nation." ("Second Anniversary Discourse," Asiatick Researches, v.I, Calcutta, 1788,pp.406-07.)
25 "May your commercial blossom arrive at maturity, with all the vigor of Indian vege
tation!"

"My soul expands, like your blossom, at the idea of improved commerce; no subject is
to me more animating." (Letter to Sir John Macpherson, dated 6 May 1786; Cannon, Letters,
op. cit., ref. 18, p. 699).
"We have a still nearer interest in knowing all former modes of ruling these inestimable
provinces, on the prosperity of which so much of our national welfare and individual benefit
seems to depend." ("Second Anniversary Discourse," op. cit., ref. 24, p. 407.)
26 "I am now collating a very ancient Sanskrit book on Musick in beautiful verse; but very
concise; and, therefore, very obscure. These inquiries go beyond the mere gratification of
curiosity: they may suggest improvements in our own musical system." (Letter to the second
Earl Spencer, dated 28 August 1787; Cannon, Letters, op. cit., ref. 18, p. 759-60.)
"So highly has medical skill been prized by the ancient Indians, that among the fourteen
Retna's, or precious things,...was a learned physician." ("Second Anniversary Discourse,"
op. cit., p. 408.)

"Could the works of Archimedes, the Newton of Sicily, be restored to their genuine purity
by the help of Arabick versions, we might then have reason to triumph on the success of our
scientifical inquiries; or could the successive improvements and various rules of algebra be traced
through Arabian channels,...the modern history of Mathematicks would receive considerable
illustration." ("Second Anniversary Discourse," op. cit., p. 412.)

27 "The Sanscrit language, whatever be its antiquity, is of a wonderful structure; more
perfect than Greek, more copious than Latin, and more exquisitely refined than either; yet
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a child who must be protected by an enlightened British policy.^® The Pandits
with whom he delights to converse in Sanskrit have inherited an ancient wisdom,
but it is a dead, static wisdom—in a word, Asian rather than European.^®
Jones' Presidential Addresses as well as his correspondence suggest that he
was consciously trying to mold the Asiatick Society into a colonial version of
the Royal Society "which, at first, was only a meeting of a few literary friends
at Oxford, [but] rose gradually to that splendid zenith, at which a Halley was
their secretary, and a Newton their president."®® It was to be "a Society for
inquiring into the History and Antiquities, the Natural Productions, Arts, Sci
ences, and Literature of Asia."®^ Jones frequently confessed that he had accepted
his official appointment in order to satisfy his desire to further his Oriental
studies, once writing that "it is my ambition to know India better than any other
European ever knew it."®® But "when I considered, with pain, that, in this
fluctuating, imperfect and limited condition of life, such inquiries could only be
made by the united efforts of many,...I consoled myself with a hope...that, if
in any country such an union could be effected, it was among my countrymen
in Bengal."®®
bearing to both of them a stronger affinity, high in the roots of verbs, and in the forms of
grammar, than could possibly have been produced by accident." ("Third Anniversary Dis
course—On the Hindus," op. cit., ref. 22, pp. 422-23.)
28 «*Our nation, in the name of the king, has twenty three millions of black subjects in these

two provinces [Bengal and Bihar]; but nine tenths of their property are taken from them, and
it has even been publickly insisted, that they should have no landed property at all: if my Digest
of Indian Law should give stability to their property, real and personal, and security to their
persons, it will be the greatest benefit they ever received from us." Letter to Lady Spencer,
dated 24 October 1791; Cannon, Letters, op. cit., ref. 18, p. 902-03.)
29 "Bernier, who was himself of the faculty, mentions approved medical books in Sanscrit,
...but we can expect nothing so important from the works of Hindu or Muselman physicians,

as the knowledge which experience must have given them, of simple medicines." ("Second
Anniversary Discourse," op. cit., ref. 22, p. 408.)
"...nor can we reasonably doubt, how degenerate and abased so ever the Hindus may
now appear, that in some early age they were splendid in arts and arms, happy in government,
wise in legislation, and eminent in various knowledge." ("Third Anniversary Discourse—On
the Hindus," op. cit., ref. 22, p. 421.)
"...though I offered ample stipends to any Hindu astronomer who could name,in Sancrit,
all the constellations I should point out; and to any Hindu physician who could bring me all the
plants named in Sanscrit books, I was assured by the Brahmen whom I had commissioned to

search for such instructors, that no Pandit in Bengal even pretended to possess the knowledge
which I required." ("Remark by the President" on a letter dated 10 October 1792 from John
Playfair, Professor of Mathematics at Edinburgh; Asiatick Researches, v.IV,Calcutta: 1794, p.
155.)

30 Jones, "Discourse on the Institution of the Society," op. cit., (ref. 22), pp. x-xi.
31 Jones, "Discourse on the Institution of the Society," op. cit., (ref. 22), p. x.
32 Jones, Letter to the second Earl Spencer dated 17 August 1787; Cannon, Letters, op. cit.,
(ref. 18), p. 751.
33 Jones, "Discourse on the Institution of the Society," op. cit., (ref. 22), p. x.
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A century earlier Sprat wrote of the Royal Society Fellows: "Their purpose
is, in short, to make faithful Records of all the Works of Nature, or Art, which

can come within their reach,"^^ and, "These two Subjects, God and the Soul,
being onely forbom: In all the rest, they wander, at their pleasure."^® In 1784
Jones could state "If it now be asked, what are the intended objects of our in
quiries within these spacious limits [Asia], we answer, MAN and NATURE;
whatever is performed by the one, or produced by the other.
Sprat had noted with approval that among the members of the Royal Society
"the farr greater Number are Gentlemen, free and unconfin'd. By the help of
this, there was hopefull Provision made against two corruptions of Learning,
which have long been complain'd of, but never remov'd: The one, that
Knowledge still degenerates to consult present profit too soon; the other, that
Philosophers have bin always Masters and Scholars; some imposing, and all the
other, submitting.
Jones regretted that Sprat's criterion could not be satisfied
in India, for "A mere man of letters, retired from the world, and allotting his
whole time to philosophical or literary pursuits, is a character unkown among
Europeans resident in India, where every individual is a man of business in the
civil or military state, and constantly occupied either in the affairs of government,
in the administration of justice, in some department of revenue or commerce, or
in one of the liberal professions."^® Yet "there is an active spirit in European
minds...which seems to consider nothing done or learned, while any thing
remains unperformed or unlearned."®^
Although Jones acknowledges his debt to the Royal Society and seeks to
model the Asiatick Society upon it, one also senses the delight he feels at the
conviction that he and his colleagues in the Society are breaking new ground.
Sprat had written: "Into the East, the first Inquisitive Men amongst the Grecians
traveled: By what they observed there, they ripened their own imperfect Con
ceptions, and so return'd to teach them at home."^° To Jones, the Asiatick
Society could be the instrument whereby the inquisitive men among the British

could gain knowledge from the East for their own benefit. Writing to the second
Earl Spencer about his progress in learning Sanskrit, Jones noted "Need I say
what exquisite pleasure I receive from conversing easily with that class of men
[the Pandits] who conversed with Pythagoras, Thales, and Solon, but with this
34 Sprat, Thomas. History of the Royal Society. (London, 1667); edited and with critical
apparatus by Jackson I. Cope and Harold Whitmore Jones. London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, Ltd., p. 61.
33 Sprat, op. cit., (ref. 34), p. 83.
33 Jones, "Discourse on the Institution of the Society," op. cit., (ref. 22), p. xii-xiii.
37 Sprat, op. cit., (ref. 34), p. 67.
38 Jones, "Introduction" to Asiatick Researches, v. I, op. cit., (ref. 15), p. iii.
39 Jones, "Introduction," op. cit., (ref. 38), p. iii.
40 Sprat, op. cit., (ref. 34), p. 6.
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advantage over the Grecian travellers, that I have no need of an interpreter."^^
III. Scientific Contributions of Society Members

Until the founding of the Calcutta Agricultural Society in 1820 and the
Calcutta Medical and Physical Society in 1823, the Asiatick Society was the sole
organized, autonomous European group in India which dealt with scientific
matters, while its journal, Asiatick Researches (the first four volumes of which
were edited by Jones), served as the sole English medium of learned communi
cation in India prior to the 1820's.^^
For convenience, the formative years of the Asiatick Society can be taken

as extending up to 1839, the year which marked the publication of the 20th and
final volume of Asiatick Researches, This journal was superceded thereafter with
the more professionalized Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The scientific
work reported in the Asiatick Researches was predominantly amateur in nature.
Its first eighteen volumes are filled with astronomical, geographical, meteoro
logical, geological, botanical, zoological, and ethnographical data submitted by
or through members in all parts of India. However, as already noted, some
communications of a semi-official character also appear. In fact, the proportion
of the latter increase with time. Thus volumes VI, VII, X and XII contain

notes on the progress of the Survey of South India by Colonel William Lambton;^^
Vol. XII has a paper by Captain John Warren, Acting Astronomer of the Com
pany's observatory at Madras;^^ Dr. William Roxburgh, Superintendent of the
Company's Botanical Gardens in Calcutta, was a frequent contributor.^® Volume
Jones, Letter to the second Earl Spencer dated 23 August 1787. Cannon,Letters, op. cit.,
(ref. 18), p. 756.

42 Volume 1 of the Transactions of Agricultural Society of India (Calcutta) was published in
1823, three years after the founding of the Society, and became the first professional scientific

journal in English on the subcontinent. Volume 1 of the Transactions of the Medical and Physical
Society, Calcutta was published in 1825. In 1837 it was superceded by the Quarterly Journal of
the Medical and Physical Society, Calcutta.

43 Lambton, William,"An Account of a Method for extending a Geographical Survey across
the Peninsula of India," Asiatick Researches, v. VIII, pp. 312-35; "An Account of the Trigono
metrical Operations in Crossing the Peninsula of India, and Connecting Fort St. George with
Mangalore," ibid., v. X, pp. 290-384; "Measurement of an Arc on the Meridian Extending from
Latitude 10°59"49' to 15°6'0"65'" North," ibid., v. XII, pp. 1-101; "Measurement of an Arc on
the Meridian Extending from Latitude 15°6'2'' to Latitude 18°3'45'', being a further continua
tion of the former Arc, commencing Latitude 8°9G8''," ibid., v. XIII, pp. 1-127.
44 Warren, John,"Experiments Made in Mysore Country, in the year 1804, to Investigate
the Effects of Terrestrial Refraction," Asiatick Researches, vol. IX, pp. 1-23; "Observations
Taken at the Observatory near Fort St. George, in the East Indies, for Determining the Obli
quity of the Ecliptic; in the Months of December, 1809, June and December, 1810," ibid., vol.
XII, pp. 192-210.
45 Roxburgh, William, "Essay on the Lac Insect," Asiatick Researches, vol. II, p. 361; "On
the Butea Plant," ibid., vol. Ill, p. 469; "On the Prosopis Aculeata of Koenig:" ibid., vol. IV,
p. 405;"On the Spikenard of Ancients," ibid., vol. IV, p. 435;"A Description of the Jonesia,"
ibid., vol. IV, p. 353; "Botanical Description of Caout-Chouc of Penang," ibid., vol. V, p. 167;
"On a New Species of Delphinus," ibid., vol. VII, p. 170;"On the Monandrous Plants ofIndia,"
ibid., vol. XI, p. 318.
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XVIII contains two papers relating to the new Geographical Survey of India by
George Everest, the Surveyor General.^® Volume XVIII itself is divided into
two parts. Part I, published in 1829, deals in its entirety with geological in
vestigations undertaken by members of the society.^^
However, the founders of the Asiatick Society certainly did not regard it
primarily as a scientific society, nor did scientific studies ever become the domi
nant concern of its membership. Perhaps significantly, among the twelve people
who contributed three or more papers to the first 18 volumes of Asiatick Re
searches, all but three contributed papers on literary, linguistic or historical topics
as well, and/or contributed to these fields outside the pages of Asiatick Researches,
Among these early pillars of the Society, the names of William Jones, Reuben
Burrow, William Hunter, Samuel Davis, John Warren, William Roxburgh,
Henry Colebrook and James Prinsep are prominent.
As already suggested, Jones was, by training and temperament, more an
antiquarian than a scientist. In his inaugural discourse he gave his conception
of the types of investigation he hoped the Society would undertake:
"The three main branches of learning are history, science, and art. The
first comprehends either an account of natural productions, or the genuine
records of empires and states; the second embraces the whole circle of pure
and mixed mathematics, together with ethicks and law, as far as they depend
on the reasoning faculty; and the third includes all the beauties ofimagery,
and the charms of invention, displayed in modulated language, or repre
ss Everest, George, "On Formulae for Calculating Azimuths," Asiatic Researches, vol.
XVin, Part 2, p. 93;"On the Compensation Bars of the Trigonometrical Survey," ibid., p. 189.
Volume,XVIII,Part 1 of Asiatic Researches was issued by the Physical Class of the Society,
formed in January, 1828. The Introduction to the Volume recounts the conditions under which
the Physical Class was formed, noting that:
"Towards the close of 1827, several members of the Asiatic Society, who felt an interest
in scientific enquiries, and who conceived that the ordinary Meetings of the Society were held
at intervals too remote, and for purposes of too miscellaneous a nature to be calculated to pro
mote scientific investigation, were induced to consider the most effective means to be pursued
for the special furtherance of that object...."
"The subjects to which the attention of the Physical Class of the Asiatic Society is pri
marily directed, are the Zoology, Meteorology, Mineralogy, and Geology of Hindustan."
However,the Introduction to the Volume also took pains to reassure Society members that
amateurs could still contribute significantly, stating:
"In order to assist persons unpracticed in Geology, the Physical Class are about to republish Dr. Fitton's instructions for collecting Geological specimens with additional directions,
which they are anxious to distribute as extensively as possible to all who have an opportunity
of collecting specimens and forwarding them to the Society."
It is worth noting that for the first time in this issure of its journal the Society is called
the Asiatic Society of Bengal, rather than the Asiatick Society, the Royal Asiatic Society of
Great Britain and Ireland having been founded in 1826.
^8 Prinsep, James. Index to the First Eighteen Volumes of Asiatick Researches. Calcutta:
Asiatick Society, 1837,
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sented by color, figure, or sound.
Jones earnestly hoped that from a study of Persian and Sanskrit texts on
mathematics, astronomy, botany, and medicine "many valuable hints may be

derived for our own improvement and advantage."^® His Second Anniversary
Discourse catalogues the sorts of investigations into Indian chemistry and botany
which he thinks are likely to be of benefit to Europe," but suggests that he is
beginning to doubt that Indian mathematics and astronomy have much to offer—
even though their study has its own intrinsic merit."
As editor of the first four volumes of Asiatick Researches^ Jones was instru

mental in setting its tone and determining its style. Among his contributions
to these volumes on scientific subjects one finds a paper entitled "On the Chro
nology of the Hindus,"" which was an attempt to unravel the confused, semimythological Hindu dating system through astronomical methods in the manner
Newton had introduced in his Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms.^ (Indeed, one
can argue that Jones felt he was writing an appendix to Newton's work by in
corporating data on an Ancient Kingdom to which Newton had no access.) His
other antiquarian papers on Indian astronomy in Asiatick Researches were "On
the Antiquity of the Indian Zodiac" and "The Lunar Year of the Hindus.""
Jones' more strictly scientific papers in Asiatick Researches were confined

largely to botanical topics, though his correspondence with Samuel Davis in
dicates a growing interest in astronomy during the last years of his life." His
botanical investigations included "The Design of a Treatise on the Plants of
India," "On the Spikenard of the Antients," "A Catalogue of Indian Plants
Comprehending their Sanscrit, and as Many of their Linnaean Generic Names
as Could with Any Degree of Precision be Ascertained," and "Botanical Obser
vations on Select Indian Plants."" (Following Jones' death William Roxburgh
Jones, "Discourse on the Institution of the Society," op. cit., (ref. 22), p. xiii.
Jones, "Second Anniversary Discourse," op. cit., (ref. 22), p. 407.
Jones, "Second Anniversary Discourse," op. c//., (ref. 22), pp. 408-09.
^2 "I have seen a mathematical book in Sanscrit of the highest antiquity; but soon perceived,
from the diagrams, that it contained only simple elements. There may, indeed, have been in
the favorable atmosphere of Asia, some diligent observers of celestial bodies; and such observa
tions as are recorded should indisputably be made publick; but let us not expect any new methods,
or the analysis of new curves, from the geometricians of Iran, Turkistan, or India." Jones,
"Second Anniversary Discourse," op. cit., (ref. 22), p. 412.
Jones, William,"On the Chronology of the Hindus," Asiatick Researches, vol. U, Cal

cutta, 1790, pp. 111-46;"A Supplement to the Essay on Indian Chronology," ibid., pp. 390-403.
Newton, Issac, The Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms, Amended, Dublin, 1728.
55 Asiatick Researches, vol. II, Calcutta, 1790, pp.289-306; vol.Ill, Calcutta,1792,pp.257-93.
56 Cannon, Letters, op. cit., (ref. 18), pages 671, 695, 704, 923-4, 829-33, 836-7, 852, 856-62,
876, 878-9, 880, 887-8, 905, 907-10, 912, 916, 917, 919, 925-6, 930-2.

57 Asiatick Researches, vol. II, Calcutta, 1790, pp. 343-52; ibid., pp. 405-17; ibid., vol. IV,
Calcutta, 1794, pp. 225-29; ibid., pp. 231-303. See also Jones, William,"Note Added to a Paper
on the Dhanesa, or Indian Buceros" by Charles White, Asiatick Researches, v. IV, pp. 127-31;
and "Additional Remarks on the Spikenard of the Antients," ibid., pp. 97-107.
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proposed to recognize his botanical contributions by officially designating a species
of Ashoka tree the Jonesia Ashoka,^^) Jones also contributed one zoological article
entitled "On the Loris, or Slow-Paced Lemur" to the Asiatick Researches,^^

During his years in India, Jones remained in correspondence with Sir Joseph
Banks, President of the Royal Society, and frequently submitted botanical speci
mens to the Society through him.®° His eleven Anniversary Discourses contain
numerous passages on Hindu philosophy, astronomy, mathematics, and medi
cine. It was conjectured by Sir John Shore that Jones planned to expand these
remarks into several long articles, for among the papers found at his death, one
listed twenty three "Desiderata," or topics for such papers. Among these, four
dealt with scientific topics: "A Botanical Description of Indian Plants," "On
Medicinal Substances of India, and the India Art of Medicine," "On Indian

Geometry, Astronomy, and Medicine," and "On the Indian Constellations, with
their Mythology, from the Puranas."®^
As President of the Asiatick Society and editor of its journal, Jones also
encouraged and/or edited the contributions of other members, such as Samuel
Davis and Reuben Burrow.

Samuel Davis a civil servant in Benares and an amateur astronomer and

Sanskrit scholar, remained in intimate correspondence with Jones until a month
before the latter's death.®® (Jones' last extant letter is written to Davis and deals
with botanical and astronomical topics.)®^ His lengthy "On the Astronomical
Computations of the Hindus" appeared in Vol. II of Asiatick Researches, and
includes long passages which he himself translated from the venerable Surya
Siddhanta (Textbook of the Sun).®® In this paper Davis proceeded to carry out
solar eclipse calculations using the methods of the Surya Siddhanta, and to evaluate

them by comparing their predictions with those based on contemporary methods.
Jones saw the importance of Davis' work primarily as an initial attempt to
evaluate Hindu astronomy in terms of its primary sources, and urged him to
translate the complete text. He was seconded in his plea by John Playfair,
58 Roxburgh, William, "A Description of the Jonesia," Asiatick Researches, vol. IV, pp.
353-55.

58 Asiatick Researches, vol. IV, pp. 127-31.

50 Caimon, Letters, op. cit., (ref. 18), pages 786, 790, 814, 842, 854, 891, 903, 906.
51 Shore, John, Asiatick Researches, vol. IV, p. 181.

52 **As a week only of March remains,I am not without hope, that you will pass next Sunday
with me at my farm; and we will then talk of Jayasenh [Raja Sawai Jai Singh II of Amber and
Jaipur] and his achievements I have given you a great deal of trouble about the Tamala; but
the leaves,flowers, and fruit, which you so obligingly sent, are those of the Dep'hal, a very dif
ferent plant, resembling the Tamala only in the form and the colour of the leaves: I am equally
thankful for the specimen, as it is a new species of Hypericum."
Letter to Samuel Davis, dated 24 March 1794; Cannon, Letters, op. cit., (ref. 18), p. 932.

53 Davis, Samuel,"On the Astronomical Computations of the Hindus," Asiatick Researches,
V. II, pp. 225-87.
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Professor of Mathematics at Edinburgh.®^ Further long excerpts from it appear
in Davis' "On the Indian Cycle of Sixty Years" in Volume III of Asiatick Researchesf^ however, he seems never to have completed a full translation.
Davis' published contributions were more historical than strictly scientific,
and thus well suited to Jones' taste. In contrast, Reuben Burrow, a founding
member of the Society, sprinkled the first four volumes of Asiatick Researches
with brief notes such as "Hints on Friction in Mechanics," "A Method for Im

proving the Use of Artificial Horizons," "A Method of Calculating the Moon's
Parallaxes in Latitude and Longitude," "A Proof that the Hindoos had the
Binomial Theorem,"as well as numerous original latitude and longitude reports.®®
He was enthralled with the antiquity of Hindu astronomy, and in one paper
suggested that the builders of Stonehenge had been Hindus.®'' Jones tried in vain
to convince him to weave all his small notes into a long dissertation.®® But that
seems not to have been Burrow's style.®® From 1775-78 he had edited a London
almanac entitled Ladies and Gentleman's Diary (which contained queries and
problems of considerable complexity). For a time he was assistant to Nevil
Maskelyne, the Astronomer Royal, but resigned when he felt the latter had taken
too much credit for joint work carried out at Shehallion, in Scotland.^® He then
64 Playfair, John, "Questions and Remarks on the Astronomy of the Hindus," Asiatick Re
searches, V. IV, pp. 151-54; Jones, William, "Remarks on Professor Playfair's Letter," ibid., p.
155.

66 Davis, Samuel,"On the Indian Cycle of Sixty Years," Asiatick Researches, v. Ill, pp.
209-27.

66 Burrows' scientific contributions to Asiatick Researches included "Hints Relative to

Friction in Mechanics," vol. I, pp. 171-95;"A Method of Calculating the Moon's Parallaxes in
Latitude and Longitude," vol. I, pp. 320-26; "Remarks on Artificial Horizons," vol. T, pp. 32729; "Demonstration of a Theorem Concerning the Intersection of Curves," vol. I, pp. 330-31;
"Corrections of the Lunar Method of Finding the Longitude," vol. I, pp. 432-34;"A Proofthat
the Hindoos Had the Binomial Theorem," vol. II; "A Specimen of a Method of Reducing Prac
tical Tables and Calculations into More General and Compendious Forms," vol. Ill, pp. 141-47;
"A Note on the Astronomical Observations Reported by R. H, Colebrook," vol. IV, p. 327.
67 Burrow,Reuben,"Memorandums Concerning an Old Building in the Hadjipure District,"
Asiatick Researches, vol. II, pp. 477-81.
68 "I have attentively perused the papers, which you were so kind as to send, and heartily
wish, that we could persuade the ingenious author[Burrow]to arrange them together in the form
of a 'Dissertation on the Astronomy of the Hindus.' In their present state they are but rough
sketches, and I doubt whether he would consent to their publication." Jones, letter to Thomas
D. Pearse dated 17 June 1787; Cannon, Letters, op. cit., (ref. 18), pp. 737-38.
66 Unless otherwise noted biographical notes on Reuben Burrow were obtained from Dic
tionary of National Biography, vol. Ill, Oxford University Press, 1917, pp. 448-49.
70 In an unpublished letter to the President and Council of the Royal Society dated 26 Janu
ary 1775 Burrow wrote:

"I had fixed the observatory, and set up and adjusted the sector, and prepared everything
for beginning the Observations before that Gentleman [Mr. Maskelyne] arrived...and should
have had a great part of the business done before he came had the weather not been so uncom
monly bad." (Royal Society Library, London.)
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became instructor in mathematics to the Army Engineers at the Tower. His
private diaries alternate between demonstrations of abstruse geometric theorems
and scurrilous, often witty comments on his contemporaries.''^
Shortly after arriving in India in 1783, Burrow addressed a long memo to
Warren Hastings proposing to undertake the first systematic survey of Bengal
and Bihar, and coincidentally to study ancient Hindu astronomy.''^ Ultimately
he received the desired commission, spent three seasons surveying in the Ganges
basin, and died in 1792 of a tropical disease contracted during the course of his
work. A contemporary geographer has credited Burrow with having made the
first astronomically controlled survey measurements in North India.''®
William Hunter was the amateur scientist and self-made man par excellence.
After receiving his MA from Marischal College, Aberdeen, in Mil he was
apprenticed to a surgeon for four years. During that time he published a note
on the improvement of the screw in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society. In 1781 he served as doctor on an East Indiaman bound for Calcutta;
in 1783 he became an assistant surgeon to the East India Company, a year later
Surgeon to the Company in Bengal, and in 1790 Surgeon to the British Resident
in Agra. In the latter capacity he became a member of a British expedition
which traveled to Ujjain and back between 23 February 1792 and 21 April 1793,
presumably for the purpose of showing the flag in these non-British territories.
Volume IV of Asiatick Researches contains a lengthy compilation of latitude and
longitude measurements made by Hunter during this expedition.''® On his travels

he also studied carefully the observatories of Jai Singh at Benares, Delhi and
Ujjain,and found a manuscript copy of the latter's Zij Muhammad Shahi at Ujjain.
Volume V of Asiatick Researches contains his description of the observatories, his
translation of the Preface to the manuscript and an outline of its contents—to
gether with the curious assertion that Jai Singh was to be credited with recognizing
the superiority of European astronomy!'^ His "Essay on the Diseases Incident
to Indian Seamen, or Lascars, on Long Voyages" was published in Calcutta by
''I Burrow's private journals in three volumes were presented to the Royal Astronomical
Society, London, by J. J. Wilkinson in 1853.
■^2 Unpublished letter to Hastings, British Museum Additional Manuscript 29, 233, folios
263-76.

■^3 Phillimore, Reginald H., Historical Records, Survey of India, vol. I, Dehra Dun, 1946,
pp. 155-67.

Unless otherwise noted biographical notes on William Hunter were obtained from Dic
tionary of National Biography, v. X, Oxford University Press, 1917, p. 305.

75 Hunter, William, "A New Method of Applying the Screw," Phil. Trans., v. LXXI, 1781,
p. 58-66.
76 Hunter, William, "Astronomical Observations Made in the Upper Part of Hindustan,
and on a Journey Thence to Oujein," Asiatick Researches, v. IV, p. 133-49.
77 Hunter, William, "Some Account of the Astronomical Labours of Jayasinha, Rajah of
Ambhere, or Jayanagar," Asiatick Researches, v. Y, pp. 177-212.
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the Company in 1804/®
Hunter served as Secretary of the Asiatick Society from 1798 to 1802 and
again from 1804 to 1811. He became Regular Examiner in Persian and Hindu
stani at Lord Wellesley's short lived College of Ft. William upon its founding in
1801, and Secretary to its Council from 1805-1811. During his association with
the College he supervised the preparation of both a Persian translation of the
New Testament and The Mejmua Shensi, the latter a Persian treatise on the Copernican system of astronomy which was meant to serve as an introduction for
educated Indians.^® He also published one of the first good Hindustani-English
dictionaries by revising and adding to a private vocabulary compiled by Major
Joseph Taylor,®® and advised Amir Muhammad of Peshwar in his attempts to
compile the first Afghan-English dictionary. His private collection of Persian
and Hindustani proverbs which he compiled to elucidate Oriental folkways for
the newly arrived appointees in the Company's service at the College was com
pleted and published after his death by his friend Thomas Roebuck.®^ Two papers
in Asiatick Researches as well as unpublished letters of Hunter also suggest a con
siderable expertise in medicinal botany.®^
Lieutenant (later Captain) John Warren, who had fled from revolutionary
France and Anglicized his name, was for a time one of two assistants to Col.
William Lambton in his survey of Mysore and the Nizam's dominions.®® (The
other assistant, Lt. Henry Kater, who was forced to resign his commission for
reasons of health, returned to England and gained considerable fame in his efforts
to improve standards of measurement.®^ Volume II of James Herbert's Gleanings
in Science, published in 1830, contains Warren's moving biographical sketch of
Lambton.®®) Warren's contributions to the Asiatick Researches were submitted
during his service as Acting Astronomer and Surveyor at the Company's Ob
servatory at Fort St. George near Madras. One is a report on astronomical
■^8 British Museum Catalogue.
■^8 The New Testament, translated into the Hindoostani Language by Mirza Mohummud

Fitrut. Revised by W. Hunter, 1805; The Mejmua Shemsi, a Summary of the Copernican System
of Astronomy, Translated into Persian under the superintendence of William Hunter. A new
edition. Calcutta, 1826. (From the British Museum Catalogue.)
80 Taylor, Major Joseph, A Dictionary, Hindoostani and English, Revised by W. Hunter, 1808.
81 Roebuck, Thomas, A Collection of Proverbs in the Persian and Hindoostani Languages,
Commenced by William Hunter, Calcutta, 1824.
82 Hunter, William, '*On the Plant Morinda and Its Uses," Asiatick Researches, vol. IV, pp.
21-30; ^'Remarks on the Species of Pepper, which are found on Prince of Wales Island," ibid.,
vol. DC, pp. 383-93; Letters to General Hardwick dated 20 July, 1796,10 October 1796,14 August
1797, 9 April 1801, and 24 July 1802; British Museum Additional Manuscript 9869.
83 Phillimore, op. cit., v. II (ref. 73), pp. 449-53. (See also ref. 43.)
84 Kater contributed two notes to Asiatick Researches, vol. IX prior to his departure from
India: "Description of a Very Sensible Hygrometer," pp. 24-31, and "Description of an im
proved Hygrometer," pp. 393-97. (See also Phillimore, op. cit., v. II (ref. 73), pp. 410-11.
85 Gleanings in Science, vol. 2 (March 1830), pp. 73-82.
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measurements made at the observatory.^^ During his tenure as Acting Astronomer
he also carried out precise measurements of the value of ^ at 10° latitude for the
purpose ofdeducing the figure ofthe earth.®® John Goldingham, Warren's succes
sor at Madras, continued these measurements with a Kater pendulum, and even
convinced the Madras government to finance an expedition for the purpose of
carrying them out on the equator.®'' Warren was also a student of South Indian
astronomy and in 1825 published A Collection of Memoirs on the Various Modes
According to Which the Nations of the Southern Parts of India Divide Time.^ His
official correspondence as Acting Astronomer details his official day to day work,
and also suggests some of the frustration he frequently experienced in having
to justify the continued existence of the observatory to a budget conscious
Company.®®
Dr. William Roxburgh, as already noted, was Superintendent of the Com
pany's Botanical Gardens in Calcutta.®® His contributions to Asiatick Researches
usually involved Linnaean classifications of Indian plants and/or reports on their
reputed medicinal value.'*® Both he and Jones believed that European medicine
might profit by a study of traditional Hindu herbal techniques, and that the study
of exotic plants was not only of value in itself, but could lead to knowledge on
how better to cultivate those of commercial significance.®*
Henry T. Colebrook, along with Charles Wilkins and William Jones, was
one of the first eminent Sanskrit scholars. He is also credited with having forged
the first Devinagari type.®® His contributions to Asiatick Researches^ show Jones'
86 Warren, John, unpublished report among the papers of the Madras Observatory at the
Royal Astronomical Society, London.
8'' Goldingham, John, Madras Observatory Papers, Madras, 1830.
86 Warren, John, Kala Sankalita, or A Collection of Memoirs On the Various Modes According
to Which the Nations of the Southern Parts of India Divide Time, Madras: College Press, 1825.
88 Warren, John: Madras Observatory Correspondence; Solar Observatory Library Kodaikanal India; and Royal Astronomical Society Library, London.
80 The Company's Botanical Gardens at St. Vincent's in Calcutta were established in 1763
by Colonel Robert Kyd. Dr. Roxburgh succeeded Kyd as Superintendent upon the latter's death
in 1793. (Cf. Dictionary of National Biography, vol. XVII, Oxford University Press, 1917, pp.
368-70.)

In a letter to Patrick Russell dated 22 September 1787 Jones wrote:

"The king has much at heart his new botanical garden at St. Vincent's; his object is two
fold, to improve the commerce of the West-India islands, and to provide the British troops on
service there with medicinal plants." Cannon Letters, op, cit,, (ref. 18), p. 775.

81 "...if you wish to transfer our Indian plants to the Western Islands, the Company must
direct Kyd and Roxburgh to send them and their own Captains to receive them and attend to
them. We are in sad want of a travelling Botanist with some share of my poor friend Koenig's
knowledge and zeal: a stationary botanist would fix on the Indigofera as the chief object of his
care." Jones, letter to Sir Joseph Banks dated 18 October 1791; Cannon, Letters, op cit,, (ref.
18), pp. 891-92.

82 Hosten, H., "Bengal, Past and Present," Jour, Calcutta Historical Society, vol.IX(1914),
pp. 40-63.
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influence upon him, include "On the Indian and Arabick Divisions of the
Zodiack," "On Olibonum or Frankincense," "On the Notions of the Hindu

Astronomers, Concerning the Precession of the Equinoxes and the Motions of the
Planets," and "On the Height of the Himalaya Mountains.
However, his
major contribution to scientific studies was his Sanskrit Algebra, a translation of
8th and 12th century works of Brahmagupta and Bhascara. In a scholarly
"Dissertation" Colebrook demonstrates convincingly the chronological preced
ence of Hindu over Arabic Algebra. Then,seemingly unable to credit the Hindus
with total originality, he produces the Byzantine mathematician, Diophantus,
who lived a century prior to Aryabhatta (whom Bhascara identifies as his pre
ceptor), and speculates on the possibility that Aryabhatta's work was a refinement
of Byzantine gropings.^^
• Colebrook served as President of the Asiatick Society from 1806-1815.®®
In 1826, following his retirement from service in India, he became a founder and
first President of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. His
inaugural address pays tribute to the founding concepts of Jones, but, compared
with Jones' address of 1784, also suggests how systematized Asiatic studies had
become—even though they were still being carried out largely by amateur
English gentlemen.®®

Colebrook's tenure as President of the Asiatick Society (Calcutta) marked
a decline in the number of amateur scientific contributions relative to those of

a more professional character. In 1820 and 1823 the Calcutta Agricultural and

the Calcutta Medical and Physical Societies were founded and commenced pub
lishing their own journals,^® while in 1828 a Medical and Physical Membership
Class was established within the Asiatick Society itself. Of equal importance,
perhaps, was the establishment in 1829 of James Herbert's independent monthly
called Gleanings in Science. It may be significant that this periodical appeared
during the time the Declinists in Britain were pressing their case against the sci
entific establishment in general and the Royal Society in particular.®^ Asiatick
Researches consisted primarily of long papers which had been read to the Society
by their authors or their surrogates. It appeared irregularly whenever a sufficient
number of these articles was available.^'^ Herbert's editorials argued that Glean93 Asiatick Researches, vol. IX, pp. 323-76; ibid,, pp. 377-82; ibid., vol. XII, pp. 211-52; ibid.,
pp. 253-93. Colebrook's other scientific contributions to Asiatick Researches were "On Indian

Weights and Measures," vol. V, p. 91; and "On the Sources of the Ganges," vol. XI, p. 429.
9^ Colebrook, Henry T., Algebra, with Arithmetic and Mensuration, from the Sanscrit of
Brahmagupta and Bhascara, London: John Murray, 1817.
95 Prinsep, op. cit., (ref. 48), pp. 227-28.

95 Colebrook, Henry T., Miscellaneous Essays, vol. I, New Edition edited by E. B. Cowell,
London: Trabner and Co., 1873, pp. 1-7.
97 The most celebrated case for the Declinists was made in Babbage, Charles, Reflections on

the Decline of Science in England. Reprinted from the 1830 edition by Augustus M. Kelley
Publishers, New York, 1970.
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II he reviewed Babbage's Reflections on the Decline of Science in England and
in it suggested that the Asiatick Society suffered from many of the sins which
Babbage had laid at the door of the Royal Society.
Herbert retired as editor of Gleanings at the end of 1831 in order to become
Astronomer to the King of Oudh,"^ and was succeeded by James Prinsep, for
merly Master of the Benares Mint and a sometimes contributor to the Asiatick
Researches, who became Secretary of the Medical and Physical Class of the
Asiatick Society in 1830 and of the Society itself in 1833.'^^'®® In 1832 Gleanings

became an official publication of the Society under its new name, Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, though for the next five years most of its articles were
of a non-scientific character. However, apparently a number of the Society's
members were eager for a more professional approach to various official and
non-official surveys of India, for in 1837 the Journal began publication in two
sections—one scientific, one historical and literary. During the same year an
Index to the First Eighteen Volumes of Asiatick Researches was published under
Prinsep's direction.^® The last volume of the Asiatick Researches (Vol. XX)ap
peared in 1839. Thereafter, the two sections of the monthly Journal, and start
ing in 1865 the Proceedings, served as the periodical publications of the Society.®
IV.

Conclusions:

The Diffusion of British Science in India

William Jones' ambivalent attitude towards the contributions which Indian

science could make to Europe has already been noted. On the one hand he was
eager to search ancient texts for the purpose of learning what superior knowledge
the Indians might have had in mathematics, astronomy and medicine; on the
other, he found it difficult to admit that Asians were superior in any way to
Europeans. Early contributors to the Asiatick Researches such as Davis, Hunter
and Colebrook shared this attitude to some degree. But by the 1830's, profes
sionalism and specialization were on the rise, both in Britain and in India. Few
members of the Society pursued antiquarian investigations in science, and few
British residents of Bengal speculated on whether classical Indian science could
offer anything useful to Europe. The policy of the imperial government voiced
Herbert, James, "Prefaces" to Gleanings in Science, Calcutta, vol. I, pp. v-ix (1829), and
vol. II, pp. v-vii (1830).
Gleanings in Science, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 229-32 (1830).
Babbage had argued that the amateur character of science in England had contributed
to its decline vis-a-vis Continental science. He pointed out that the liberal requirements for

membership in the Royal Society had led to a situation in which a majority of members were
amateur gentlemen, in contrast with the French and Prussian academies where membership was
a coveted distinction granted for outstanding scientific achievement.

101 Prinsep, James, "Preface" to Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. I, Calcutta
(1832).

102 Mitra, op. cit., (ref. 6), pp. 49-52; 78-80.
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through its Governor General had shifted from that of a Warren Hastings who
could patronize a school of traditional Islamic studies in Calcutta,^®® to that of
a Lord William Bentinck who in 1835 could issue a Minute which concluded

that: "the great object of the British Government ought to be the promotion of
European literature and science among the natives of India.
Bentinck's
Minute signalled the victory of the Anglicist party in their two-decade debate
with the Orientalist party on the form that public education would assume in
India.
Perhaps significantly, many leading members of the Asiatick Society
had been in the vanguard of the defeated Orientalists.
Contemporary Indian historians have taken two different and somewhat
contradictory views toward the introduction of Western scientific institutions
into India. Sen focuses on the official character of science in 19th century India
carried out by the various surveys, and concludes that science was no more than
the handmaiden of the imperial government.^"® He notes that the Centenary
Review of the Asiatic Society (Bose, ref. 6) lists only two scientific contributions
from Indians, shows that in at least two instances Indians were excluded from

participating in the Geographical Survey, and concludes that the British govern
ment's policy was to exclude Indians entirely from contemporary science.
In contrast, others argue that the imposition of British institutions—includ
ing Western science—terminated the organic evolution of the subcontinent's
institutions. For example, in his Discovery of India Nehru wrote:
"...it is not inconceivable that if Britain had not undertaken this great
burden in India and, as she tells us, endeavored for so long to teach us the
diflScult art of self-government, of which we had been so ignorant, India
might not only have been freer and more prosperous but also far more ad
vanced in science and art and all that makes life worth living.
More specifically, Dharampal has collected a large number of detailed ac
counts by Europeans on the state of Indian science and technology in the 18th
century; and on the basis of these concludes that:
"...it appears probable that in most respects the science and technolo
gies of India had reached a desirable balance and equilibrium much before
the eighteenth century."^"®
Ashby, Eric, Universities'. British^ Indian, African, Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1966, p. 48.
Ashby, op. cit., (ref. 103), p. 52.
1®® Ashby, op. cit., (ref. 103), pp. 47-54.
1®® Sen, S. N.,"The Character of the Introduction of Western Science in India During the

Eighteenth and the Nineteenth Century," Indian Journal of History of Science, vol.I(1966), pp.
112-121.

i®7 Nehru, Jawaharlal, The Discovery of India, Anchor Books, Doubleday and Company,
Inc., p. 197.
i®8 Dharampal, "Preface" to Indian Science and Technology in the Eighteenth Century, New
Delhi: Impex India, 1971, p. Ixv.
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"At the time of the European onslaught, the indigenous tendencies in
India seem to have been in a state ofslow resurgence
With the beginning
of European dominance in India, the resurgence got transformed into de

pression and unimaginable disorganisation
The Europeans of this period
belonged to a wholly alien world in relation to India. They were not only
armed with the concepts and hierarchical institutions of a long feudal
European past but had also been preparing for the occasion for two to three
centuries. The subsequent application of their concepts and values com
pleted the destruction of Indian science and society which had been started
by the political and military defeat of India at their hands.
There is considerable evidence to suggest that the latter arguments are over
drawn; for, whatever the reasons, the British Government in Bengal moved
slowly and reluctantly toward the introduction of Western education and science.
Indeed, at times it was pushed along by Bengalis and non-oflficial Europeans who
conceived of these institutions as a means toward national resurgence.
The first educational institution patronized by the Company was the Calcutta
Madrassa, established in 1781 during the tenure of Warren Hastings. Its ex
pressed purpose was to institutionalize traditional Muslim education. A parallel
institution for Hindu studies was established in Benares in 1792 as the Sanskrit

College.^®® The first institution established for the purpose of introducing Indians
to Western learning was Hindu College, founded in 1817 on the initiative of
David Hare and the influential Sanskrit scholar. Raja Ram Mohan Roy.^^®
Although Roy became famous as an interpreter of Hindu values to the West, he
also strenuously opposed the extension of British patronage to traditional Sanskrit
education in Bengal. In an 1823 memo to the Governor General, William Pitt,
Lord Amherst, he argued:
"If it had been intended to keep the British nation in ignorance of real
knowledge, the Baconian philosophy would not have been allowed to dis
place the system of the schoolmen which was the best calculated to perpetu
ate ignorance. In the same manner, the Sanskrit system of education would
be the best calculated to keep this country in darkness, if such had been the
policy of the British legislature. But as the improvement of the native
population is the object of the Government, it will consequently promote
a more liberal and enlightened system of instruction, embracing Mathe
matics,Natural Philosophy,Chemistry, Anatomy,with other useful sciences,
which may be accomplished with the sums proposed [by Parliament] by
employing a few gentlemen of talent and learning educated in Europe and
providing a college furnished with necessary books, instruments and other
109 Dharampal, op, cit,, (ref. 108), pp. Ixvi-lxvii.
"0 Ashby, op, cit,, (ref. 103), p. 49.
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apparatus.

There is considerable justice in the claim that Bentinck's 1835 decision to
Anglicize education completely was motivated in part by a contempt for tradi
tional Indian thought. However, it is difficult to deny the contention that Roy's
powerful advocacy of Western education strengthened the hand of the Anglicists
in their running battle with the Orientalists.^®®
Indeed, Roy's memo can be taken as a model for discerning the profit which
educated Bengalis hoped might be derived from Western science. Throughout
the remaining years of the 19th century and well into the 20th century, many
of the most important initiatives for introducing Western science continued to
be taken by the Indians themselves, with the occasional assistance of non-official
European residents in India. Thus, for example, although a number of British
residents in India had been discussing since the 1830's the desirability of an
institution which would combine the missions of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science and the Royal Institution, it was left for a homeopathic
physician. Dr. Mahendralal Sircar, to establish (in 1869) the Indian Association
for the Cultivation of Science."^ (Dr. Sircar was aided and abetted in his efforts
by the Belgian Jesuit, Eugene LaFont, who had taught science at St. Xavier's
College in Calcutta since 1865.) Likewise, although in 1857 the British Govern
ment had founded the Universities of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay as examin
ing institutions on the model of London University, it was left for an Indian Vice
Chancellor, Sir Astoush Mookerjee, to establish in 1914 the University College
of Science at Calcutta, the first modern school of science in India."®

Given these several initiatives taken by the Indians themselves in establishing
scientific institutions in Bengal, Sen's argument linking nationalist resurgence to
the growth of Western science seems reasonable.^®® But his conclusion that it
was the uniform policy of the British government to exclude Indians from science
seems as exaggerated as the counterclaim that Western science was imposed on a
totally reluctant population.

In his History of the Royal Society Sprat noted that "the Royal Society has
made no scruple, to receive all inquisitive strangers of all Countries, into its

111 Collet, Sophia Dobson, The Life and Letters ofRaja Rammohun Roy, Calcutta: Sadharan
Brahmo Samaj, pp. 455-60.
112 Biswas, A. K., Science in India, Calcutta: Firma K.L. Mukhopadhyay, 1969, pp.49-66.
113 Sir Asutosh Mookerjee Silver Jubilee, vol. II, Calcutta: University Press, 1922.

S. N. Bose and M. N. Saha were among the first faculty appointed to the University
College. Bose's name was later to be associated with Einstein's in their joint contributions to
statistical mechanics; Saha became a world renowned astrophysicist and a dominant figure in
science policy in independent India. C. V. Raman, later to receive the Nobel Prize, was the
first Professor ofPhysics at the College. The research which led to his prize was largely carried
out at the Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science (ref. 112).
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number.
Jones' Inaugural Discourse to the Asiatick Society left open the
question of whether Indians would be granted membership. But a year later
he seems to have become enthusiastic about including them, noting:
"Much may, I am confident, be expected from communications of
learned natives...who would eagerly, on the first invitation, send us their
Mekamat and Rislahs on a variety of subjects."
"With a view...to bring their latent science under our inspection, it
might be advisable to print and circulate a short memorial, in Persian and
Hindi, setting forth...in a style accomodated to their own habits and preju
dices, the design of our institution."^^®
He went on to suggest that prizes and medals be offered for the best communi
cations from Indians. Indeed, two communications by one At'har Atikhan of
Delhi appear in the second volume of Asiatick Researches
However, few
Indian names appear on the membership rolls of the Society prior to the 1820's.
Though the appointment of one Babu Ram Komal Sen as Native Secretary in
1832 indicates that the Society ultimately did welcome the participation of
Indians, it also suggests that Indian members may not have been regarded as
having had the same status as European members.®®
Jones seems to have followed Sprat in conceiving of the Asiatick Society as
a thoroughly democratic organization which "will not require, I suppose, any
other qualification [for membership]than a love of knowledge, and a zeal for the
promotic n of it.""® However, one might argue that the objectives and social
organization of the Society inhibited the diffusion of Western science to the
Indians.

Jones had seen a dual mission for the Society: to inquire into Man and Nature
in Asia for the intrinsic worth of such inquiries, and to study whatever might be
of direct assistance to the Company. Thus science in late 18th and early 19th
century Bengal was the prerogative of the official government surveys whose
professional character would have excluded Indians, and of a group of amateur
gentlemen most of whom were civil or military servants of a company whose
ultimate rationale was commercial profit. In contrast, the traditional sciences
in India had been the prerogatives ofthe members of specialized Brahmin subcastes
among whom the notion of propagating knowledge was quite irrelevant. If the
Sprat, op, cit., (ref. 34), p. 64.
115 "You will not, perhaps, be disposed to admit mere translations of considerable length,
except of such unpublished essays or treatises as may be transmitted to us by native authors: but
whether you will enrol, as members, any number of learned natives, you will hereafter decide,
with many other questions as they happen to arise." Jones, "Discourse on the Institution of
the Society," op. cit., (ref. 22), p. xv.
Jones, "Second Anniversary Discourse," op. cit., (ref. 22), p. 413-14.
ii'' At'har Ati Khan of Delhi,"On the Baya, or Indian Gross-Beak," Asiatick Researches,
vol. n, pp. 109-110; "On the Cure of Elephantiasis," ibid., pp. 149-58.
118 Jones, "Discourse on the Institution of the Society," op. cit., (ref. 22), pp. xv-xvi.
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Asiatick Society was an association of learned gentlemen, it was also a British
club frequented by members of the ruling class. It is probable that few Indians
would have felt drawn to such a club, would have felt comfortable in it, or would

have understood the alleged connection between its activities and the dominant
position of the distant nation which ruled them. If this is so, then only dynamic
scholars such as Ram Mohan Roy, Mahendralal Sircar, or Astoush Mookerjee
who were sufficiently secure in the values inherent in their own traditions could
confront the British rulers on their own terms, and provide the necessary impetus
for bringing contemporary science to their country.

Ferdinand Fellmann: Scholastik und kosmologische Reform
('Beitrage zur Geschichte der Philosophie und
Theologie des Mittelalters,' N,F. Bd. 6)
Miinster, Aschendorff, 1971, SS. 70.
Although many many books and articles on Copernicus have been published
to celebrate the 500th anniversary of his birth, the distance from the scholastic
astronomy and physics to Copernicus may have not yet been definitely measured.
Nowadays, fewer people regard Copernicus as a genius without forerunner, but
weakpoints have also been detected in Duhem's conjectures according to which
nothing but coming from his "real" ancestors is found in Copernicus. One
might not deny that the Condemnation in 1277 by Etienne Tempier against a
series of theses could have enframed the scholastics into the Aristotelian physics,
but it would be an exaggeration to say that the Copernican heliocentricism had
been deduced from that Condemnation.

Now,the book taken up by the reviewer,deals mostly withNicolausOresme's
heliocentricism presented in his Le livre du del et du Monde, It treats also Jean
Buridan, but the treating is in passing and only for the sake of showing the

former's superiority over the latter. This book consists of a brief introduction
and 4 chapters. In the introduction, the author presents the following problems:
What had been the presupposition that conferred cosmological 'Relevanz' on a
mathematical-astronomical hyothesis? What relation had therefore enforced
the scholastic cosmology toward the new Copernican theory? To resolve these
problems, the author then takes up Nicolaus Oresme.
In the first chapter (Perspective and cosmology), he treats the optical dem
onstration. As is well known, the optical demonstration has no meaning con
cerning the motion of the Earth. But, reciting Buridan's words(Cum nihil scias
de voluntate Dei tu non potes esse certus de aliquo) and Oresme's (Nous ne
pourrions apparcevoir en rien ceste mutacion, mes tout sembleroit estre en une
maniere huy et demain quant a ce), and attracting the notice of the reader to
the fact that they were Nominalists, the author emphasizes that, according to
them, God was a concealed God and the experience was mercilessly unreliable.
In the second chapter (The problem of natural motion), the author states
that the demonstrations of the rest of the Earth by the natural motion were also
fundamentally annihilated by the nominalist and anti-experimentalist Oresme.
Thus, the keystone of the scholastic physics, namely the natural location and
the natural motion to the natural location, lost their significance and were radiJAPANESE STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE No. 12 (1973)
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cally relativised. According to Oresme, each kind of elements went up and
down not for its natural place but with reference to its circumscribing element.
Therefore,the centre ofthe Earth as the centre ofall gravities lost its absoluteness.
The author, in the third chapter (Order of heavens and its teleological
reasons), points out that it is true that Oresme agreed with other scholastics as
to the order of the 7 planets, but he did emphasize that the Sun was in the middle
of the 7 planets, viz,, under the upper 3 planets and above the under 3 planets.
Here also, Oresme destroyed the coincidence of the local hierarchy and the
hierarchy of values.
In the last chapter (Principle of economy and probability of rotation of the
Earth), the author describes how hard Oresme tried to fill the old historical gap

between the Ptolemaic mathematical astronomy and the Aristotelian physics.
Not being a professional astronomer, he made efforts to reconstruct,as Copernicus
does, the monistic physical astronomy.
Summarizing the contents of this book as above, the reviewer has been

interested in the intimate relationship between Oresme's astronomy and his
nominalism. Since Oresme's other texts have been recently published, the reader
would like to see how his astronomy and his geometry are internally related.
Seizo Aoki(Kobe University)

Ken-Ichi Iida: Nippon Tekko Gijutsushi Ron
(Technology of Iron and Steel in Japan)
San-Ichi Shobo, 1973, 466 pp.
Baien Miura,a prominent 18th century Japanese scholor and thinker, wrote
that of all the world's metals "iron is the greatest treasure ... because it is
moderate in price but varied in its uses. Man cannot live without iron." The
Japanese people, like other peoples of the world, have a long history of ironand steelmaking. Steel and technology have always had an important place in
man's life combined with the native wisdom of the people. The history of steel
is a history that has evolved with and around people.
From the above point of view is described Part I, "Course of Iron Industry
in the World and Japan." In the 1850's about 20 years prior to the Restoration
of 1868, an idea that "iron is the basis of industrial economics" was common in

Japan as well as in advanced European countries, which is one of the most im
portant keynotes when considering modernization of Japan, i.e., the so-called
take-off from the traditional community, so emphasizes the author.
When the Imperial Japanese Government Steel Works had started at Yawata
in 1901, Erwin Balz(1849-1913) pointed out educational and cultural deficiency
in Japan and sent out the following warning to the Japanese at the banquet in
celebration of his stay in Japan for 25 years. "When the Western arts and
sciences had been transplanted into Japan, the Japanese was simply satisfied with
receiving fresh fruit, without learning its root which brings a new harvest
"
The author indicates the reason why Japan has developed and headed the list of
the iron and steel field in an output for 100 years as dragging such deficiency is
because of peace economy but not war economy after World War II.
In addition to the above. Part I describes the characteristics of Japanese
steelmaking technology by comparing classics of mining and metallurgy, De re
metallica (1556) by Georgius Agricola, with "The Steel Age" in Europe and in
Japan viewed from the world's history. A supplement to this book, "Course
of the General Idea of Technics in Japan," is a very interesting article, but the
course of specializing art into technics and technology is not sufficiently clarified.
If the 1930's idea that technics is grasped as a system of the labor means is not
clarified, a relation between the Japanese capitalism and technics, technology or
technical sciences cannot be clarified.

Part II entitled "Various Cross Sections of Technology of Iron and Steel in
Japan" takes the most principal part of this book, and deals with the period
JAPANESE STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE No. 12(1973)
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from the traditionally formed ironmaking technology, i.e., Tammmethod,from
the 18th century to the 19th century even in the absence of a modern Europeantype system of natural science through a German-type system to an Americantype system for 100 years.
The most exciting are labor calamities at the Yawata Works, where the
overwhelmingly higher rate of sufferers is recorded than the army arsenal and
shows 70% of casulties in all the government-managed works in 1906 in the
midst of the Russo-Japanese War. This book does not fully clarify the problems
of unbalanced technical development under the imperialism and aggravation of
working conditions in Japan. Even though the pre-treatment of iron ores, coke
furnaces for saving fuel, large-sized blast furnaces, electric steelmaking process,
etc., had originally been developed in Japan, self-supporting economy of the
Japanese own technology was prevented by the double structure of industry,
rationalization of selfish enterprises, industrial rationalization on a national scale,
and the spread of an aggressive war. What we wish to know in detail is this
long hard process. Concerning LD converter as a star at the time of 1950, the
writer only explains on the basis of creative spirit of Dr. R. Durrer, but how
does he explain our Japanese dependency upon foreign technics in future?
Part III entitled "Engineers of Iron and Steel in Modern Japan," consists
of critical biographies of Takato Ohshima, Adolf Ledebur, Kageyoshi Noro,
Kaichiro Imaizumi, Kuniichi Tawara and Chobei Tanaka. Conducted by the
late Dr. Hiroto Saigusa, the author succeeded in presentation of the pioneers
who burnt with their creative spirits for modern science.
This book was made by compiling many articles issued in various magazines

and series and by touching up by the author himself,so that it is rather impossible
to avoid duplication and omission. However, I cannot help paying my respects
to the author's effort while working as a documentarist at Nippon Steel Corpo
ration. This opportunity is a springboard for the author to improve his study
on the technology in Japan. I would like to finish this book review with H.
Norman's remark which is often quoted by the author; namely, it means that
"a history is to select the originally related facts and to evaluate thier mutual
relation. The most important things in the history are the whole outline and
essential details."

Toshio Yamazaki(Tokyo Institute of Technology)

Meiji-zen Nippon Kikaigijutsushi
(History of Mechanical Technology in Japan before MeijiRestoration) By Tomio Hora and Toshiyoshi Kikuchi:
Edited by Nippon Gakushiin (Japan Academy).
Pubhshed by Nippon Gakujutsu Shinkokai
(Japan Society for Promotion of Science),
Tokyo, 1973. 16+ 351 +42 pp. ¥ 3,600.
This book is one of the volumes in the series of Meiji-zen Nippon Kagakushi
(History of Sciences in Japan before Meiji-Restoration). Dr. Suketoshi Yajima
has reviewed 26 volumes of this series, in the Japanese Studies in the History of
Science, No. 7, 1968. Thereafter, Meiji-zen Nippon Jinruigaku Senshigakushi
(History of Anthropology and Prehistory in Japan before Meiji-Restoration)

was published in 1971. And now, this volume of mechanical technology has
appeared.
Before Meiji-Restoration, there were not many worthwhile machines except
water raising machines and wearing machines. Japan has traditionally been an

agricultural country located in the monsoon area suitable for planting timbers.
In Japan, there have been few structures of bricks and stones like waterways,
roads and buildings in Europe or castle walls like the Great Walls of China.
Most of the structures in Japan have been wooden ones built by carpenters or
by peasants. Thus, Japan might be called a country of wooden culture.
So-called machines were only used in the field ofagriculture, but their power
was lower than that of the Europeans'. For instance, the water raising machines
in Japan developed for water raising and rice cleaning, while in Europe, water-

mills developed for milling flour and they finally became gigantic machines which
were well equipped with transmission systems. Moreover, during the age of
the mine industry from medieval to pre-modern era, water mills in Europe made
a remarkable development as one of sources of power, while those in China,
to whom the Japanese people were much owing culturally, were far behind.
The Japanese people in those days used spinning wheels, pulleys, etc. They
were mainly for manual labour, but, since they repeated simple movement as
rotary motion and since they were useful for agricultural production, these simple
tools may be called "machines" in a broad sense, according to the author. This
book consists of eight chapters.
In chapter 1 "power devices", the author says that the only one that de
veloped in Japan was the water wheel which was widely used for cleaning rice,
JAPANESE STUDIES IN THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE No. 12(1973)
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milling flour, oil manufacturing, pressing juice from sugar canes, etc. There
were few valuable machines deriven by animal powers such as an ox or a horse,
or those driven by wind power. The reasons were that, geographically, there
were many sloaps and hills where people could easily get abundant water. As
to wind power, in most places, the wind was either too soft or too strong, or
even if the wind power was ideal, the direction of the wind varied irregularly.
Because of these natural conditions, there had been few worthwhile machines.

Heat engines and engineering were not yet introduced.
In chapter 2 "Spinning and wearing machines", the author recognizes that
these machines were the most important ones in the technical history of machines,
but, since they are described fully in another volume History of Sericulture, they
are not much dealt with here. The author summarizes the mechanism of braiding
warp and woof that were the central of the silk-reeling equipments and the cotton
spinning machines.
In chapter 3 "Agricultural machines, sugar refinning machines, and com
pressors", the author describes the rapid development of these machines inEdo
era.

In chapter 4 "Water raising machines", the technical improvement and the
variation of water raising machines, and the sprayed fire equipments are the
main themes.

In chapter 5 "Air-blowers", mechanical development of foot-bellows used
in mines and at metallurgical works, are investigated thoroughly.
Chapter 6 treats "Pulleys or the devices by rotary motions". From ancient
time people used pulleys in order to transport or to raise heavy stones and building
materials. The author explains that there have been few technical improvements
until the end of Edo era. Pulleys were used in whaling and they were found
in the fisher-boats.

Chapter? is on "Machine tools". Pulleys, potter's wheels for the produc
tion of earthenwares, windlass or a lathe for cutting and grinding wood, animals'
bones, metals, etc., were used in Japan. The perforating tools derived from the
ancient ignition devices developed in connection with the import of guns. In
consequence, the methods of using bow-drills and cord drills were worked out.
In the last chapter, the history from the end of Edo era to the middle of
Meiji period is summarized. The introduction of the mechanical industry, that
is, the import of the weapons and technics of shipbuilding of Holland began at
the end of Edo era. It may be said that this was the dawn of modern technology
in Japan. The Japanese traditional weapons and technics of shipbuilding are
not dealt with here, since the former has already been separately treated and the
latter is under preparation for publication in this same series.
In Appendix, histories of electricity, telegraph, telescope, other observation
and surveying measurement, and of watch, are described briefly.
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In this book, the author not only describes the history, but also extracts
and transcribes important documents, records, etc,, or books written before
Meiji era, and thus the book is, at the same time, a collection of historical
materials. This book also contains about 300 illustrations which help readers
understand the theme easily.
The author tries to describe how the Japanese people imported various
technicsfrom China and from other Asian countries, and how they digested them
completely as if they had been the results of their own invention. Dr. Tomio
Hora, Professor of Waseda University mainly collected the material and Toshiyoshi Kikuchi, lecturer of Waseda University, wrote the articles.
The basic problems of technics of machines in Japan before the modern
time may be very well grasped by reading this book. The book, at the same
time, may point out a starting point for further investigation.
Hiroshi Ishiyama (The National Diet Library)

News

Annual Meeting

The History of Science Society of Japan met for its 20th meeting on May 5 and
6, 1973, at Fuji Junior College, Tokyo. The following are the papers and the
symposia presented on that occasion.
May 5

The Machinery on the Relief of the Han-Dynasty

Keizo Hashimoto

A Statistic Survey of Terms related to Natural Phenomena
appearing in Documents of Ancient Japan (1)—Kojiki
or The Records of Ancient Matters
Kazutoshi Haitori

A Length of Shaku appearing in the Book of Manyoshu Manpei Hashimoto
Takakazu Seki's Works in His Early Years
Kazuo Shimodaira
Some Preliminary Considerations on the History of Science
during the Tokugawa Period
Hiroshi Miyake
The Role of Chomel's Encyclopaedia and the KoseiShinpen
in the Biological Studies in the Yedo Era
Ichiro Yabe
The InritsU'Teiji(An Exposition of the On the Laws of
Attraction) of Naka Tenyli (1783-1835)
Tadashi Yoshida
The Studies of Yoan Udagawa (3)—His Later Life and
His Unpublished Works of Seimi Kaiso
Tatumasa D5ke
W. S. Clark's Contribution to Plant Physiology
Mariko Ogawa
Electric Chemistry in Late Nineteenth Century Japan Kunika Sugawara
M. Kuhara's Studies of the Bechmann Rearrangement
Kiyohisa Fujii
Hajime Tanabe's Philosophy of Science
Katsuhiko Yoshida
The Marxian Theories of Science in Japan during 1930-70
Masanori Onuma

The Movement of Engineers and Technicians in Pre-war Japan
Shoichi Oyodo

Asajiro Oka: Biology and the Impermanence of Life Masao Watanabe
Aristotle's Method of Zoological Inquiry
Jun Ishikawa
Huygens and the Time-Squared Law of Fall
Masahiko Yokoyama
The Formulation of Imponderable Fluids and Their Significance
to the Eighteenth Century Chemistry
Hazime Kasiwagi
Iron and Steel, especially Cast Iron, in the Industrial Revolution
Komei Suzuki

May 6

Geneticists and the Eugenics Movement—A Comparative Study
of America and Japan
Zenji Suzuki
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Fundamental Problems of the Development of Technology in
"Manchuria" under the Japanese Imperialism
Tadaaki Kimoto
Technology of Synthetic Petroleum in Japan during World
War II

Kunioki Kato

Masatoshi Okouchi and the Idea of "Substitute Articles"

Satoshi Ihara

Kikakuin: The Japanese Policy of Science and Technology during
World War II

Akira Sasabe

Women Scientists in England and in Other Countries

Teruko Sekine,

Aiko Yamashita & Akashiko Yoshimura

"Energy" in the Early Nineteenth Century
Toru Nakagawa
The Development of Machinery from the Point of View
of Constrained Motion

Hiroo Kato

A Problem of the Butlerov's Concept of Chemical Structure
in Relation to the Scientific Thought of Nineteenth Century
Chemists

Minoru Tanaka

The Rise and Development of Chemical Engineering
Sommerfeld's Quantum Theories in 1911 and 1916

Masataka Baba
Sigeko Nisio

An Outline History of Biochemistry in the Twentieth Century
Tatsumasa D6ke

The Ether Problem in the Nineteenth Century Science
Symposia—for the International Congress, 1974

Tetu Hirosige

A. Professionalization of Science

Introductory Comments on Professionalization Kei-ichi Tsuneishi
Science as a Profession in Meiji Japan
Mitsutomo Yuasa
The Establishment of Higher Education—Professorship
at the Imperial University
Masao Terasaki
The Problems of the Medical License

Yonezo Nakagawa

The Introduction of Modern Technology in the Early Meiji
Period—the Case of an English Engineer Potter
Kenji Imazu
Discussion
(Chairmen: Eri Yagi & Ippei Wakabayashi)
B . Science and Society in China
Scientific Activities and the Social Background in the
Seventeenth Century
Keizo Hashimoto
On the Formation of the Science Society of China
Yoshinobu Sakade

Science and Society in China

Discussion

Keiji Yamada

(Chairmen: Tetsuo Tomita & Shinichi 6ya)

C. The Plan and Wishes of the Sections

Mathematics and Physics
Tetu Hirosige
Chemistry
Minoru Tanaka
Technology
Tatsuya Kobayashi & Toshio Yamazaki
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I. Manuscripts

1. Reviews, research surveys, source materials, documents and original
papers are acceptable.
2. Articles may be written in English, French, or German.
3. The title and the author's name should be typed on a separate page,
with the author's present position indicated in a foot-note.
4. The text should be typed double-space on paper of standard size and
weight, about 65 spaces per line and 25 lines per page, with margins
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7. Figures and tables, other than simple tabutations, should be prepared
separate from the text on standard size paper, with their proper locations
noted in red.

8. Figures should be drawn in black ink, one figure per page at actual
size, and collected together after the text and notes.
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Department of Humanities
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4. Non-members from outside Japan who submit manuscripts will be

charged a ¥5,000 publishing fee. Solicited manuscripts are of course
excepted.

5. Any author who has submitted a manuscript must request permission
from the editorial board before sending it to another journal.
III. Corrections to Proofs

1. Only the first proofs will be submitted to the author for correction.
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sions or additions, including notes in proof.
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